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Executive Summary
The Policy Support Unit at the Ministry of Public Health set the “Support of Modernization of Health
Care Provision towards UHC”. One of the elements of this priority was the dissemination of a “Stateof-the Art EHR, that will facilitate continuity, coordination and affordability, package definition,
gatekeeping, rational e-prescription and between provider communication; and generate the KPIs
for the Health Sector”. To achieve that goal, WHO is providing the necessary support, with fund
raising for the development or adoption of a national Electronic Health Record (EHR) across the
country, where by, within 5 years, all health care providers would be able to use such EHR. This will
make real data on patient health and selected health system utilization more readily available for
population health monitoring as well as for health system performance assessment.
This document intends to guide readers as concisely as possible about the issues of eHealth and
Electronic Health Records (EHR) adoption in Lebanon. It contains 3 sections:
Section 1 - White Paper: In this section, issues to be addressed in EHR implementation in
hospitals and health centers are reviewed with supporting literature.
Section 2 - Summarizes Focus Group discussions with Lebanon eHealth potential
stakeholders, an online survey of these stakeholders and the proceedings of a capstone
general assembly held on June 15, 2019.
Section 3 - A model Request of Information (RFI) for MoPH and private hospitals to use to
solicit offers from EHR vendors as an applied useful tool.
The highlight of this activity was in the consensus of stakeholders on the following:
Lebanon needs to regulate EHR adoption. The preferred regulatory body would be MoPH or
a private-public organization like EHS in Jordan (https://ehs.com.jo/) or “Electricite du Liban”
in Lebanon.
The regulatory body would need to “certify” EHRs to be adopted in Lebanon hospitals and
Clinics and develop regulations to ensure citizens privacy and ability of systems to
interoperate.
There should a smaller number of certified EHRs adopted by groups of hospitals. These EHRs
should be internationally interoperable and compliant with GDPR and other privacy
regulations.
The public sector can adopt one system and subsidize its adoption by private hospitals.
MoPH would need to lead the effort of putting a road map to achieve EHR implementation
in a way similar to what was done in Jordan or Estonia or Luxembourg.
MoPH can incentivize EHR adoption by making its use as essential part of accreditation and
requires electronic claims submissions and chart audits.
Training programs to develop the needed Information Technology specialists should be
developed.
Electronic privacy and signature legislations should be developed and applied.
Unique identifiers should be agreed upon and adopted, particularly: Unique patient
identifier, medical acts, diagnoses, payments and medications.
A model public hospital EHR can be implemented as a pilot initiative to explore human
resource and training needs.
The suggested road map for eHealth (Figure 1) was well received though judged too
optimistic.
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Figure 1: Suggested roadmap for transforming patient care documentation in Lebanon hospitals

The next steps agreed upon to be followed were:
Agreeing on the composition of a Governing Body/Entity that will be responsible for
overseeing and ensuring the continuity of this project
Deciding on the framework for generating a unique patient identifier at the national level
Developing a request for information (RFI) document to be used by MoPH
Immediate action items emanating from the various forums and discussions were:
An intergovernmental committee needs to develop and mandate use of a national patient
identifier
MoPH should issue a resolution defining the minimum requirements for an EHR at the national
level
MoPH should impose minimum standards to be adopted by the local software companies
Set a long-term plan for this project, taking into consideration that the technology field is
evolving rapidly and falling behind is not an option
Learn from the experiences of other countries instead of reinventing the wheel
Ensure data security, especially to take into consideration the requirements of the military and
security forces
Prioritize the need for interoperability standards to be adopted by all software providers
MoPH stressed that hospitals and health institutions should put their plan to purchase and
adopt an EHR on hold until the list of standards is defined
All vendors must abide by the set of standards once defined by MoPH
MoPH will certify providers based on their adherence to the list of required standards
MoPH will monitor the prices imposed by the vendors to prevent any kind of monopoly
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Section One: White Paper on EHR adoption in Lebanon
Introduction
In the last 2 decades, technology has been continuously listed as one of the top impactful trends
affecting healthcare delivery. It is quite natural that we explore how Lebanon can leverage
technology in health care to improve the Health of its citizens. It is in this spirit that the Policy
Support Observatory (PSO) at the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) set as one of its work program
projects the “generalization of the use of state of the art electronic health records” [1]. The PSO is a
collaborative unit at MoPH that brings together MoPH and the American University of Beirut (AUB)
and the World Health Organization’s Lebanon Office (WHO).
MoPH has engaged in many eHealth initiatives related to financial monitoring of services purchased
from hospitals by MoPH or citizens direct services. It also launched a “National eHealth Program” in
2013 aiming at regulating and addressing the various aspects of eHealth in the country and a
National PHC network with support from the World Bank, as well as an electronic patient encounter
form, linked to the PHENICS automation system designed to monitor the WB supported EPRHP.
The WHO also supported a mission whereby experts in EHR development from Jordan presented the
Jordanian experience in deploying a common EHR across all of Jordan public hospitals and clinics. A
similar program is contemplated for Lebanon, with customization as needed.
All these initiatives are in response to the fact that most health care institutions in Lebanon continue
to provide care supported by paper-based processes. Many use electronic billing systems but few
use electronic medical records (EMRs) and only a couple use integrated certified electronic health
records (EHRs). The proposed “generalization of the use of state of the art electronic health records”
has been set as one of MoPH building blocks towards “modernizing health care provision for
universal health coverage with people-centered care”[1]. The purpose of this “technological
modernization” is three-fold:
To provide any health care provider with a spontaneous and secure access to a patient’s
medical record when necessary and with due respect to patient’s privacy.
To allow exchange of medical, service and financial information among health care
providers, insurers and administrators with minimal technical limitations and due respect to
patients’ privacy and information exchange security.
To allow ministries and health institutions to collect medical information for planning and
delivering services with due respect to patients’ privacy and information exchange security.
As we engage in this journey, it is essential that all stakeholders share a common understanding of
the value of these goals and the pre-requisites for such a national project:
What are the requirements of a “state of the art electronic health record”?
What would it entail at the level of legislation, infrastructure and human and financial
resources? [2]
Besides understanding the pre-requisites and goals, a common use of terminology among
stakeholders is also necessary. For example, we commonly use EMR and EHR interchangeably when
the first (EMR) refers to health related information of a patient within one health care organization
while the latter has a broader outlook with a system that “conforms to nationally recognized
interoperability standards” and thus has the potential to communicate beyond one institution [3]. A
glossary of terms derived from various online sources is attached to this document (Appendix 1).
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This paper explores these issues and offers a baseline background information for Lebanon Health IT
stakeholders to be engaged in developing the eHealth roadmap to achieve MoPH vision.

What is eHealth [4]
The term eHealth first appeared around 2000 and has carried different meanings in the minds of
people with more than 50 different definitions [5-7].
In the United States of America, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information
Technology (ONC) uses “Health IT” to refer to “technologies that allow health care professionals and
patients to store, share, and analyze health information” [8]. ONC lists Electronic Health Record and
Personal Health record under Health IT. ONC also has an Office of Consumer eHealth (OCeH) which
purpose is to improve consumers Access, Action and Attitude (3 As) vis a vis the use of Health IT.
Examples of such eHealth programs include the Meaningful Use Incentives, Blue Button, Sharecare
and Innovation Challenges [9]. This eHealth office was integrated in other ONC units in 2018.
The European commission defined eHealth in its eHealth Action Plan 2012-2020 [10] as “the use of
information and communication technologies (ICT) in health products, services and processes
combined with organizational change in healthcare systems and new skills, in order to improve
health of citizens, efficiency and productivity in healthcare delivery, and the economic and social
value of health”.
For our purpose we will adopt the simplest and most encompassing definition used by WHO: “the
use of information and communication technologies (ICT) for health”. WHO also notes that
“eHealth is about improving the flow of information, through electronic means, to support the
delivery of health services and the management of health systems” [11].
We will also limit this discussion to eHealth elements related to “patients” cared for in “medical”
environments (e.g. hospitals and medical centers). We will not address population or public health
issues.

Value from eHealth
The value from using ICT in health is not realized when technology is simply used to “digitize paper”
[12]. Benefits from eHealth adoption imply capitalizing on advanced electronic medical records
functionalities and features or using technology in a “meaningful” way. Meaningful implies that the
use of a tool would result in an outcome that matters in the care of an individual, affecting the
quality of life or morbidity of the person.
Price describes 10 functional categories (Figure 2) where meaningful value could result from using
technology. The overall EMR meaningful use depends on the availability of these categories which
are a function of the EMR capabilities and gain more value with a proper supporting eHealth
infrastructure. This digital maturity model powerfully simplifies legislation adapted in numerous
countries such as meaningful use in the US or eHealth strategies in Europe [13] as well as the
industry standard Health Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) Electronic Medical
Record Adoption Model (EMRAM) [14]. The foundation for a successful EMR use and patient quality
of care delivery becomes a solid eHealth infrastructure.
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Figure 2: Price’s Model of EMR Adoption

What do we really want out of EHRs?
The various models of adoption or maturity address how we use information resources to support
patient clinical care, service and administrative functions. A unit is more mature in its e-care delivery
when its various digital tools are more integrated, easily exchange information and assist in decision
making. The more sophisticated the system the more it is able to tap into diverse sources of data to
assist the clinician or administrator offer the patient safer, timelier, effective, efficient, equitable,
patient centered care (STEEEP) [15-17]. A modified list of EMR benefits from Scott et al [18] is shown
in Box 1.
Box 1: Predicted EMR benefits [18]

Processes of care
Instantly available record accessible by multiple users at multiple locations
Access to information on site or by remote access
Improved accuracy, legibility, structuring, reliability and retrieval of information
Ability to add orders and start processes without doctors being physically present
Problem lists, past medical histories, allergies and alerts that are entered once
Automation of pathology and radiology requests, care plans, reminders and alerts
discharge summaries and clinical decision support
Faster entry of vital signs and easier documentation of care plans
Transparency of actions with audit trails and tracking
Fewer errors in drug prescribing, dispensing and administration
Evidence-based decision support with improved adherence to clinical guidelines
Easier investigation of incidents and discrepancies

Patient outcomes
Reduced length of stay
Fewer readmissions
Lower mortality
Less interview and investigation burden by reducing duplication

Financial benefits
Reduction in direct costs
Accrued economic benefits due to reduction in medication ordering, dispensing and
administration errors, length of hospital stays, potentially preventable hospitalizations
and unplanned readmissions, staff time to find information, and nursing time to input
vital signs through interactive mobile devices.
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The progression from simple paper documentation to integrated electronic information
management has not been smooth in the last few decades. Practical, legal, medical and financial
issues have often challenged adoption progression despite a perceived association between EHR use
and quality of care delivered [19]. When we talk about EHR we imply more than simple digitization
of papers. As stated earlier, more “functions” are expected in EHR than simply storing a static
picture of a patient encounter. An EHR is expected to make information on a patient or a provider or
episodes of care or services administered, available in different formats for multiple users from
different locations without repetitive entry. The more mature an EHR system the more it allows
wider interactions in kind and reach: administrative and clinical data from different units or sources
becoming easily exchangeable or interoperable.

eHealth 10E’s [6]
Huang et al., (2010) succinctly summarize the benefits of mature EHRs in 10 descriptors starting with
the letter “E”. This same set is often used in other adoption models [20]. Table 1 summarizes the
anticipated benefits of a mature EHR.
Table 1: E Benefits of EHRs – the 10E’s
Support cost effective healthcare delivery
Reduce medical errors
Support evidence-based medicine
Help patients to be more active and informed in their
healthcare decisions and treatments
Help physicians and patients understand the latest techniques
and healthcare issues
Extending the scope of care &
Do not limit healthcare treatment to conventional boundaries
Enabling information exchange
Ethics
Including but not limited to privacy and security concerns
Equity
Decrease rather than increase the gap between “haves” and
“have nots”
Efficiency
Enhancing quality
Evidence based
Empowerment &
Encouragement
Education

The minimum EHR functionalities necessary to achieve these E benefits are shown in Table 2. These
functionalities cover administrative, clinical and community related elements and the system will
need to exchange this information with other systems. The authors developed this list using the
institute of medicine core functionalities of an EHR system as well as HL7 functional model and
Certification Commission for Health Information Technology (CCHIT) criteria [21].
Table 2: EHR FUNCTIONALITY REQUIREMENTS [21]
Organize Patient Data
Patient Demographics
Clinical/Encounter Notes
Medical History
Record Patient-Specific Information
Patient Consent
Generate Reports
Advance Directives
Compile Lists
Medication Lists
Allergy Lists
Problem/Diagnoses Lists
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Receive and Display Information

Order Entry (CPOE)

Decision Support

Communication and Connectivity

Administrative and Billing Support

Other

Laboratory Test Results
Radiology Results
Radiology Imaging Results
Capture External Clinical Documents
Electronic Prescribing
Reorder Prescriptions
Laboratory Order Entry
Radiology Order Entry
Reminders for Care Activities
Dosing Calculator
Preventive Services
Drug Alerts
Disease or Chronic Care Management
Knowledge Resources
Clinical Guidelines
Electronic Referrals
Clinical Messaging/ E-mail
Medical Devices
Scheduling Management
Eligibility Information
Electronic Billing/ Integration with
Practice Billing System
Drug Formularies
Clinical Task Assignment and Routing
Immunization Tracking
Public Health Reporting
Patient Support

Historically, health care units did not acquire all these functions at one time but adopted them
gradually and in a cumulative way. This is why health IT adoption is described as continuous process
of maturation rather than a shift from one state (paper) to another (electronic).

Digital Maturity
The concept of digital maturity originated from eGovernment initiatives which purpose was to make
government services more citizen centric with the same vision being applied to health care. As such,
“Digital Maturity” is not only the availability of resources and system sophistication but also the
ability of systems to interoperate and impact the public [22].
Standardization and Interoperability are the backbone requirements for a mature eHealth
environment. The Monaco news Paper Nice Matin describes the goal of such an approach to the
public in very simple language [23]: « Aujourd’hui, il n’existe pas de système d’échange numérique
entre les établissements de soins….faire en sorte que caisses sociales, médecins, pharmaciens,
infirmiers et autres puissent échanger facilement les données de leurs patients et améliorer le suivi
des soins… Les patients n’auraient qu’un seul dossier, avec un identifiant et un mot de passe pour
avoir accès à leurs informations de santé personnelles»
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Maturity of systems is described using models of which the most renown is the HIMSS EMRAM
(Figure 3) where a controlled medical vocabulary for standardization and interoperability is at the
basic foundation stages.

Health Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) Electronic Medical Record
Adoption Model (EMRAM) [14]
The EMRAM model lists 8 stages describing cumulative functionalities of an electronic system. These
stages are specific and measurable milestones commonly, but not necessarily, achieved in a
sequential manner. Hospitals and health centers implementing EMRs are classified based on the
functions they adopt from the EMR and with an ultimate goal of maximizing benefits realization
from the adopted technology, essentially, safer and higher quality patient centered care.
Figure 3: HIMSS Analytics EMR Adoption Model (2018 US)

Figure 4 shows actual and predicted adoption levels of US hospitals. The analysis predicts most
hospitals in the US will be above stage 5 by 2020.
Figure 4: Cumulative number of US hospitals at each EMRAM level (2006-2035) – [24]
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Digital Hospital
After the US introduced its “meaningful use” incentive initiative to motivate EHR adoption, it did not
take much for other nations to embark into similar endeavors. Everyone realized that simple
digitization is of little value and true transformation in health care needs engaging stakeholders
(People) and changing workflows and practices (Processes). This perspective is well described in
France’s digital hospital program pre-requisites and functional domains to be achieved through
changes in their governance, training, financing and support [25]. Similarly, to the US government
“meaningful use” incentive program, France’s digital hospital project aims to “relate the right
information to the right patient at the right time and location – under all circumstances – with
privacy maintained. These are its 3 essential pre-requisites:
1. Relate the right information to the right patient at the right time and location (Identite /
Mouvement). This requires
a. The use of unique references to patient identity, episode of care and transfers of
care
b. An active unit that maintains master patient records
c. An up to date chart and database of the health care unit’s organizational structure
2. Under all circumstances (Fiabilite / Disponibilite) or Business Continuity Access (BCA) at all
times. This requires
a. A documented and formal workflow for BCA during system failure or downtime
b. Different action plans based on severity and duration of failure
3. With privacy maintained (Confidentialite):
a. Documented and adopted Risk management strategies
b. Documented access practices that protect patient confidentiality with documented
consents from users to adopt them
c. Access protocols defined and verified
The French essential functional categories are 5:
1. Access to Laboratory and Radiology results
2. Interoperable patient record
3. Electronic prescription
4. Patient and health care resources scheduling
5. Utilization and financial dashboards
Figure 5: France’s Digital Hospital Project Foundation
(Le Socle Commun du Programme Hopital Numérique)
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Certified EHR
It was natural that after setting the criteria for a beneficial EHR and its requirements that a formal
approach would be used to identify the technologies able to meet the requirements leaving
institutions to work on their processes and resources to meet the standards.
In the US, the Certification Commission for Health Information Technology (CCHIT) was created in
2004 and adopted by the US Department of Health and Human Services to develop criteria and
accredit EHRs as a recognized certifying body. CCHIT was later adopted by ONC to continue same
role (ONC_ATCB) (Figure 6) [26]. Similarly, other bodies emerged in other countries [27] for example
The European Institute for Health Records (EuroRec at http://www.eurorec.org) or Canadian or UK
organization offer certification of vendors using similar criteria and approach as US ONC [27, 28].
Figure 6: Structure of EHR certifying bodies in the US

Elements to certify [29]
As stated above, the purpose of classifying EHRs and adoption efforts by organizations is mainly to
move them to higher sophisticated levels that provide better and safer patient care. Incentives were
placed for users to adopt “meaningful practices” and later on penalties for those who could not
catch up with developments. The certified EHR distinctiveness is its compliance with standards and
interoperability. ONC lists 60 elements required to achieve levels of interoperability and safety
grouped into 8 categories:
Category
Clinical

Criterion
Computerized provider order entry (CPOE) for medications,
laboratory tests and diagnostic imaging
Drug-drug and drug-allergy interactions
Drug formulary and preferred drug list check
Clinical decision support
Patient information, including: demographics; family health history;
smoking status and patient-specific education resources
Lists, including: problems; medications; and medication allergies
Implantable devices
Social, psychological and behavioral data
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Category
Care coordination

Clinical Quality
Measurements

Privacy and security

Patient engagement

Public health

Design & performance

Transport methods

Criterion
Transitions of care documents
Clinical information reconciliation and incorporation
Electronic prescribing
Common Clinical Data Set summary record—create and receive
Data export
Data segmentation for privacy—send
Care plan
Record and export
Import and calculate
Report
Filter
Authentication, access control, authorization
Auditable events and tamper-resistance
Audit reports
Amendments
Automatic access time-out
Emergency access
End-user device encryption
Integrity
Trusted connection
View, download and transmit to third parties
Secure messaging
Patient health information capture
Transmission to immunization registries
Transmission to public health agencies—syndromic surveillance
Transmission to public health agencies—reportable lab tests and
values/results
Transmission to cancer registries
Transmission to public health agencies—electronic case reporting
Transmission to public health agencies—antimicrobial use and
resistance reporting
Transmission to public health agencies—health care surveys
Automated numerator recording and automated measure calculation
Safety enhanced design
Quality management system
Accessibility-centered design
Consolidated CDA creation performance
Application access, including: patient selection; data category request
and all data request
Direct Project
Direct Project, Edge Protocol and XDR/XDM
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Readiness Assessment
The adoption of technology in Lebanon hospitals and health centers has not been well documented;
however, WHO has been conducting surveys periodically to gauge the country’s eHealth readiness
[30]. The 2015 survey assessed the country’s readiness for eHealth (as defined above) by exploring
availability of a variety of factors shown in Box 2.
Box 2: WHO eHealth readiness survey elements
1. eHealth foundations
a. National policies or strategies
b. Funding sources for eHealth
c. Multilingualism in eHealth
d. eHealth capacity building
2. Legal frameworks for eHealth
a. Policy or legislation
3. Telehealth programs
4. EHR availability
a. National system
b. Legislation governing the use of EHR
c. Health facilities with EHRs
d. Other electronic systems used
e. ICT assisted functions
5. Use of eLearning in health sciences
6. mHealth
a. Accessing and providing health services
b. Accessing and providing health information
c. Collecting health information
7. Social Media
a. National policy or strategy on use of social media by government organizations
b. Policy specific to social media use in the health domain
c. Use of social media by organizations
d. Use of social media by individuals and communities
The survey addresses the wider aspect of eHealth “the use of information and communication
technologies (ICT) for health” covering telehealth, mHealth, education and social media in health.
The conceptual framework for such a survey could be easily formulated based on Wickramasinghe et
al’s framework where four pre-requisite groups for eHealth are defined (Wickramasinghe et al.,
2005) (Figure 7):
1. Infrastructure
2. Standardization
3. Accessibility regulation
4. Government regulation
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Figure 7: Readiness elements, contributing factors and expected outcomes of eHealth programs [2]

Appendix 2 shows the results of the 2015 survey of Lebanon. Issues related to “generalization of the
use of state-of-the-art electronic health records” stand out as relating to the need for legislation and
funding and an obvious lack of information on where we are with the number of facilities with EHRs
and their types and maturity levels.
This lack is the basis for PSO’s investigation and reach out to Private Hospitals Syndicate and Public
Sector stakeholders to have a factual picture of the state of eHealth in the country and set up a
roadmap for addressing pre-requisites as a priority.
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Section Two: Lebanon Readiness & Consensus 2019 Activity Overview
Using Wicramasinghe model [2] and Scott et. Al [18] (Appendix 3) and WHO eHealth survey content
[30] we developed a set of Focus Group discussion questions (Box 3) and an online survey to
administer to Lebanon health stakeholders with the intent to come up with an agreement on the
pre-requisites that MoPH has to address to ensure a successful eHealth transition. The stakeholders
selected as targets of this inquiry, included:
1. Public providers: MoPH, MOSA, MOI, Military
2. Private providers: Private hospitals, LOP, Nursing
3. Payors: Health insurance, NSSF, Military
4. Beneficiaries: Consumer protection
5. Information technologists (LITA, Universities)
The main objectives of this inquiry were:
1. To describe the readiness of Lebanon hospitals to adopt electronic health records
2. To describe the expectations of Lebanon hospitals of an electronic health record
3. To develop a request for information (RFI) document to be used by the ministry of public
health to explore available vendors able to provide the perceived needed EHR
A detailed report of the results of the focus group discussions and the readiness survey are shown in
the Appendices 4 and 5. A summary of the salient findings follows.
Box 3: Focus Groups Discussion Issues
Q1. Why do you think EHR has not yet rolled out in Lebanon?
Q2. What do you think is the most important factor of success of EHR?
Q3. How soon do you expect EHR to be implemented in Lebanon?
Q4. How do you think the healthcare sector can benefit from installing an EHR?
Q5. What are the barriers that you expect to face while the migration or integration process takes
place?
Q6. What are your suggestions to overcome these barriers?
Q7. Which of the Pre-requisites for eHealth goals do you think is the most challenging?
Q8. What is your organization’s objective for implementing an EMR/EHR?
Q9. What do you think are the IT related interoperability standards that need to be available so
that EHR can be successfully implemented?
Q10.What would you like to see added to the current means and channels of operations with
hospitals?
Q11.What do you think are the necessary legislations for EHR to roll out?
Q12. How do think this project could be funded?
Q13. How do you see things moving?
Q14. Is there anything other than the already discussed questions you would like to add?

Focus Group Discussions
Three separate focus group discussions were held with different stakeholders’ categories:
Information technology (IT) specialists, private hospitals and third-party payers’ representatives.
Questions guiding the discussion are shown in Box 3.
Challenges, barriers, and success factors at the level of the 4 dimensions of EHR adoption were
generated from these focus group discussions. The major themes discussed at the level of the
“Governmental Regulations and Roles” dimension were: Poor governmental mandate and
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coordination, weakened leadership, fragmented health sector, etc. Many participants suggested that
commitment, support, and cooperation are necessary to overcome these barriers.
The majority of stakeholders believed that lack of awareness on the benefits of EHR as well as data
privacy and confidentiality are the major barriers under the “User Access and Accessibility Policies
and Infrastructure” dimension.
On the other hand, the lack of unified standards was the most recurrent theme under the
“Standardization, Policies, Procedures, and Protocols” dimension. Feedback on the “Information
Communication Technologies Architecture/Infrastructure” dimension showed that high cost, data
storage issues, and weak infrastructure are the main barriers to the implementation of EHR.
Figure 8 shows that the majority of participants expected that EHR would be implemented in 5-9
years (8 participants) in Lebanon, 5 participants expected it to be implemented in 2-4 years, 3
participants expected it to be implemented in 10-14 years and 3 participants expected it to be
implemented in 15 years and more.
Figure 8: Bar Chart showing stakeholders’ expectations concerning EHR
implementation timeline in Lebanon
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A fourth focus group discussion was conducted with decision makers at the level of Orders,
Syndicates and Governmental Entities in the healthcare field. They agreed with the themes that
emerged from the previous focus group discussions and they stressed on the following issues:
Having a national patient identifier
MoPH should issue a resolution defining the minimum requirements for an EHR at the national
level
MoPH should impose minimum standards to be adopted by the software companies
Learning from the experiences of other countries instead of reinventing the wheel
Setting a long-term plan for this project, taking into consideration that the technology field is
evolving rapidly and falling behind is not an option
Ensuring data security, especially to take into consideration the requirements of the military
and security forces
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Following the Focus Group discussions and based on the themes generated, a meeting was held with
software provider companies that are currently operating in Lebanon. Several points were
discussed including:
Prioritizing the need for interoperability standards to be adopted by all software providers
MoPH stressed that hospitals and health institutions should put their plan to purchase and
adopt an EHR on hold until the list of standards is defined
All vendors must abide by the set of standards once defined by MoPH
MoPH will certify providers based on their adherence to the list of required standards
MoPH will monitor the prices imposed by the vendors to prevent any kind of monopoly

Online Survey
An online survey titled “Roadmap for eHealth in Lebanon - Hospital Readiness Survey” was sent out
to stakeholders including hospital staff, Information Technology (IT) staff and third-party payers’
staff. Below is a summary of the responses obtained under the major sections.
Table 3: Respondents characteristics
N

Participant’s role/affiliation
Hospital staff (Physicians, Nursing,
Administration...)

14

Information Technology staff (IT staff, IT
Leadership...)

31

Private Payers (Insurance, Social
organizations...)

26

Total

71

Percentage

19.7%
43.7%
36.6%
100%

Table 4: EHR current Status in Lebanese Health Institutions
EHR Current Status

Percentage

Organization has an EHR

32%

Organization uses electronic internet billing
with insurance companies

35%

Organization has an online communication
methods/tools with patients

47%

Table 5: Organizational alignment
Organizational Alignment

Percentage

Organization has a plan to implement an EHR or
any other eHealth projects

35%

Senior management views EHR as key to
meeting future organizational goals

90%
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Table 6: Operational & Technology Readiness
EHR Current Status

Percentage

Organization identifies ways in which
EHR can improve current workflow and
Processes
Top-level executives are prepared
to upgrade hardware (if required) to
ensure reliability of an EHR system
performance

58%

66%

Table 7: Awareness of eHealth issues
Overall Rate

Advanced
to very
advanced
41%

Level of awareness of, and knowledge about
eHealth among health professionals at the
organization
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Average

More
education
is needed

No
awareness
at all

30%

27%

6%

General Meeting
More than a hundred stakeholders attended a general meeting representing different governmental
and private institutions including the syndicate of private hospitals, order of physicians, order of
nurses, order of pharmacists, Internal Security Forces, State Security Forces, General Security Forces,
the Lebanese Army, third-party payers and software providers.
The meeting was moderated by Mr. Joe Wakim and Dr. Ghassan Hamadeh. A presentation of the
purpose of the project was made then followed by experts’ opinions and a general discussion.
Presentations are attached as Appendix 6 and are available online at
https://aub.edu.lb/fm/CME/Pages/EHR-Readiness.aspx
The presentations covered the following issues:
PSO Initiative is an opportunity for Lebanon to move forward with eHealth
o The objective is to work together to ultimately provide Care Continuity to citizens.
o We have gathered as many stakeholders as possible through the “EHR Readiness”
chapter to promote collaboration, to learn from others and each other to save
valuable time and money…
HIMSS Middle East is a good model to follow, it can help elevate gradually the level of care
across Lebanon by;
o Providing safer clinical practices through automations such as “Closed loop medicine
administration”.
o Promoting the exchange of information within and across organizations
o Making use of advanced analytics for operations and research
o Population health initiatives …
Interoperability standards we should seek to adopt include:
o Messaging formats such as HL7, FHIR, DICOM, IHE, …
o Clinical codes and documentation such as: IDC, CPT, SMOMED, Consolidated-Clinical
Document Architecture C-CDA to facilitate the meaningful exchange of information
o Quality Clinical metrics: Quality Reporting Document Architecture QDRA a standard
for communicating health care quality measures, …
o Security and confidentiality: OpenID and OAuth for identity and authorization, data
encryption, HICP, …
Return on Investment
o Clinical; standardize quality care workflows, evidence-based practices, clinical
decision support, reduce re-admission, reduce unneeded harmful tests…
o Financial; reduce duplication, waisted efforts, lost revenue, better analytics and
visibility for planning, …
Change management
o We need to work together to build a sustainable Governance model
o We need to engage and promote collaboration, align efforts to achieve the
Ministry’s vision for Lebanese citizens and residents.
o We can create a communication platform though the MOPH to keep everyone on
the same page and engaged, …
Infrastructure readiness
o Connectivity, national network, internet, …
o Data Centers, Servers, high availability, backups, disaster recovery, …
o Facilities, Network, End User Devices, …
o Security, encryption, patching, upgrades, …
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Dr. Yousef Bassim presented the results of the survey and compared them to a previously executed
similar survey in 2012. The critical finding was that in 2019 health institutions in Lebanon are better
equipped and readier to adopt EHR both at the level of acceptance and technical readiness. The only
barrier is the cost for implementation and change management for human resources. Therefore, Dr.
Bassim stressed on the benefits of EHR implementation and return of investment of such project
that would outweigh the barriers.
Mr. Karim Hatem presented the eHealth experience in Europe. In his presentation Mr. Hatem
highlighted examples of eHealth disruptive and outstanding strategy implementations in terms of
content, organization and governance in few European Countries: France, Estonia, Luxembourg,
Monaco, and Denmark. The key take home messages from each country are:
In France, a unique system is adopted for the entire population (12 million people).
In Estonia, The Digital Health system is part of online public services « e-Estonia » which
relies on a unique identifier for a large array of functionalities: tax declaration, business
records, online elections and cyber schools.
In Luxembourg, a dedicated eHealth agency, legislated by the social security code, has been
set up to ensure better use of information in the health sector and the medico social sector
in order to allow better coordinated patient care.
In Denmark, standards were first defined then hospitals were given the choice to purchase
the system from the available 15 providers. Later, it was required that all health institutions
in each region adopt the same system in order to have one clinical pathway per region.
In Monaco one of primary objectives for implementing the eHealth strategy was to attract
medical tourism.
As for Lebanon, shifting to EHR will be a radical transformation of the practices and
processes of healthcare professionals; therefore, adequate time should be first allocated for
adaptation and investment. Then, once this period is over, the benefits in time saving and
efficiency gain will be huge.
Mr. Ghassan El Lahham shared Jordan’s eHealth experience of adopting Hakeem program in
2009. Hakeem was the first initiative for computerizing Jordan’s health sector, and it aimed to
deploy EHR in Jordan's health sector civil and military hospitals and clinics. The observed benefits of
computerizing the health sector in Jordan were: reducing operating costs, supporting research &
decision making, improving patient experience, improving health care services, and reducing medical
errors.
Mr. Ali Romani updated the audience on the MoPH planned upgrade of all its applications to meet
international standards of interoperability. For instance, MoPH developed a platform to build EPI
registry for every child, the platform receives data from various sources: MERA; PHENICS; Birth
registry. In addition, Mr. Romani gave an overview of PHENICS, a platform that is currently adopted
at the level of primary healthcare network in Lebanon (175 centers out of 220 centers).
A discussion followed and several priority action steps were discussed including:
The continuity of this project
Data security and confidentiality
Change Management/Training for stakeholders, users and patients.
Cost/funding
One or multiple options form EHR solution
Data storage
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Take away messages were:
We need to collaborate and consolidate efforts to achieve the eHealth vision one step at a
time
We need to adopt common standards and legislations to deliver high quality care
It’s everyone’s responsibility
The next steps agreed upon to be followed after the general meeting were:
Agreeing on the composition of a Governing Body/Entity that will be responsible for
overseeing and ensuring the continuity of this project
Deciding on the framework for generating a unique patient identifier at the national level
Developing a request for information (RFI) document to be used by MoPH
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Section Three: Model Request for Proposal / Information
A model Request of Information (RFI) document for MoPH and private hospitals for use to solicit
offers from EHR vendors as an applied useful tool.
[This document/template should be edited as necessary prior to release]

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) intends to initiate an Electronic Health Records (EHR) project
aimed at launching the generalization of a state-of-the-art EHR as an instrument to transform quality
of care and system intelligence across public health institutions.
EHR Goals include;
Providing any health care provider, a spontaneous and secure access to a patient’s medical
record when necessary and with due respect to patient’s privacy.
Allowing exchange of medical, service and financial information among health care
providers, insurers and administrators with minimal technical limitations and due respect to
patients’ privacy and information exchange security.
Allowing the MOPH and health institutions to collect medical information for planning and
delivering services with due respect to patients’ privacy and information exchange security.
1. Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this Request For Information (RFI) is to gather information about Electronic
Healthcare Records (EHR) solutions and the implementation service needed to accelerate the
adoption of health information technology in public health centers to standardize and improve the
quality and safety of healthcare services.
The EHR solutions and proposed should be capable of serving all public healthcare institutions. This
includes but not limited to the automation of services provided by the Ministry of Public Health
(MoPH), Dispensaries, Schools, Nurseries, Hospitals, Primary care centers, Laboratories, and
Pharmacies.
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Solution providers should preferably propose one tightly integrated solution capable of health
information exchange with the private healthcare sector though the use of international standards.
Solution providers are also expected to share their experience in implementing large scale solutions
and health transformation journeys. They should also be ready to prepare presentations, demos and
proofs of concepts as requested by the IT steering committee.
2. Background and Overview

The MoPH is currently facing many challenges due to the lack of a unique national identifier, the use
of different coding systems, different data structures, different technologies and the weak adoption
of standards and terminologies.
Over the years, despite the challenges, the MoPH teams were able to implement a number or
systems to capture healthcare related data such as:
billing, death registry, births registry, maternal mortality, Implantable devices tracking system,
communicable diseases reporting, and other systems and reports.
Currently the solution implemented serve 144 Primary Health Care Centers (PHCC) out of 220 PHCC.
Centers are connected via VPN to the MOPH hosted solutions.
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Details related to MoPH facilities should be provided here

Number of facilities, locations
Types of Facilities
Typical data needed
Number of inpatient beds
Number of inpatients / year
Number of outpatients / year
Number of Emergency visits / year
Number of operating rooms
Number of physicians (headcount)
Number of registered nurses (headcount)
Number of staff (full time equivalents)
Number of registered allied health professionals (headcount)
Number of IT staff (full time headcount)
IT operating expense (% of yearly budget)
Number of computer workstations
Number of mobile workstations or devices
The Implementation of a state-of-the-art integrated EHR is the key to providing a transformative and
visible leap in standardizing the quality of care and intelligence provided on a national level.
To be truly transformative, a national EHR can provide citizens with connected healthcare services
enabling:
Improved overall healthcare services provided to patients nationally.
Improved quality, safety, and efficiency of care while reducing disparities and waist.
More engaged patients and families to improve care outcomes.
Bid data analysis to promote population health initiatives.
Improved care coordination within and across institutions to provide care continuity.
Improved privacy and security of healthcare data.
The success of this digital transformation journey is dependent on the engagement of all stakeholder
and the setting of common national objectives for the benefit all citizens.
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3. High Level Requirements
Solution providers are expected to share information that demonstrates their EHR's capability
related to:

3.1. EHR Modules / Features
Share information and features related to the sample modules listed.
Check all modules or feature is available in your EHR by placing an [X].
Add to the lists of modules and features based on what is available in the your EHR.
Provide links to additional resources and use cases.
3.1.1.
Ambulatory care
Provide information related to ambulatory clinics module and features e.g.:
[ ] Family Medicine
[ ] Oncology
[ ] Cardiology
[ ] Dermatology
[ ] Nephrology
[ ] Endoscopy
[ ] Gastroscopy
[ ] Bronchoscopy
[ ] Surgery
[ ] Neurology
[ ] Psychiatry
[ ] Pediatrics
[ ] Otolaryngology
[ ] Ophthalmology
List all other specialties and features supported by your EHR:
3.1.2.
Admissions
Provide information related to the admission module features e.g.:
[ ] Admission requests management
[ ] Bed management
[ ] Bed reservations
[ ] Admission process
[ ] Transfers process
[ ] Discharges process
[ ] Financial clearance (specify level of integration with Third party payers)
List all other features supported by your EHR:
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3.1.3.
Advanced Analytics
Describe reporting and analytics capabilities e.g.:
[ ] Build executive report, dashboards with visualizations such as charts, ...
[ ] Build quality management reports
[ ] Build ad-hoc reports from clinical data repository and data-warehouse
[ ] Provide users with self-service tools to build reports and dashboard
[ ] Ability to use artificial Intelligence or machine learning algorithms to provide predictive
analytics and clinical decision support services
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.4.
Blood Bank
Provide information related to the blood bank module features e.g.:
[ ] Blood products management
[ ] Quality
[ ] Orders processing
[ ] Orders dispensing
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.5.
Cardiology
Provide information related to cardiology workflow from receiving orders to the diagnosis and
documentation of findings in the EHR e.g.:
[ ] Receiving orders
[ ] Scheduling patients to modalities based on request
[ ] Generating the modality work-list to display at each modality
[ ] Cardiologist work-list
[ ] Integration with imaging tools for taking measurements and diagnosis
[ ] Templates for reporting
[ ] Reporting critical results
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.6.
Clinical Documentation
Provide information related to all documentation features available to multidisciplinary teams
e.g.:
[ ] Allergies
[ ] Allergic reactions
[ ] Medication lists, current and past
[ ] Medication reconciliation
[ ] Bar Code Medical Administration (BCMA)
[ ] Electronic Medication Administration Records (eMAR)
[ ] Problem list
[ ] View lab results, ranges and alerts
[ ] Reports, radiology, cardiology, others
[ ] linking to medical images located on a VNA/PCAS ((specify level of integration))
[ ] Store Non-DICOM images
[ ] Patient assessments
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[ ] Multidisciplinary notes, Physician, Nursing, ...
[ ] Speech recognition (specify level of integration)
[ ] Capture structured data
[ ] Customizable templates
[ ] Consultation notes
[ ] Chronic disease management
[ ] Scan external records
[ ] Code using standards terminologies, ICD, CPT, SNOMED, LOINC, ...
[ ] Advance directives
[ ] Health maintenance advisories
[ ] Immunizations record
[ ] Blood pressure
[ ] Height, weight
[ ] I&O Flowsheets
[ ] Outside primary care provider
[ ] Consultants who provide continuity care
[ ] Referrals to specialty physicians
[ ] Current patient location (home, inpatient, room number)
[ ] Preferred pharmacy
[ ] Do Not Resuscitate (DNR), legal consent
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.7.
Clinical Data Repository (CDR) and Data Warehouse
Provide information related to the clinical data repository e.g.:
[ ] solution has unified clinical data repository
[ ] solution has a data warehouse that can include clinical and non-clinical data
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.8.
Clinical Decision Support (CDS)
Provide information related to clinical decision support features e.g.:
[ ] Drug Drug/Food/Allergy/Labs interactions
[ ] Alerts (e.g. behavior, infection, clinical research study participation)
[ ] Notification of primary care provider when patient admitted, discharged, seen in emergency
department
[ ] Eligibility for clinical trials
[ ] Documentation triggered decision support advisories
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.9.
Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE)
Provide a list of all types of orders including but not limited to;
[ ] Medications
[ ] Blood products
[ ] Laboratory
[ ] Pathology
[ ] Imaging studies
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[ ] Procedures, minor and major surgeries
[ ] Consultations
[ ] Physiotherapy
[ ] Dietary
[ ] Nursing activities
[ ] Human milk
List all other types supported by your EHR:
Describe the level of integration between orders and other systems (specify level of integration):
3.1.10.
Emergency Department
Provide information related to the features typically used in the emergency department e.g.:
[ ] Quick registration
[ ] Triage
[ ] Financial clearance (specify level of integration with Third party payers)
[ ] Initiating stat orders
[ ] Initiating order sets based on clinical decision support rules
[ ] Multidisciplinary documentation
[ ] Receiving data from ambulance services (specify level of integration)
[ ] Handling transfers from other healthcare facilities (specify level of integration)
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.11.
Imaging
Provide information and features related to imaging studies reporting and viewing of images
e.g.:
[ ] imaging modalities work-list management
[ ] Radiology reporting
[ ] Cardiology reporting
[ ] Bone mineral density reporting
[ ] Vascular studies reporting
List all other features supported by your EHR.
Share integration options to launch imaging viewer to browse images from VNA or PACS:
3.1.12.
Intensive Care
Provide information and features related to critical care units e.g.:
[ ] Intensive care unit management
[ ] Cardiac surgery unit management
[ ] Coronary care unit management
[ ] Neonatal Intensive care unit management
[ ] Integration with medical devices/monitors for filing vitals to the EHR (specify level of
integration)
List all other features supported by your EHR:
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3.1.13.
Laboratory
Provide information related to laboratory services from the collection of specimens by
phlebotomists to the automated analysis and resulting to the electronic chart e.g.:
[ ] Integration with order entry to receive all requests electronically
[ ] Generation of work-lists for phlebotomists
[ ] Use of mobile device for collection
[ ] Verification of identity at the collection point using barcode or RFID
[ ] Printing of labels at the point of care
[ ] Automatic receiving at the Laboratory
[ ] Integration with Laboratory instruments, sorters, analyzers, ...
[ ] Quality control rules
[ ] Automatic verification and display in EHR
[ ] Reporting critical results
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.14.
Mobile Devices Applications
Provide information related to EHR features available through mobile application e.g.:
[ ] Physician application
[ ] Nursing application
[ ] Patient application
[ ] Phlebotomist application
[ ] Housekeeping application
List all other application supported by your EHR:
3.1.15.
Obstetric Care
Provide information and features related to obstetric care e.g.:
[ ] Pregnancy tracking
[ ] Ultrasound imaging
[ ] IVF management
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.16.
Oncology
Provide information and features related to oncology cases management e.g.:
[ ] Use of oncology protocols
[ ] management of short stay infusion encounters
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.17.

Operating Rooms

Provide information and features related to operating rooms management e.g.:
[ ] Surgery scheduling
[ ] OR staff scheduling
[ ] Anesthesia scheduling
[ ] Integration with anesthesia monitors
[ ] Documentation of supplies used.
[ ] Documentation of Implantable devices
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[ ] Documentation of sterile instruments used
[ ] Documentation of surgical procedures performed
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.18.
Patient Portal
Provide information and features regarding self-service features available to patients e.g.:
[ ] Web portal access
[ ] Mobile phone application access
[ ] Make appointments
[ ] Receive results
[ ] View education material
[ ] Communicate with healthcare providers
[ ] Share results
[ ] View dependents and parents' charts
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.19.
Patient Registration
Provide information and features related to patient registration e.g.:
[ ] Search existing patients
[ ] Add or update patient demographics
[ ] Arabic support
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.20.
Pharmacy
Provide information and features related to pharmacy management e.g.:
[ ] Closed loop medication administration management
[ ] Drug inventory management
[ ] Formulary management
[ ] Outpatient prescriptions management
[ ] Connection with pharmacies (specify level of integration)
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.21.
Radiology
Provide information and features related to radiology workflows from receiving orders to the
diagnosis and documentation of findings in the EHR e.g.:
[ ] Receiving orders
[ ] Scheduling patients to modalities
[ ] Generating modality work-list
[ ] Generating radiologists work-list based on specialty and radiologist preferences
[ ] Integration with imaging tools for diagnosis (specify level of integration)
[ ] Build custom templates for reporting
[ ] Report critical results
[ ] Residents workflow
[ ] Teaching studies
List all other features supported by your EHR:
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3.1.22.
Security and Audit Trails
Provide information related to the security and auditing features e.g.:
[ ] Configure security roles
[ ] Integrate with the Microsoft Active Directory (specify level of integration)
[ ] Use of multi-factor authentication
[ ] Full audit trails for users and patients
[ ] Support for GDPR and HIPAA
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.23.
Scheduling
Provide information and features related enterprise scheduling e.g.:
[ ] Admissions scheduling
[ ] Procedures scheduling
[ ] Treatment scheduling
[ ] Operating rooms scheduling
[ ] Ambulatory clinic appointments scheduling
[ ] Booking resources such as medical devices
[ ] Cross checking for overlaps across all types of appointments
List all other features supported by your EHR:
3.1.24.
List Third Party Solution Needed
List all third-party solutions or content required to have a complete solution:
3.2. Interoperability
The clinical terminology standards are increasingly being required for Interoperability initiatives.
There are a lot of different standards out there, they tend to be specific to clinical practice or
workflow processes.
Indicate which of the below Interoperability standards are supported by your EHR solution and
add others supported:
Medical terminologies / coding standards:
[ ] ICD
[ ] CPT
[ ] DRG
[ ] SNOMED
[ ] LOINC
[ ] Intelligent Medical Objects
[ ] ... List others
Integration with drug database solutions such as:
[ ] First Databank
[ ] Multum
[ ] Micromedex
[ ] Medi-Span
[ ] ... List others
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Communication messaging standards:
[ ] HL7 (version: ________)
[ ] HL7 FHIR (version: ________)
[ ] DICOM (version: ________)
[ ] CDA (version: ________)
[ ] ... List others
Devices integration:
[ ] IEEE 1073 standard
[ ] Vital signs monitors
[ ] Laboratory equipment
[ ] Critical care monitors
[ ] Anesthesia monitors
[ ] ... List others
Solutions integration:
[ ] Billing
[ ] EHRs in other institutions
[ ] Imaging solutions, PACS, CVIS, ...
[ ] Clinical registries
[ ] Pharmacies
[ ] Third Party payers
[ ] ... List others
Describe the ability and requirements to exchange information with other healthcare facilities.
[The need for third party integration engines]
3.3. Infrastructure Requirements
Provide information and features related to the solution infrastructure e.g.:
[ ] Solution architecture diagram
[ ] Redundancy features, backup, disaster recovery
[ ] Cloud hosting
[ ] On-premises hosting
Include information related to typical:
Storage requirements:
End user devices specification:
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4. Information to complete

4.1. Vendor Profile
Solution providers must fill the "1. Vendor Profile" table with information about their company
and the company that built the solution if different. Response to a specific item may be submitted
as attachments if necessary.
Vendor Profile
A. General
Name
Address (Headquarters)
Address Continued
Main Telephone Number
Solution provider Vision
B. Parent Company (if applicable)
Name
Address
Address Continued
Telephone Number
C. Main Contact
Name
Title
Address
Address Continued
Telephone Number
Fax Number
Email Address
D. Company details (Product provider)
Website
Publicly Traded or Privately Held
What is the percentage of revenue that is re-invested in Research and
Development of the EHR solution proposed?
List the mergers or acquisitions undergone in the last five years
Share the KLAS ranking of the product for the last 3 years if available
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Provide a list of any awards received for the product offered.
Total FTEs
Number of offices worldwide, please list countries
Number of after sales support staff covering the Middle East
E. Market Data
Number of years as an EHR vendor
Number of live sites on the solution proposed
Number of new EHR installations in the last 3 years
Number of vendor-provided installs vs. install by third party
companies
Is the product installed in Lebanon?
If yes, list the sites by specialty and size
List of customers of similar size
List of other references

4.2. Product Information
Solution providers must fill section A of the "2. Product Information" table with information about
their EHR product. Response to a specific item may be submitted as attachments if necessary.
Product Information
A. Product Information
Product name and version#
When will the next version be release?
Is it based on a single database?
Is the product composed on multiple integrated modules or interfaced
modules?
List all modules, their current version, and provide additional
documents with all technical specifications, dependencies for each
module to operate fully with the "core" product.
List EHR Certification(s)
Describe the vision and future development of the product proposed.
Describe the products scalability and its capability to serve all the
citizens.
Describe the solution capability to lead the customer to apply form
HIMSS 6 or 7

4.3. Licensing Model
Solution provider should clearly describe the licensing model by filling section B of the "2. Product
Information". Response to a specific item may be submitted as attachments if necessary.
B. Licensing
How is the product licensed?
Are licenses purchased per user?
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Define ‘user’ if it relates to the licensing model (i.e., FTE MD, all clinical
staff, etc.).
How does the licensing account for residents, part time clinicians?
Can user licenses be reassigned when a workforce member leaves?
If licensing is determined per workstation, do handheld devices count
towards this licensing?
Is system access based on individual licensing, concurrent, or both?
What does each license actually provide?
For module based systems, does each module require a unique
license?
In concurrent licensing systems, when are licenses released by the
system (i.e., when the workstation is idle, locked, or only when user
logs off)?

4.4. Implementation Services
Solution provider should clearly describe the Implementation methodology by filling section C of
the "2. Product Information". Response to a specific item may be submitted as attachments if
necessary.
C. Implementation services
Describe the types of implementation services available.
Describe the Implementation methodology, including but not limited
to; key decision, team training, scoping, configuration, change
management, communication, user engagement and training.
Describe the staffing requirements, from the solution provider and
client side, including but not limited to; number of members needed,
qualification and skills.
Describe the types of customization services available, including
estimate cost per man day.
Share sample timelines based on defined scopes of past
implementations.

4.5. Solution Upgrades
Solution provider should clearly describe the upgrade methodology and services by filling section
D of the "2. Product Information". Response to a specific item may be submitted as attachments if
necessary.
D. Upgrade Process
Will customer get to choose which upgrades they want?
Frequency of Upgrades?
How long can a customer delay an upgrade without losing support?
Will training be provided for new functionality?
Describe the extent to which the customer's team can handle the
upgrades.
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4.6. Maintenance and Support Services
Solution provider should clearly describe the Maintenance and support services by filling section E
of the "2. Product Information". Response to a specific item may be submitted as attachments if
necessary.
E. Support and Maintenance
Describe the maintenance, support models available, including but not
limited to inclusions, exclusions and the Service Level Agreement
(SLA).
Describe the process and typical time required for responding to
requests for custom changes.
Provide information about the customer community, including but not
limited to forums for customers to interact, annual user group
meetings, conferences.
Describe the extent to which the customer's team can handle
configuration changes.

4.7. Budgetary Estimates
Solution provider should provide the budgetary estimates by filling "3. Budgetary estimates".
Response to a specific item may be submitted as attachments if necessary.
Budgetary estimates
Solution provider should share budgetary estimates for:

Capital Expenditures EHR only
Software Licenses
Solution provider's
implementation services
Average customization services
Customer's team
training/travel/logging/logistics
Infrastructure hardware, server,
storage, backup
End User Devices, PCs and
peripherals
Operational Expenditures EHR
only
Software support and
maintenance (including updates
and upgrades)
Infrastructure hardware
maintenance and support, server,
storage, backup
Total
Overall annual cost

Year1

Year2

Year3

Year4

Year5

Year6

Year7

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Totals
(calculated)
$
$
$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$
$

-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5. Terms and Instructions

How to respond to this RFI?
Solution providers are expected to respect the below instructions and dates listed in the
Timeline.
Solution providers must submit responses to this RFI in electronic format by the date
indicated in the Timeline. e.g. PDF, Word, Excel, PowerPoint.
Submissions should be sent to ....................@..................
with the subject line: “EHR-20XX-Submission"
Receipt will be acknowledged via Email.
Late proposals may not be reviewed.
5.1. Timeline
[The below Timeline should be adjusted based on the scope of the RFI]
Intent to respond - XX days from the RFI issue date.
Last written questions - XX days from the RFI issue date.
RFI responses expected - XX days from the RFI issue date.
Demos requested - XX days from the RFI issue date.
5.2. Letter of intent
All interested solution providers must email their intent to respond to this RFI by the date
indicated in the Timeline.
The Email should be sent to xyz@moph.gov.lb with the subject line: "MOPH-WHO-PSO-EHR20XX-Intent"
Receipt will be acknowledged via Email.
5.3. Questions
All inquiries regarding this RFI are encouraged and welcome.
The opportunity to answer questions from solution providers shall be accepted until the
date listed in the Timeline.
All questions should be sent by email to xyz@moph.gov.lb with the subject line: "MOPHWHO-PSO-EHR-20XX-Questions".
Receipt will be acknowledged via Email.
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5.4. Submission requirements
Solution provides shall organize their proposals as defined below to ensure consistency and to
facilitate the review of all information submitted.
All the sections listed below must be included in the submission, in the order presented, with the
Section Number listed. The responses shall be submitted in the following format:
Section 0 – Executive Summary (provide a concise summary of the solution and services proposed)
Section 1 – Vendor Profile (provide answers using the template provided)
Section 2 – Product Information (provide answers using the template provided)
Section 3 – Cost of Ownership (provide answers to the questions provided)
Section 4 – Capabilities to meet the requirements: responses to checklists and statements that
demonstrates the solution provider's ability to deliver the required EHR solution and
implementation services:
A. List of modules and features available (Fill check list under "High Level Requirements"
providing sporting documentation as needed)
B. Provide evidence of successful implementations of similar scale. (Reference list)
C. Their knowledge and understanding of the Lebanese public healthcare sector and its
strategy. (statement summarizing the solution provider's research of the Lebanese
healthcare environment)
5.5. General conditions
MOPH is not obligated to any course of action as the result of this RFI. Issuance of this RFI
does not constitute a commitment by the MOPH to award any contract.
MOPH is not responsible for any costs incurred by solution providers or their partners in
the RFI response preparations or presentations.
Information submitted in response to this RFI will become the property of MOPH. All
responses will be kept private from other solution providers.
The MOPH reserves the right to modify this RFI at any time and reserves the right to reject
any and all responses to this RFI, in whole or in part, at any time.
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6. Information review process
6.1. Questions to vendors
The IT steering committee will review all information provided by the solution providers and may
invite them to question and answer sessions.
Answers to questions should be provided within a reasonably defined time.
6.2. Use cases for Demos
Solution providers are expected to review the below sample scenarios and indicate the extent to
which they can prepare demonstrations.
[ ] Fully capable, can easily be configured
[ ] Partially capable, needs customization
[ ] Partially capable, cannot be customized
[ ] Not capable
A. Two patient visit the emergency department with acute complaints:
Patients are triaged, one has an ID, the second needs to be registered this facility.
Patients are admitted to the ED.
Based on the triage and assessments, clinical decision support rules propose a set of
orders or care plan.
Orders are placed, e.g. labs, radiology.
Orders are financially cleared with payers.
Physician and nursing notes are documented in the EHR. Structured and non- structured.
Results of studies performed are directly reported back into the electronic chart, e.g.
radiology, labs.
Consultations are requested and documented in the electronic chart.
One patient is discharged home with discharge instructions and prescriptions and a
follow-up appointment.
One patient is admitted to the hospital.
Education material is provided to both patients.
[ ] Fully capable, can easily be configured
[ ] Partially capable, needs customization
[ ] Partially capable, cannot be customized
[ ] Not capable
B. Patient is admitted to the hospital:
Admission orders are made
Nursing work list is generated and viewed
History and physical is documented
The patient is entered into a research protocol
Studies are ordered
Diet is ordered
Consultations are requested
Vitals are captured
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[
[
[
[

Progress notes are documented
STAT/PRN/Scheduled Medications are ordered
Medications are prepared/dispensed
Medications are administered, bedside verification is used
An allergy occurs and is documented
Medications are lost/vomited
A surgery is scheduled
Patient is prepared for O.R.
The patient is anesthetized
Surgery is performed and documented
Surgical supplies are charges to the patient’s account
The patient is transferred to recovery
The patient's recovery is documented
The patient is transferred to a new room
The patient is discharged
The patient is billed (private insurance/governmental insurance/cash payer)
A discharge summary is generated
The patient’s primary care physician is sent the documentation electronically or provided
with access
An outpatient appointment is scheduled
] Fully capable, can easily be configured
] Partially capable, needs customization
] Partially capable, cannot be customized
] Not capable

C. Patient follows up in an outpatient clinic:
Patient arrives to the clinic
The initial assessment is completed
Patient is seen by Physician
Assessments and a progress notes are documented by nurses and physician
Growth charts are generated and viewed (if pediatric)
Medications are prescribed (including the one the patient is allergic to)
A minor procedure is performed and documented
Health maintenance reminders are triggered
A referral is made to a specialist
A follow up appointment is scheduled
[ ] Fully capable, can easily be configured
[ ] Partially capable, needs customization
[ ] Partially capable, cannot be customized
[ ] Not capable
D. Patient makes use of the patient portal:
All types of results posted are viewable from a web page and a mobile application
An appointment is taken online
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[
[
[
[

The patient is able to ask follow-up questions
The requests access to dependents' or parents' charts and views them
Education material related to the patient's problems are available
] Fully capable, can easily be configured
] Partially capable, needs customization
] Partially capable, cannot be customized
] Not capable

7. Definitions
Solution Provider

The entity proposing the EHR product and its parent or partner.

Product

The EHR solution with all its module.

Interoperability

The ability of clinical or patient data to transfer between providers in various
settings and their various software packages. If a physician's EMR is not
interoperable, physicians would only be able to access information within their
own EMR application's database.

Clinical Data Repository

A database acting as an information storage facility. Although often used
synonymously with data warehouse, a repository does not have the analysis or
querying capabilities of a warehouse.

Computerized provider
order entry (CPOE)

A process of electronic entry of provider instructions for the treatment of
patients. Orders for pharmacy, laboratory, radiology, and treatment protocols
are communicated over a computer network to the medical staff or to the
departments responsible for fulfilling the order.

Health information
technology

The hardware and software used to store, retrieve, share, and use clinical
information to treat patients effectively.

CPT Codes

AMA's list of clinical procedures used for administrative documentation and
billing. There are over 8,000 codes in the CPT dictionary. More information on
AMA's CPT Codes.

CDS (Clinical Decision
Support)

Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) assist the physician in applying new
information to patient care and help to prevent medical errors and improve
patient safety. Many of these systems include computer-based programs that
analyze information entered by the physician.

CDA (Clinical Document
Architecture)

Provides an exchange model for clinical documents and brings the industry closer
to the realization of an electronic medical record.

Data Warehouse

A large database that stores information like a data repository but goes a step
further, allowing users to access data to perform research-oriented analysis.

Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources
(FHIR®)

Is the newest standard from Health Level Seven International (HL7®).

HL7

HL7 and its members provide a framework (and related standards) for the
exchange, integration, sharing, and retrieval of electronic health information.
These standards define how information is packaged and communicated from
one party to another, setting the language, structure and data types required for
seamless integration between systems. HL7 standards support clinical practice
and the management, delivery, and evaluation of health services, and are
recognized as the most commonly used in the world.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Healthcare Interoperability Glossary
Online sources of this glossary
https://corepointhealth.com/resource-center/healthcare-interoperability-glossary/
https://www.ehealth.fgov.be/fr/esante/lexique/lexique
https://www.e-health-suisse.ch/fr/header/glossaire.html

Blue Button

CCD

CCHIT

CCOW

CCR

CDA

CDR

The Blue Button initiative was first introduced by the VA, and subsequently
began being promoted by many healthcare vendors. VA’s Blue Button allows a
patient to access and download their information from a personal health
record (PHR) into a very simple text file or PDF that can be read, printed, or
saved on any computer. This enables patients to share this data with their
health care providers, caregivers, or other people they trust.
The downloaded format is not in an industry standard format, such
as CCD or CCR, which makes it less interoperable from an EHR-to-EHR sharing
standpoint. The downloaded file is more targeted for human viewing and
sharing.
Continuity of Care Document (CCD) The HL7 CCD is the result of a collaborative
effort between the Health Level Seven and American Society for Testing
Materials (ASTM) to "harmonize" the data format between ASTM's Continuity
of Care Record (CCR) and HL7's Clinical Document Architecture (CDA)
specifications.
Certification Commission for Healthcare IT (CCHIT) serves as the recognized US
certification authority for electronic health records (EHR) and their networks. In
September 2005, CCHIT was awarded a 3-year contract by the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services to develop and evaluate the certification criteria
and inspection process for EHRs and the networks through which they
interoperate. CCHIT serves one of the ONC-ATCB for electronic health record
(EHR) certification. CCHIT was certified by the ONC on September 3, 2010 and is
authorized to certify complete EHR and EHR modules.
Clinical Context Object Workgroup (CCOW) is an HL7 standard protocol
designed to enable disparate applications to synchronize in real-time and at the
user-interface level. It is vendor independent and allows applications to present
information at the desktop and/or portal level in a unified way.
Continuity of Care Record (CCR) is an XML-based standard for the movement of
"documents" between clinical applications. Furthermore, it responds to the
need to organize and make transportable a set of basic information about a
patient's health care that is accessible to clinicians and patients.
Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) HL7 CDA uses XML for encoding of the
documents and breaks down the document in generic, unnamed, and nontemplated sections. Documents can include discharge summaries, progress
notes, history and physical reports, prior lab results, etc. HL7's CDA defines a
very generic structure for delivering "any document" between systems. CDA
was previously known as the Patient Record Architecture (PRA).
Clinical Document Repository (CDR) enables hospitals to build a life-long health
record environment using stored health records for the purpose of better
treatment, clinical research and health statistics for policy making.
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CHPL

DICOM

EDI

EHR
Dossier de santé
électronique

ELINCS

EMR
DME (dossier
médical
électronique)
Encryption
Algorithm
FHIR

Certified Health IT Product List (CHPL) - The Office of the National Coordinator
has organized a Certified Health IT Product List for Ambulatory and Inpatient
facilities looking to purchase a complete EHR or EHR module certified for
the Meaningful Use incentive program. Each complete EHR and EHR module
listed has been certified by an ONC-ATCB and reported to the ONC for use in
the list.
Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) is a common format
for image storage. It allows for handling, storing, printing, and transmitting
information in medical imaging.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is a standard format for exchanging business
data. The standard is ANSIX12, developed by the Data Interchange Standards
Association. An EDI message contains a string of data elements; each
represents a singular fact, such as a price, product model number, and is
separated by delimiter. The entire string is called a data segment. One or more
data segments framed by a header and trailer form a transaction set, which is
the EDI unit of transmission (equivalent to a message). A transaction set often
consists of what would usually be contained in a typical business document or
form. The parties who exchange EDI transmissions are referred to as trading
partners.
Electronic Health Record (EHR), as defined in Defining Key Health Information
Technology Terms (The National Alliance for Health Information Technology,
April 28, 2008): An electronic record of health-related information on an
individual that conforms to nationally recognized interoperability standards
and that can be created, managed, and consulted by authorized clinicians and
staff across more than one health care organization.
Un dossier de santé électronique rassemble toutes les données cliniques et de
santé d’une personne échangées entre les différents professionnels de la santé
et le patient. Ces données sont accessibles indépendamment du temps et du
lieu. Le dossier de santé peut contenir des éléments du dossier électronique du
patient ainsi que d’autres données (p. ex., données personnelles liées à
prévention, à l’alimentation ou à l’activité physique). Le détenteur d’un dossier
de santé électronique détermine le contenu et les droits d’accès.
The EHR-Lab Interoperability and Connectivity Standards (ELINCS) specification
provides a profile that refines (or constrains) "standard" HL7 messages to
moving lab results from reference labs to physician offices.
Electronic Medical Record (EMR), as defined in Defining Key Health Information
Technology Terms (The National Alliance for Health Information Technology,
April 28, 2008): An electronic record of health-related information on an
individual that can be created, gathered, managed, and consulted by
authorized clinicians and staff within one health care organization.
An encryption algorithm is a mathematical procedure for converting plaintext
into ciphertext, which can be decoded back into the original message.
An HL7 standard that is short for Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
and pronounced "Fire". The standard defines a set of "Resources" that
represent granular clinical concepts. The resources provide flexibility for a
range of healthcare interoperability problems, and they are based on simple
XML with an HTTP-based RESTful protocol where each resource has a
predictable URL.
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Firewall

Health IT Policy
Committee

Health IT
Standards
Committee

HIE

HIPAA

Firewall refers to a hardware- or software-based method for controlling
incoming and outgoing network traffic, based upon a predetermined rule set,
to ensure that only trusted content is passed.
Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA),
The Health IT Policy Committee will make recommendations to the National
Coordinator for Health Information Technology – ONC - on a policy framework
for the development and adoption of a nationwide health information
infrastructure, including standards for the exchange of patient medical
information.
The Health IT Standards Committee will make recommendations to the
National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (HIT) on standards,
implementation specifications, and certification criteria for the electronic
exchange and use of health information. In developing, harmonizing, or
recognizing standards and implementation specifications, the HIT Standards
Committee will also provide for the testing of the same by the National
Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST).
Health Information Exchange (HIE) focuses on the mobilization of healthcare
information electronically across organizations within a region or community.
HIE provides the capability to electronically move clinical information between
disparate health care information systems while maintaining the meaning of
the information being exchanged. The goal of HIE is to facilitate access to and
retrieval of clinical data to provide safe, and efficient patient-centered care.
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) was enacted
by the U.S. Congress in 1996. Title II of HIPAA, known as the Administrative
Simplification (AS) provisions, requires the establishment of national standards
for electronic health care transactions and national identifiers for providers,
health insurance plans, and employers. This is intended to help people keep
their information private, though in practice, it is normal for providers and
health insurance plans to require the waiver of HIPAA rights as a condition of
service.
The Administration Simplification provisions also address the security and
privacy of health data. The standards are meant to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the nation's health care system by encouraging the widespread
use of electronic data interchange in the U.S. health care system.
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HIPAA Protected
Health
Information
(PHI)

HIS

HITSP

HL7

HL7 Batch
Protocol
HL7 FHIR

Protected health information (PHI) under HIPAA, is any information about an
individual’s health status that identifies or relates to an individual's past,
present or future physical or mental health, the provision of health care to the
individual, or the past, present or future payment for health care. Information
is deemed to identify an individual if it includes either the individual's name or
any other information that could enable someone to determine the individual's
identity.
Identifiers include:
Name
Address (all geographic subdivisions smaller than state, including street
address, city, county, ZIP code)
All elements (except years) of dates related to an individual (including
birth date, admission date, discharge date, date of death and exact age
if over 89)
Telephone numbers
FAX number
E-mail address
Social Security number
Medical record number
Health plan beneficiary number
Account number
Certificate/license number
Any vehicle or other device serial number
Device identifiers or serial numbers
Web URL
Internet Protocol (IP) address numbers
Finger or voice prints Photographic images
Hospital Information System (HIS) is the main system in a hospital used by most
caregivers. Sends ADT broadcasts to all ancillary applications. The HIS is
typically the patient administrative system and order entry system for a
hospital.
Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP) serves as a
cooperative partnership between the public and private sectors for the purpose
of achieving a widely accepted and useful set of standards specifically to enable
and support widespread interoperability among healthcare software
applications, as they will interact in a local, regional and national health
information network for the United States.
HL7 is a Standards Developing Organization accredited by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) to author consensus-based standards
representing a board view from healthcare system stakeholders. HL7 has
compiled a collection of message formats and related clinical standards that
define an ideal presentation of clinical information, and together the standards
provide a framework in which data may be exchanged.
The HL7 Batch Protocol transmits a batch of HL7 messages using FHS, BHS, BTS,
and FTS segments to delineate the batch.
FHIR stands for Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resource. This emerging
standard combines the best features of HL7 V2, HL7 V3, and CDA, while
leveraging the latest web service technologies. The design of FHIR is based on
RESTful web services. With RESTful web services, the basic HTTP operations are
incorporated including Create, Read, Update and Delete. FHIR is based on
modular components called “resources,” and these resources can be combined
together to solve clinical and administrative problems in a practical way. The
resources can be extended and adapted to provide a more manageable
solution to the healthcare demand for optionality and customization. Systems
can easily read the extensions using the same framework as other resources.
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HTTPS
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IEEE
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Interoperability
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HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is the foundation for application-level
communication on the internet.
HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) is the product of layering HTTP on
top of the SSL/TLSencryption protocol with the goal of preventing “man in the
middle” eavesdropping during network transport.
ICD-9 is a classification used in the medical field that stands for International
Classification of Diseases, 9th revision. This classification is predominately the
standard classification of diseases, injuries, and cause of death for the purpose
of health records. The World Health Organization (WHO) assigns, publishes,
and uses the ICD to classify diseases and to track mortality rates based on
death certificates and other vital health records. Medical conditions and
diseases are translated into a single format with the use of ICD codes.
ID is a coded value data type. The value of such a field follows the formatting
rules for a ST field except that it is drawn from a table of legal values. Examples
of ID fields include religion and sex.
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is accredited by ANSI to
submit its documents for approval as American National Standards. IEEE
subcommittee P1073 develops standards for healthcare informatics: MEDIX
(P1157) and MIB (P1073).
Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) is an initiative by healthcare
professionals and industry to improve the way computer systems in healthcare
share information.
An interface engine can transform or map the data to the receiving
application's requirements while the message is in transit so that it can be
accepted by the receiving application. The application interface is built with
one-to-many concepts in mind. These import/export modules then are
connected to an interface engine so that the mapping, routing, and monitoring
are managed by this system.
Interoperability refers to the ability of two or more systems or components to
exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged.
Laboratory Information System (LIS) is an information system that receives,
processes, and stores information generated by a medical laboratory process.
LIS is often interfaced with HIS and EMR applications.
Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) applies universal code
names and identifiers to medical terminology related to the EHR and assists in
the electronic exchange and gathering of clinical results (such as laboratory
tests, clinical observations, outcomes management and research).
Meaningful Use is a term associated with The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) that authorizes the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) to provide reimbursement incentives for medical
professionals and hospitals that become compliant in the use of certified
electronic health record (EHR) technology. Professionals and hospitals that
meet the criteria of "meaningful use" will begin receiving incentive payments in
2011 with a gradual decline in reimbursement amounts until the year 2015. By
this date, providers are expected to have adopted and be actively utilizing a
certified EHR in compliance with the "meaningful use" definition or be subject
to financial penalties under Medicare.
NAT (Network Address Translation) is the process of modifying IP addresses by
a traffic routing device. The typical use of NAT is to allow multiple users on a
private network to use a single IP address to access the internet.
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The National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) creates and
promotes the transfer of data related to medications, supplies, and services
within the healthcare system through the development of standards and
industry guidance.
Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) is one of the ONC's major
initiatives. As defined by the ONC, NHIN is: "a set of standards, services and
policies that enable secure health information exchange over the Internet. The
NHIN will provide a foundation for the exchange of health IT across diverse
entities, within communities and across the country, helping to achieve the
goals of the HITECH Act."
National Institute of Standards and Technology - Founded in 1901, NIST is a
non-regulatory federal agency within the U.S. Department of Commerce. NIST's
mission is to promote U.S. innovation and industrial competitiveness by
advancing measurement science, standards, and technology in ways that
enhance economic security and improve our quality of life. NIST have made
solid contributions to image processing.
Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) Located within the Office of the Secretary for the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS), the Office of the National
Coordinator (ONC) coordinates nationwide efforts to support the adoption of
health information technology and the promotion of health information
exchange to improve health care. The ONC position was established in 2004
with an Executive Order and legislatively mandated in the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act) of 2009.
ONC-Authorized Testing and Certification Bodies - Following the Meaningful
Use stage one final rule in July of 2010, the Office of the National Coordinator
selected six organizations to assume responsibility for the certification of
complete EHR and EHR modules. These ONC-ATCB are required to certify based
upon the certification requirements outlined in the Standards and Certification
Criteria Final Rule. According to the ONC, "Certification by an ATCB will signify
to eligible professionals, hospitals, and critical access hospitals that an EHR
technology has the capabilities necessary to support their efforts to meet the
goals and objectives of Meaningful Use."
Picture Archiving Communication Systems (PACS) are devoted to the storage,
retrieval, distribution, and presentation of images. The medical images are
stored in an independent format, most commonly DICOM.
PAT (Port Address Translation) is a type of network address translation in which
each device on a LAN is translated to the same IP address, but with a different
port number assignment.
Payload refers to the content of the message being sent (i.e., the message
body).
Patient Demographics Query (PDQ) - What it's used for: Requesting patient ID's
from a central patient information server based on patient demographic
information. It is used when a system has only demographic data for patient
identification.
Example: Hospital A admits Patient Y, who has not been at the hospital before.
Hospital A submits a request to the local HIE, based on demographic
information such as name, birth date, sex, etc., to obtain the appropriate HIE
patient ID for Patient Y.
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Personal Health Record (PHR), as defined in Defining Key Health Information
Technology Terms (The National Alliance for Health Information Technology,
April 28, 2008): An electronic record of health-related information on an
individual that conforms to nationally recognized interoperability standards
and that can be drawn from multiple sources while being managed, shared,
and controlled by the individual.
Le dossier électronique du patient (DEP) est un dossier virtuel permettant de
consulter en ligne des données enregistrées de manière décentralisée qui sont
pertinentes pour le traitement d’un patient. Le DEP est géré par les
professionnels de la santé, en accord avec les patients. Les contenus sont
accessibles tout au long du traitement, indépendamment du lieu et du temps.
En Suisse, les patients ont le droit de le consulter et de gérer les droits d’accès.

PIX

PMS

Point-To-Point
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Public IP
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REST

Patient Identifier Cross Referencing (PIX) What it is used for: Cross-referencing
multiple local patient ID's between hospitals, sites, health information
exchange networks, etc. Used when local patient ID's have been registered with
a PIX manager.
Example: Hospital A transmits Patient D's ID information to the HIE for cross
referencing. Hospital A receives Patient D's local ID for Hospital B which they
can use to request information from Hospital B, based on need.
Practice Management System (PMS) applications facilitate the day-to-day
operations of a medical practice. PMS software enables users to capture
patient demographics, schedule appointments, maintain lists of insurance
payers, perform billing tasks, and generate reports. It handles the
administrative and financial matters for a practice.
A point-to-point interface is one in which the receiving vendor provides a
specification on what data it can receive and in what format it needs to be in.
The sending application then builds an interface to that specification for that
application. It is a one-to-one relationship. For each application requiring an
interface, there is a new request and point-to- point interface developed.
The Public IP Address (vs. Private or LAN Address) The public IP address is the
outward-facing IP address that is presented to the internet by the router
hardware. A private IP address is an internal IP address that is discernible only
by devices on the same local network. (See NAT and PAT.)
RadLex is a controlled terminology for radiology. The purpose of RadLex is to
provide a uniform structure for capturing, indexing, and retrieving a variety of
radiology information sources. This may facilitate a first step toward structured
reporting of radiology reports. The RadLex project - to develop a
comprehensive radiology lexicon - is sponsored by the Radiological Society of
North America (RSNA), along with the collaboration of the American College of
Radiology (ACR) and other subspecialty societies. .
REST (Representational State Transfer) is a web services approach used heavily
in social media sites. Uses HTTP in conjunction with GET, POST, PUT, and
DELETE.
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Regional Health Information Organization (RHIO) - The terms "RHIO" and
"Health Information Exchange" or "HIE" are often used interchangeably. A
RHIO is a group of organizations with a business stake in improving the quality,
safety and efficiency of healthcare delivery. RHIOs are the building blocks of the
proposed National Health Information Network (NHIN) initiative proposed by
David Brailer, MD, and his team at the Office of the National Coordinator for
Health Information Technology (ONCHIT). To build a national network of
interoperable health records, the effort must first develop at the local and state
levels. The concept of NHIN requires extensive collaboration by a diverse set of
stakeholders. The challenges are many to achieve success for a health
information exchange or a RHIO.
Radiology Information System (RIS) is the main application in an imaging
center or radiology department. RIS is used by to store, manipulate and
distribute patient radiological data and imagery. RIS are used for patient
scheduling, tracking, and image tracking.
SLI Global Solutions serves one of the ONC-ATCB for electronic health record
(EHR) certification. SLI Global Solutions was certified by the ONC on December
10, 2010 and is authorized to certify complete EHR and EHR modules.
SMTP represents Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. SMTP is widely utilized for email transmissions across Internet Protocol (IP) networks.
The SMTP protocol started out purely ASCII text-based, it did not deal well with
binary files or characters in many non-English languages. Because of this,
standards such as Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) were
developed to encode binary files for transfer through SMTP.
In healthcare, the MIME standard CCD documents can be treated as a MIME
package in an SMTP e-mail. To make the SMTP e-mail secure, a secure version
of MIME, called S/MIME, can be utilized. S/MIME along with certificates can be
combined with SMTP to keep patient health information safe. The Direct
Project provides the specifications for accomplishing this.
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) is a web services protocol used heavily in
healthcare to implement IHE profiles. SOAP is an enterprise standard that is
typically used by business applications to exchange information across the
enterprise.
SOAP Envelope refers to the outermost wrapper of a SOAP message, containing
addressing and security information.
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) is a cryptologic protocol for securing
communications over a network. The successor to SSL is TLS.
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is a low-level
communications protocol used to connect hosts on the Internet or a network.
TCP/IP connections are established between clients and servers via sockets.
TCP/IP is stream-oriented meaning it deposits bits in one end and they show up
at the other end.
Socket is "communication endpoint"
Server = wait for connection
Client = initiate connection
Sequenced, reliable transport
Bi-directional by definition
Sometimes/often used uni-directionally
TLS (Transport Layer Security) is a successor to SSL and offers increased
security.
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VEA

VNA

Web Services

WSDL

X12

XDM

Vendor Enterprise Archive (VEA) - PACS vendors archive solution that stores
multi-department images. As in the past, software upgrades and new PACS or
storage system changes with a VEA can result in data migration of entire image
repository.
Vendor Neutral Archive (VNA) - A software solution that acts as a middleware
application between one or many clinical workflow applications, formerly
known as PACS, and various storage platforms and IT strategies. VNA will
support: one or many clinical viewing applications, a standards-based
environment, storage virtualization strategies, robust business continuity
deployments and virtual environments.
Web services are a standardized way of integrating applications. Using open
standards, businesses can communicate without in-depth knowledge of one
another’s systems, beyond the communication protocol. Because all
communication is XML-based, web services are not restricted to a specific
operating system or programming language and do not require the use of
browsers or HTML.
A WSDL is an XML-based document for locating and describing a web service.
WSDLs contain the identifying information and configuration data for a web
service. An application developer will produce a WSDL to make it easier to
configure the user's application to communicate with their web service.
X12 provides for electronic exchange of business transactions-electronic data
interchange (EDI). The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) chartered
the Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) X12 to develop uniform standards.
Cross-enterprise Document Media Interchange (XDM) - What it is used for:
According to IHE, XDM transfers documents and metadata using CDs, USB
memory or email attachments. This profile supports environments with
minimal capabilities in terms of using Web Services and generating detailed
metadata. This standard is utilized by the Direct Project.
Example: Using secure e-mail, a physician e-mails the patient's CCD to the
patient's Microsoft Healthvault e-mail account for uploading to the patient's
online PHR.

XDR

XDS-I.b

Cross-enterprise Document Reliable Interchange (XDR) - What it's used for: The
exchange of health documents between health enterprises using a web-based,
point-to-point push network communication, permitting direct interchange
between EHRs, PHRs and other systems without the need for a document
repository.
Example: A nurse at Hospital A enters a patient's information in the local EHR,
and then sends the CCD directly to Hospital B's system.
Cross-enterprise Document Sharing for Imaging - What it’s used for: The
sharing of images, diagnostic reports and related information through a
common registry.
Example: A radiologist accesses the local HIE, in a similar manner as for XDS.b,
to find a MR report conducted and uploaded to the HIE at Hospital A.
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XDS.b

DSP

e-santé

Cross-enterprise Document Sharing What it's used for: The sharing of
documents between any health care enterprise, ranging from a private
physician office to a clinic to an acute care in-patient facility, through a
common registry. Medical documents can be stored, registered, found and
accessed.
Le Dossier de Soins Partagé, ou DSP, est un dossier électronique regroupant les
informations de santé du patient, sous son contrôle direct ou par
l’intermédiaire d’un professionnel de santé de confiance (par exemple son
médecin référent)
En Europe, d’habitude, un DSP sera créé automatiquement pour toute
personne ayant un numéro CNS. Pour les autres, l'ouverture se fait au cours
d'une hospitalisation ou d'une consultation.
L’e-santé représente l’utilisation de l’informatique pour que les soins au
patient se déroulent de la manière la plus efficiente et la plus efficace possible.
Pour pouvoir offrir aux patients les meilleurs soins possibles, les patients euxmêmes et leurs prestataires doivent avoir accès le plus rapidement possible à
une information correcte. L’e-santé peut y contribuer. Grâce à internet, aux
appareils mobiles, aux applis… les patients peuvent devenir les copilotes de
leur propre santé. Et les prestataires de soins tirent également profit de ces
applications digitales: ils disposent toujours d’un dossier à jour de leurs
patients, ils peuvent mieux communiquer avec leurs collègues et ils ont de
nouvelles possibilités pour suivre leurs patients à distance.”
L’e-santé n’est pas une fin en soi, mais un moyen de maintenir et, lorsque c’est
possible, d’améliorer la qualité, l’accessibilité et la pérennité des soins de
santé. Il est impossible d’associer une définition statique à la notion d’« esanté ». L’e-santé se définit par son utilisation.
Il s’agit donc d’un concept dynamique, qui évolue. Dans la revue scientifique «
Journal of Medical Internet Research »(1), le professeur allemand Gunther
Eysenbach tente de le décrire de manière adéquate : « L’e-Santé est un
domaine émergent à l’intersection de l’informatique médicale, de la santé
publique et du monde des entreprises. Elle fait référence à des services et
informations en matière de santé qui sont fournis ou améliorés grâce à
internet et aux technologies apparentées. Au sens large, le terme renvoie non
seulement à l’évolution technologique, mais aussi à une mentalité, un mode
de pensée, une attitude et un engagement à la réflexion globale en réseau,
afin d’améliorer les soins de santé aux niveaux local, régional et mondial en
utilisant les technologies de l’information et de la communication.

PHR

m-health

(1)J Med Internet Res 2001; 3(2):e20. doi:10.2196/jmir.3.2.
Le Personal health record (PHR) donne aux patients un accès à leur dossier
médical, à condition qu’il soit disponible électroniquement. Ils peuvent euxmêmes ajouter des informations au PHR et demander conseil ou demander
des informations supplémentaires et s’acquitter de tâches administratives
dans le PHR.
Mobile health ou m-health désigne l’utilisation des appareils mobiles et des
applications afin de promouvoir et/ou de suivre la santé.
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Interopérabilité

DPP

DMI

L’interopérabilité est la capacité que possèdent des organisations (et leurs
processus et systèmes) de partager des informations avec efficience et
efficacité entre elles ou avec leur environnement. Elle nécessite des accords
clairs, notamment sur les règles d’échange de données, l’architecture générale
des systèmes d’échange, les messages échangés, la structure des documents
médicaux et le codage de l’information. Des normes, des protocoles et des
procédures sont nécessaires pour bien coordonner les différentes entités
Le dossier pharmaceutique partagé (DPP) permet aux pharmaciens de
consulter dans leur pharmacie l’historique de médicaments du patient après
avoir obtenu son autorisation. Cet outil doit favoriser la continuité des soins :
les pharmaciens peuvent suivre plus facilement les médicaments délivrés,
détecter les contre-indications…
Le dossier médical informatisé (DMI) permet au médecin généraliste
d’enregistrer les données d’un patient de manière électronique et structurée.
Ce dossier comprend des données sur le patient qui proviennent de différentes
sources:
du patient lui-même (p.ex. données socio-administratives, description
personnelle de données concernant la maladie ou la santé);
du médecin traitant
sur des actes professionnels (p.ex. anamnèse, diagnostic, hypothèses de
décision, résultats d’examens, traitements),
sur le processus de réflexion (p.ex. hypothèses, diagnostics différentiels);
de tiers
autres professionnels de la santé qui traitent le patient, mais qui n’ont pas de
dossier électronique
non-prestataires de soins (p.ex. informations communiquées par des membres
de la famille, amis ou connaissances du patient).
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Appendix 2: Lebanon eHealth country profile (WHO Survey - [30])
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Appendix 3: A checklist in preparing for hospital-wide electronic medical record
implementation and digital transformation [18]
1) EMR implementation
a) Organizational
considerations

b) Technical
considerations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

c) Training
considerations

10.
11.
12.
13.

Do you have strong leadership?
Do you have an appropriate governance structure?
Have you identified and recruited clinical champions?
Do you have an implementation plan?
Do you have a reliable and responsive vendor with a mature
system that is fit (or near fit) for purpose?
Do you have a highly capable and responsive information
technology and project management teams?
Is the system aligned with clinician need and work flows?
Is the hardware aligned with clinician needs and work
flows?
Is the new digital system capable of integrating with
existing legacy systems and applications?
Have you developed an appropriate user training and
support program?
Have you developed and tested contingency plans for
expected and unexpected problems at go-live?
How will you decide between instantaneous hospital-wide
go-live and a staggered roll-out?
Have you a plan for providing support to staff at the point
of care?

2) Digital transformation
a) Cultural considerations 14. Do you have a clear and clinically focused vision statement
and communication strategy?
15. Have you undertaken a readiness for change survey of the
organization?
b) Managing digital
16. Do you have a plan to deal with potential adverse effects of
disruption
digital disruption?
c) Innovation and
17. Have you a plan after go-live for managing optimization?
improvement of
18. Do you have a strategy for evaluating quality and benefits
patient care
of digital transformation?
19. Do you have a plan for ongoing digital transformation and
innovation to improve care?
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Appendix 4: Focus Group Discussion Results
Dimension 1: Governmental Regulations and Roles
Challenges & barriers
Lack of government/legal mandate:
Lack of ministerial decision; lack of
legislation supporting EHR; lack of
national policy and plan; EHR is not
and accreditation requirement for
hospitals; E-government is not applied
in Lebanon; lack of public priorities
and strategies.
Fragmented health system: Different
codes and tariffs used; no unified
standards; no unique drug codes; no
consensus on unique patient identifier
at the national level; fragmentation of
health information; no common
standards; different coding systems.
Missing leadership: No single
authoritative decision; missing leading
entity for the EHR project in Lebanon;
no initiative and vision at the national
level; no unified vision amongst the
stakeholders regarding EHR.
Lack of coordination: Lack of privatepublic partnership; lack of
collaboration and centralization of
authority; lack of coordination at the
national level; lack of internal and
external coordination (between
hospitals and within each hospital);
lack of proper collaboration between
the different healthcare professionals;
unwillingness to share data;
competition between the healthcare
institutions; lack of trust between
entities in Lebanon; lack of buy in of
some hospitals; lack of transparency.
Lack of continuity: issues related to
sustainability and ownership; lack of
commitment; change of priorities and
public strategies; lack of continuity
from one minister to another.
No budget for EHR: Lack of funds and
resources to do the project from A to
Z; lack of funds dedicated for EHR; no
investment in EHR.

Success Factors
Good planning: radical
start; mandate a national
health records strategy;
building a road map;
strategic decision;
engaging stakeholders;
incentives for hospitals;
realistic progress; gradual
phasing.
Cooperation between the
different stakeholders:
cooperation;
coordination; legislation;
good planning.
Commitment: Strategic
decision and
governmental
commitment;
commitment of hospitals;
political commitment;
implementing decrees
(;)مراسيم تطبيقية
commitment to
implementation.
Support: Local support;
investment of private
providers; government
support; teamwork;
continuity of care;
continuous follow up.
Leadership and
ownership: Appropriate
integration at the
national level; having the
will; trust; transparency;
strong commitment and
leadership.
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Recommendations
Strategic and action planning: having the
same vision, including the patient, start the
earliest before the hospitals start installing
EHR, having a clear strategy, political
commitment, starting on a small scale,
benefiting from other experiences, having a
mini collaboration project as proofs of
concept before embarking on high profile
efforts that could be resisted, imposing a
model on the public hospitals and then
generalize it for the rest, monitoring
outcomes, sustainability of the project,
comprehensive assessment, having real set
of deliverables, action plan with a time
frame, detailed corrective action plan,
planning with short term achievable
milestones, reaching a common ground to
proceed
Regulations and legislations: making it
obligatory to commit, having a certifying
body, National decision, creating a national
committee, private-public council, creating
a coordination body and issue
recommendations, setting national
standards for coding, enforcing the new
system, unification of standards,
overcoming the issue of privacy and
confidentiality, binding legislations.
Accreditation: having EHR as a criterion for
accreditation, using EHR as a requirement
for accreditation, adopting HIMSS
accreditation: paper less hospital.
Providing incentives: Creating incentives to
the hospitals to adopt the EHR system,
providing incentives for all stakeholders,
improving the health tourism as an
incentive.
Providing financial and non-financial
support: continuity in training, involvement
of all stakeholders, political will to change,
financial support, securing funding,
budgeting and monitoring, having a budget
for implementation, guiding the suppliers of
health software and collaborating with
them.

Focus Group Discussions

Dimension 2: User Access and Accessibility Policies and Infrastructure
Challenges & barriers
Confidentiality issues: Data
accessibility; fear of security at the
patient’s level; security of data
especially for the military; issue of
data security; confidentiality and
privacy.
•Lack of awareness about the
benefits of EHR: Lack of culture and
lack of awareness concerning the
need for EHR at the national level

Success Factors
Empowered patients:
patients’ acceptance,
knowledge, and
mentality; changing the
culture.

Recommendations
Raising awareness about EHR benefits:
Advocacy groups; engaging the media;
continuous awareness campaigns;
mobilization on the benefits of EHR;
advocacy

Dimension 3: Standardization, Policies, Protocols and Procedures
Challenges & barriers
Lack of unified standards: lack of
standardization of dictionaries; lack
of technology and terminology
standards; lack of semantic coding
standards; lack of unified coding
system; diversity of codes; different
standards and school of medicine;
lack of unique patient ID; lack of
interoperability standards; lack of
data storage standards; building a
common ground; having a common
language; classification of diseases;
increase the structured medical
information; good quality of codes

Success Factors
Standards:
Standardization of the
messaging and
terminologies used in
the different systems; a
standard continuous
training for the users.
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Recommendations
Standardization: to have one language
between the stakeholders; to standardize
documentation between all the
stakeholders; standardizing medical and
paramedical care; standardization of
documentation process.

Focus Group Discussions

Dimension 4: Information Communication Technologies Architecture/Infrastructure
Challenges & barriers
Weak infrastructure at the level of
institutions: Non-readiness of the
organizational structure; lack of
organizational maturity; maintenance; lack
of technological means.
Weak infrastructure at the national level:
weak internet connection, absence of data
centralization; no Lebanese EHR software;
electricity in the country.
Data transfer issues: transfer of medical
history; data migration issue; data quality;
data storage; data standardization; time
consuming transition; trust issues in the
quality of data received from other
organizations.
Database: data transfer and migration; data
storage; interoperability; data transfer from
the paper based to the electronic phase;
information quality; old data entry; privacy
and security compliance.
IT Human resources knowledge and skills:
Lack of educational programs for HIS in the
curriculum of health professionals; lack of
trainings; lack of expertise; lack of knowhow readiness; lack of technology
specialists; lack of IT qualified people, no
skilled individuals to use this system; need
for data entry personnel, need for
specialized personnel; lack of capacity
building; lack of awareness of benefits; lack
of awareness of return on investment.
Lack of financial resources for
infrastructure: Lack of resources required
for absolute integration and
interoperability; lack of resources for
continuous training; lack of financial and
technical resources; variability in the
financial situation of hospitals (not all the
hospitals in Lebanon are capable financially
to have an EMR).
High cost of infrastructure: Huge initial
investment; high maintenance cost; high
electricity cost; high hardware cost; high
software cost.

Success Factors
Implement Solutions that
support interoperability:
compatible software with laws;
security; availability of Billing
system; special programs for
Doctors; reliability.
IT Human resources expertise:
multidisciplinary project teams;
appropriate know-how and
expertise, skilled people;
experienced employees and
physicians; well prepared
workforce; availability of proper
human resources.
IT Human resources knowledge
and education: having university
degrees for such people;
knowledge about both IT and
Health; skills.
Having a comprehensive budget
for EHR: feasible system
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Recommendations
Proper education and
training of all stakeholders:
intensive training plan to
include all physicians and
staff; training for data entry
personnel

Appendix 5: Hospital Readiness Survey Results
Survey title: Hospital Readiness Survey: A Road Map for eHealth in Lebanon
Part I - General Information
What would better describe your role/affiliation?

N

Percentage

Hospital staff (Physicians, Nursing, Administration...)
Information Technology staff (IT staff, IT Leadership...)
Private Payers (Insurance, Social organizations...)

14
31
26

19.7%
43.7%
36.6%

Total

71

100%

Number of Beds
0-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
Total
Number of physicians with admitting privileges
0-50
51-100
101-150
151-200
201-250
301-350
Total
Number of nurses

N
4
5
3
2
14
N
4
2
4
1
2
1
14
N

Percentage
28%
36%
21%
14%
100%
Percentage
29%
14%
28%
7%
14%
7%
100%
Percentage

0-50
100-150
250-300
350-400
550-600
650-700
750-800
Total
Number of Emergency room visits per month

2
3
5
1
1
1
1
14
N

14%
21%
36%
7%
7%
7%
7%
100%
Percentage

0-500
1000-1500
3000-3500
9000-9500
Total
Number of operations per month

3
2
2
1
8
N

21%
14%
14%
7%
100%
Percentage

0-100
201-300
401-500
501-600
701-800
1001-1100
Total

3
2
4
1
1
1
12

21%
14%
29%
7%
7%
7%
100%
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Hospital Readiness Survey Results
Number of desktop computers

N

Percentage

0-50
101-150
201-250
300-350
701-750
Total
Number of computer servers

4
2
1
3
1
11
N

36%
18%
9%
27%
9%
100%
Percentage

0-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
Total

3
2
2
2
9

33%
22%
22%
22%
100%

Part II - EHR Current Status
Have EHR
Yes
No
Total
System allows placing laboratory and radiology orders

N
19
41
60
N

Percentage
32%
68%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Total
System accepts nurses’ notes

18
1
19
N

95%
5%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
System accepts doctors’ notes

15
3
1
19
N

79%
16%
5%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Total
System accepts pharmacy order

17
2
19
N

90%
10%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Total
System used in outpatient doctor clinics

17
2
19
N

90%
10%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total

14
4
1
19

4%
21%
5%
100%
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System used for printing prescriptions

N

Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
System Hl7 compatible

11
6
2
19
N

58%
32%
10%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
System has a patient portal

13
4
2
19
N

68%
21%
11%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Certified system
Yes
No
Uncertain
Total

13
4
2
19
N
8
3
8
19

68%
21%
10%
100%
Percentage
42%
16%
42%
100%

N

Percentage

14
26
40
N

35%
65%
100%
Percentage

51
6
57

90%
10%
100%

Part III - Organizational Alignment
Does your organization have any plans to implement an
EHR or other eHealth projects?
Yes
No
Total
Does the senior management view EHR as key to
meeting future organizational goals?
Yes
No
Total
In what ways do you think an EHR
improves clinical and administrative work?
Fewer errors
Help in medical decisions
Improved legibility
Improved accuracy of documentation
No more lost charts
Lower patient mortality
Decreased overhead per admission
In what ways do you think an EHR would
improve patient service?
Faster view of results

Yes
N (%)
62 (87%)
59 (83%)
64 (90%)
66 (93%)
56 (79%)
32 (45%)
49 (69%)
Yes
N (%)
66 (93%)

No
N (%)
9 (13%)
12 (17%)
7 (10%)
5 (7%)
15 (21%)
39 (55%)
22 (31%)
No
N (%)
5 (7%)

Total

Active participation in care
Patient can share his file with other
providers

37 (52%)
60 (85%)

34 (48%)
11 (15%)

71
71

66

71
71
71
71
71
71
71
Total
71

Hospital Readiness Survey Results

Do you agree or disagree that the
below factors are obstacles to EHR
implementation at the level of
health care organizations?
Staff lack of computer literacy and
Typing skills
Controlling privacy
Cost
Legal: Unified prescription
requirements
Legal: NSSF requirements
Legal: saving hard copies
Initial disruption in some financial,
clinical and organizational processes
while moving to a paperless system
EHR may cause slower workflow and
lower productivity
IT may interfere with physicianpatient communication
Consumer resistance
Staff resistance
Do you agree or disagree that the
below factors are obstacles to
exchanging medical information
electronically in Lebanon?
Absence of unique patient identifier
Absence of common billing codes

Agree
N (%)

Disagree
N (%)

Not
applicable
N (%)

Total
N

54 (76%)

15 (21%)

2 (3%)

71

40 (56%
54 (76%)
43 (61%)

30 (42%)
17 (24%)
23 (32%)

1 (1%)
0
5 (7%)

71
71
71

39 (55%)
57 (8%)
55 (77%)

23 (32%)
10 (14%)
14 (20%)

9 (13%)
4 (7%)
2 (3%)

71
71
71

13 (18%)

58 (81.7%)

0

71

27 (38%)

41 (58%)

3 (4%)

71

29 (41%)
52 (73%)

38 (53%)
18 (25%)

4 (6%)
1 (1%)

71
71

Agree

Disagree

Not
Applicable

Total

69 (97%)
61 (89%)

2 (3%)
6 (8%)

0
2 (3%)

71
71

Absence of common diagnosis codes

60 (85%)

11 (15%)

0

71

Absence of approved electronic
signature
Different languages in
documentation
Differing incompatible software used
in hospitals
Lack of legislation about patient
privacy
Weak internet infrastructure
Negative attitude towards sharing
databases
Cost of software maintenance

61 (86%)

9 (13%)

1 (1%)

71

45 (63%)

24 (34%)

2 (3%)

71

58 (82%)

12 (17%)

1 (1%)

71

61 (86%)

9 (13%)

1 (1%)

71

59 (83%)
66 (93%)

11 (16%)
5 (7%)

1 (1%)
0

71
71

57 (80%)

13 (18%)

1 (1%)

71
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Part IV - Human resources readiness
Do you have an Information Technology (IT) department at your
organization?
Yes
No
Total
Number of fulltime IT staff
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-80
100-150
More than 150
Total
Estimate of the percentage of staff who use a computer in their
daily work at your organization
100%
90%
80%
60%
50%
30%
70%
40%
20%
10%
Total
Estimate of the percentage of staff who use their e-mail in their
daily work at your organization
10%
90%
100%
80%
30%
70%
50%
60%
40%
20%
Total

68

N

Percentage

65
6
71
N

92%
8%
100%
Percentage

36
9
4
6
7
3
65

55%
14%
6%
9%
11%
5%
100%

N

Percentage

16
15
15
8
5
5
3
2
1
1
71

23%
21%
21%
11%
7%
7%
4%
3%
1%
1%
100%

N

Percentage

13
12
11
7
6
5
5
4
4
4
71

18%
17%
16%
10%
9%
7%
7%
6%
6%
6%
100%

Hospital Readiness Survey Results
Estimate of the percentage of physicians who contribute more
than 3 hours per week to support decisions about eHealth
services at your organization
0%
10%
50%
70%
90%
60%
40%
30%
20%
100%
80%
Total
Estimate of the percentage of nurses who are involved in more
than 3 hours per week to support decisions about eHealth
services at your organization
0%
10%
30%
20%
50%
60%
90%
100%
80%
40%
70%
Total
Do physicians at your organization understand the benefits of an
EHR?
Yes
No
Not applicable
Total
How do you rate the overall level of awareness and knowledge
about eHealth at your organization?
Very advanced
Advanced
Average
Needs education & work
Not at all
Total

69

N

Percentage

20
18
9
5
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
71

28%
25%
13%
7%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
100%

N

Percentage

21
11
9
8
5
4
3
3
3
3
1
71

30%
15%
13%
11%
7%
6%
4%
4%
4%
4%
1%
100

N

Percentage

44
7
20
71

62%
10%
28%
100%

N

Percentage

8
20
20
19
4
71

11%
30%
30%
27%
6%
100%
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How many senior IT managers do you have who are familiar with
eHealth concepts and applications?
Number of full-timers
0
1-5
6-15
20-40
100 and above
Total
How many senior IT managers do you have who are familiar with
eHealth concepts and applications?
Number of consultants
0
1
2-5
10-20
100 and above
Total
How many IT Support staff do you have who are familiar with
eHealth concepts and applications?
Number of full-timers
0
1-5
6-15
20-40
50-80
100 and above
Total

N

Percentage

9
37
8
7
4
65

14%
57%
12%
11%
6%
100%

N

Percentage

30
14
14
4
3
65

46.2%
21.5%
21.5%
6.1%
4.5%
100%

N

Percentage

12
33
10
2
4
4
65

17%
51%
15%
3%
6%
6%
100%

N

Percentage

42
10
19
71%

59%
14%
27%
100%

N

Percentage

41

58%

14
16
71

20%
22%
100%

Part V - Operational Readiness
Do you have your clinical workflows and operations documented
in policies and procedures documents?
Yes
No
Not applicable
Total
Did your organization identify ways in which EHR can improve
current workflow and processes?
Yes
No
Not applicable
Total
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Hospital Readiness Survey Results
Do the financial and accounting departments have clearly
documented processes that physicians and end users can adhere
to?
Yes
No
Not applicable
Total
Do you have a Clinical Informatics Committee to assist in
initiating and executing eHealth initiatives?
Yes
No
Not applicable
Total
Do you have an inventory of the number of devices and
computers at your organization?
Yes
No
Not applicable
Total
How many times a year do you offer computer training sessions
to your staff?
0
>10
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

N

Percentage

33
15
23
71

47%
21%
32%
100%

N

Percentage

24
24
23
71

34%
34%
32%
100%

N

Percentage

61
6
4
71

86%
8%
6%
100%

N

Percentage

19
7
19
13
3
7
2
1
71

27%
10%
27%
18%
4%
10%
3%
1%
100

N

Percentage

47
3
21
71

66%
4%
30%
100%

N

Percentage

64
4
3
71

90%
6%
4%
100%

Part VI - Technology Readiness
Are the top-level executives prepared to upgrade hardware (if
required) to ensure reliability of EHR system performance?
Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you have access to an Intranet (for internal communication) at
your organization?
Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
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Hospital Readiness Survey Results
Do you have a data room?

N

Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you use an Online Payment System?

59
6
6
71
N

83%
8%
8%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you have an Electronic Payroll System?

44
19
8
71
N

62%
27%
11%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you have an Electronic Stock Management System?

53
12
6
71
N

74%
17%
8%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you store ANY Patient Records Electronically?

43
14
14
71
N

60%
20%
20%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you have an up-to-date database of your active doctors and
nurses?
Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you have a Radiology Information System?

39
23
9
71

55%
32%
13%
100%

N

Percentage

44
19
8
71
N

62%
27%
11%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you have a Lab Information System?

31
30
10
71
N

44%
42%
14%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you have an Electronic Pharmacy Management System?

34
25
12
71
N

48%
35%
17%
100%
Percentage

36
25
10
71

51%
35%
14%
100%

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
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Hospital Readiness Survey Results
Do you have an Electronic Nursing Scheduling System?

N

Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you have an Electronic Medication Dispensing System?

26
29
16
71
N

37%
41%
22%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Do you use a Dictation System?

26
31
14
71
N

37%
44%
20%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total

17
38
16
71
N

24%
53%
22%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total

39
24
8
71
N

55%
34%
11%
100%
Percentage

Yes
No
Uncertain
Total

27
25
19
71

38%
35%
27%
100%

N

Percentage

25
32
14
71

35%
45%
20%
100%

N

Percentage

28
32
60

47%
53%
100%

Do you use ICD codes?

Do you use CPT codes?

Part VII - eHealth Readiness
Do you use electronic internet billing with any insurance
organization/company?
Yes
No
Uncertain
Total
Does your organization have online communication
methods/tools with patients?
Yes
No
Total
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Appendix 6: Consensus Conference Presentations
Presentations also available at:
https://aub.edu.lb/fm/CME/Pages/EHR-Readiness.aspx
https://www.moph.gov.lb/en/Pages/6/18521/policy-support-observatory-pso-
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EHR Readiness Presentations –June 15, 2019
Roadmap for Lebanon
eHealth
Dr. Ghassan Hamadeh

Building Consensus on the readiness for EHR in Lebanon
Mr. Joe-Max Wakim

Electronic Medical Record Adoption in Hospitals, the Lebanese Experience
Dr. Youssef Bassim

Building an E-health Roadmap: Key Learnings from France, Estonia and
Monaco
Mr. Karim Hatem

Digitizing Healthcare in Jordan... How We Did It?
Mr. Ghassan Laham

Ministry of Public Health Interoperability Plan
Mr. Ali Romani

The Policy Support Observatory unit at the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH)
is engaging all health care providers and stakeholders to define a roadmap
for eHealth in Lebanon through determining its essential pre-requisites
and elements.

Building Consensus on the Readiness for EHR in Lebanon
Focus Group Discussions

Surveying Stakeholders

General Meeting

Main outcome: a Request for Information (RFI) document for the “clinical patient care”
part of an Electronic Health Record (EHR) to be used by MoPH.
The RFI will list: clinical standards; Interoperability standards, etc.
Focus Group Discussions
IT Focus Group
April 24, 2019

Payers' Focus Group
April 24, 2019
Hospitals' Focus Group
April 25, 2019
Public Sector Focus Group
May 28, 2019

• Participants from MOSA, GSF, ISF, SSF, NSSF, COOP,
MoPH, BMC, AUB, ITB, CAS, MoD, OMSAR, RHUH,
NBUH, WHO, HDF, MoT, ACT, and Akkar hospital

• Participants from GSF, ISF, SSF, IMC, YMCA, UNICEF,
GlobeMed, MoPH, LIBS, and COOP
• Participants from Lebanese Order of Nurses, Hospitals
syndicate and representatives from prominent hospitals
•Participants from professional orders and government
authorities (ministries, army and government
institutions)

Major themes discussed: benefits of implementing EHR; challenges; pre-requisites; timeline for
implementation; channels and means; legislations.
Surveying Stakeholders
This survey explores the readiness, acceptance and needs of Lebanon Health Institutions to
implement EHR and sharing medical information among them. It aims at setting
recommendations on the content of an e-Health road map for Lebanon.
General Meeting
A general meeting for all stakeholders (Public and Private hospitals, Payers and IT) will
be held on June 15, 2019 at AUBMC. Main topics:
•
•
•
•

Jordan’s experience in transitioning to EHR - Mr. Ghassan Lahham (EHSI)
Europe’s roadmap for eHealth - Mr. Karim Hatem (YLIOS Consulting)
HIMSS survey in Lebanon - Dr. Youssef Bassim (ITG)
Findings from Survey and Focus Group discussions - Dr. Ghassan Hamadeh (AUBMC)
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Dr. Ghassan Hamadeh
Email: ghamadeh@aub.edu.lb

e-Health
Roadmap
for Lebanon
Ghassan Hamadeh, MD
June 15, 2019

Policy Support Observatory
ﻣﺮﺻﺪ دﻋﻢ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﺎت اﻟﺼﺤﯿﺔ
Support Health Sector Governance &
Policy
I.
Improved
MOPH
machinery
&
readiness

II.
Improved
service
provision
operations
and
financing

III.
Intelligenc
e&
informatio
n

IV. Policy
Dialogue

3. Expansion of UC schemes

9. Emergency medical services

4. Electronic health records

10. Hospital network master plan

5. People-centred care

11. EBP & HTA

6. Scaling up accreditation

12. HIS master plan

7. Overmedicalisation

13. Pharmaceutical regulation

8. Humanising palliative care

Survey for hospital
readiness and perspective on EHR

Chief Medical Information Officer, Professor & Chair of Family
Medicine at AUBMC and past president of the Arab Board & the
Lebanese Society of Family Medicine. He is a consultant to WHO and
advisor to the Ministry of Public Health in primary healthcare,
pharmacoeconomics, and technology since 2004. He is leading the PSO
initiative on “Building Consensus on the Readiness for EHR in
Lebanon”.

Discussions by communities of
practice
ﻟﻘﺎءات ﺗﺸﺎورﯾﺔ ﺣﻮل

1. Readiness of Lebanon hospitals to adopt
electronic health records
2. Expectations of Lebanon hospitals of an electronic
health record
3. Document to be used by the ministry of public
health to explore available vendors able to provide
the perceived needed EHR

Electronic Health Record (EHR) = EM R that conforms to nationally recognized interoperability
standards and can be available across more than one health care organization

Consensus building on eHealth
Roadmap
ﺗﻮاﻓﻖ و ﻟﯿﺲ ﺗﻨﺎﻓﺲ

• EMR availability and HIMSS level
• Organizational support / alignment
• Human resource readiness
• Operational readiness
• Technology / infrastructure readiness
• Interoperability / eHealth readiness

1
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Important Findings

EHR goals

اھﺪاف اﻟﻤﻠﻒ اﻟﺼﺤﻲ اﻻﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻲ
•

To provide any health care provider a spontaneous
and secure access to a patient’s medical record
when necessary and with due respect to patient’s
privacy.

•

To allow exchange of medical, service and financial
information among health care providers, insurers
and administrators with minimal technical
limitations and due respect to patients privacy and
information exchange security.

•

To allow ministries and health institutions to collect
medical information for planning and delivering
services with due respect to patients privacy and
information exchange security.

• ان ﯾﺗﻣ ﻛ ن ﻣ ﻘ د م اﻟﺧ د ﻣ ﺔ اﻟﺻ ﺣ ﯾﺔ ﻣ ن اﻻ ط ﻼ ع
اﻻ ﻧﻲ ﻋ ﻠﻰ اﻟﻣ ﻠف اﻟﺻ ﺣ ﻲ ﻟط ﺎ ﻟب اﻟﺧ د ﻣ ﺔ ﻣ ﻊ
. اﻟﻣ ﺣ ﺎ ﻓ ظ ﺔ ﻋ ﻠﻰ ﺧ ﺻ و ﺻ ﯾﺔ اﻟﻣ ر ﯾض
• ان ﯾﺗﻣ ﻛ ن ﻣ ﻘ د ﻣ و اﻟﺧ د ﻣ ﺎ ت اﻟﺻ ﺣ ﯾﺔ و
اﻟﮭ ﯾﺋ ﺎ ت اﻟﺿ ﺎ ﻣ ﻧﺔ ﻣ ن ﺗﺑﺎ د ل اﻟﻣ ﻌ ﻠو ﻣ ﺎ ت
اﻟﺻ ﺣ ﯾﺔ و اﻟﺧ د ﻣ ﺎ ﺗﯾﺔ و اﻟﻣ ﺎ ﻟﯾﺔ ﺑ ﺎ ﻗ ل او د و ن
ﻋ و اﺋق ﺗﻘ ﻧﯾﺔ ﻣ ﻊ اﻟﻣ ﺣ ﺎ ﻓ ظ ﺔ ﻋ ﻠﻰ ﺧ ﺻ و ﺻ ﯾﺔ
اﻟﻣ ر ﯾض و اﻣ ﺎ ن اﻟﻣ ﻠﻔ ﺎ ت و اﻟﻣ ﻌ ﻠو ﻣ ﺎ ت
. اﻟﻣ ﺗﺑ ﺎ د ﻟﺔ
• أن ﺗﺗﻣ ﻛ ن اﻟو ز ار ات و اﻟﮭ ﯾﺋ ﺎ ت اﻟﺻ ﺣ ﯾﺔ ﻣ ن
ﺟ ﻣ ﻊ اﻟﻣ ﻌ ﻠو ﻣ ﺎ ت اﻟﺻ ﺣ ﯾﺔ ﻻ ﺳ ﺗﺧ د اﻣ ﮭ ﺎ ﻓ ﻲ
اﻟﺗﺧ ط ﯾط و ﺗﻘ د ﯾم اﻟﺧ د ﻣ ﺎ ت ﻣ ﻊ اﻟﻣ ﺣ ﺎ ﻓ ظ ﺔ
ﻋ ﻠﻰ ﺧ ﺻ و ﺻ ﯾﺔ اﻟﻣ ر ﯾض و اﻣ ﺎ ن اﻟﻣ ﻠﻔ ﺎ ت و
. اﻟﻣ ﻌ ﻠو ﻣ ﺎ ت

Suggested Pre-requisites
for eHealth and EHR success
• Unique national health services users
identifier

Legislation
•
•
•
•

Electronic Transactions legislation
Electronic signature
Software and data licensing
Privacy and security and compliance with
HIPAA & GDPR

• Infrastructure
• Central or distributed servers
• Fiberoptic lines
• Interface systems

• Human resources capacity building
• Health workers IT skills
• Citizens IT skills
• IT workers advanced skills

• Standards for data storage and
interoperability
• Database
• Databases and codes for professionals,
hospitals, insurers, citizens, etc..
• Unique Object Identifiers (OID)

• Quality & safety of
patient care
• We need to work
together
• We need common
standards and
legislations
• Let us learn from others

Terminology standards (Giannangelo, 2015)

• Regulation & Coordination
•

• HIMSS classification
• Certified Medical
Record
• Interoperability
Standards
• Infrastructure
• Human capacity

• Non human resources

• Diagnoses

• ICD-9, ICD-10, ICD-11
• Diagnosis-related groups (DRG)

• Drugs

• National Drug Code (NDC)
• National Drug File Reference
Terminology (NDF-RT)
• RxNorm/RxTerms

• Laboratory
• LOINC

• Procedures and diagnostic
studies
• CPT-4, HCPCS, CDT

• Funding
• Modes of operations

• Nursing

• NANDA, NIC/NOC, Omaha, etc.

• Literature

• Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)

• Devices
• Universal Medical Device (UMD)
Nomenclature

• Comprehensive

• SNOMED Clinical Terms (CT)
• Unified Medical Language System
(UMLS)

• Others
• DSM, ICF, ICPC, commercial, etc.

Suggested EHR essential functionalities
•

•

•

•

Organize Patient Data
•

Patient Dem ographics

•
•

Clinical/Encounter Notes
M edical History

•
•

Record Patient-Specific Inform ation
Patient Consent

•

Generate Reports

•

Advance Directives

•

Compile Lists
•
•

M edication Lists
Allergy Lists

•

Problem /Diagnoses Lists

Receive and Display Information
•

Laboratory Test Results

•
•

Radiology Results
Radiology Im aging Results

•

Capture External Clinical Docum ents

Order Entry (CPOE)

•

•

•

Electronic Prescribing

•

Eligibility Inform ation

•
•

Reorder Prescriptions
Laboratory Order Entry

•

•

Radiology Order Entry

•

Electronic Billing/ Integration w ith
Practice Billing System
Drug Form ularies

•

Clinical Task Assignm ent and Routing

Decision Support
•

Rem inders for Care Activities

•
•

Dosing Calculator
Preventive Services

•
•

Drug Alerts
Disease or Chronic Care M anagem ent

•
•

Know ledge Resources
Clinical Guidelines

•

Other
•

Im m unization Tracking

•
•

Public Health Reporting
Patient Support

Communication and Connectivity
•

Electronic Referrals

•
•

Clinical M essaging/ E-m ail
M edical Devices

Administrative and Billing Support
•

Scheduling M anagem ent

Dullabh, P., A. Moiduddin, and E. Babalola, Measurement of the utilization of an installed electronic health record. 2010.

Suggested roadmap:
Incrementally build the maturity of IT systems in Hospitals

Year 1-2

Year 3-4

-Adopt a unique patient
Identifier
-Nursing
Use structured
-Use barcoding or RFID documentation,
multidisciplinary
templates to
to identify patients at
clinical notes
capture physician
the point of care
notes
-Implement
-Barcode all
Computerized
-Advanced Clinical
medications and
Practitioner Order
Decision Support
supplies
Entry (CPOE)
System (CDSS)
-Fill and save
-EDI
to
Send
-Eliminate meds
prescriptions
prescriptions
errors by promoting
electronically
Healthcare needs Leaders
with courage,to
skills, and a clear vision to move forward
electronically
Closed loop
-Adopt a subset of the Pharmacies
medication
standards for
administration
-Implement basic
exchanging information, Decision Support
-Full PACS
EDI
System

Year 5-6

Year 7-8

-Capture data from
Medical Instruments
-Provide secure
access to
information at any
time, on any device
from anywhere
-Provide
Care
JMW @ Hospital Syndicate July 2017
Continuity by
enabling the secure
Exchange of Health
Information
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Mr. Joe-Max Wakim

Building
Consensus on
the readiness for
EHR in Lebanon

Director, AUBMC - IT Medical Center Processes and Systems
Email: jmw@aub.edu.lb
Leads the AUB Medical Centre Information Technology team. His team
works closely with healthcare leaders and stakeholders on strategic
initiatives and clinical transfor- mation journeys. They recently
implemented Epic with integrations to dozens of other solutions which
were purchased or built in-house over the last couple of decades. He
also serves on the national IT committee of the syndicate of hospitals
in Lebanon and is also currently serving as the president of the
Lebanese Healthcare Management Association (LHMA). He is also a
HIMSS Certified Professional and Certified Health CIO from CHIME.

Joe-Max Wakim, BEng, MSc
June 15, 2019

Guiding Questions for the Focus Group Discussions

Focus Group Discussions

Transitory questions

• IT specialists from healthcare institutions,
public and private hospitals, primary health
care centers and ministries.
• Representatives from third-party payers
including private insurance companies, the
National Social Security Fund, the Civil
Servants Cooperative, Military Schemes and
non-governmental organizations.
• Representatives from Lebanese private
hospitals (directors, administrators and
mangers).
• Representatives from Lebanese Order of
Physicians, Syndicate of Private Hospitals,
Lebanese Order of Nurses, and governmental
authorities (ministries, army and government
institutions)

IT Focus Group
April 24, 2019
Payers' Focus Group
April 24, 2019
Hospitals' Focus
Group
April 25, 2019
Public Sector Focus
Group
May 28, 2019

Q1. Why do you think EHR has not yet rolled out in Lebanon?
Q2. What do you think is the most important factor of success of EHR?
Q3. How soon do you expect it to be implemented?
Q4. What would you like to see added to the current means and channels of operations with hospitals?
Q5. What is your organization’s objective for implementing an EMR/EHR?
Key questions
Q6. What do you think are the IT related interoperability standards that need to be available so that EHR can be successfully implemented?
Q7. Which of the Pre-requisites for e-Health goals do you think is the most challenging? Why?
Q8. What are the barriers that you expect to face while migrating to or integrating with an EMR and EHR?
Q9. How do you think deploying EHR will reflect on the overall productivity, quality of services and patients’ care in the private healthcare
sector?
Q10. How would installing an EHR system reflect on your organization’s operations?
Q11. What do you think are the necessary legislations for EHR to roll out?
Ending questions
Q12. What are your suggestions to overcome these barriers?
Q13. How do you see things moving?
Q14. How do think this project could be funded?

Emerging Themes From Focus Group Discussions
4

3

1

2

Dimension 1:
Standardization Policies,
Protocols and procedures
(Q1, Q2, Q6, Q7 & Q8)
Challenges, barriers & success factors

3
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Emerging Themes From Focus Group Discussions

Dimension 2: Governmental
Regulations and Roles
(Q1, Q4 & Q8)
Challenges & barriers

Emerging Themes From Focus Group Discussions

Emerging Themes From Focus Group Discussions

Dimension 2:
Governmental
Regulations and Roles
(Q2 & Q11)
Success Factors

Emerging Themes From Focus Group Discussions

Dimension 3:
User Access and
Accessibility Policies and
Infrastructure
(Q1, Q2 & Q8)

Dimension 4:
Information Communication
Technologies
Architecture/Infrastructure
(Q1, Q4 & Q8)

Challenges, barriers & success factors

Challenges & barriers

Emerging Themes From Focus Group Discussions

Dimension 4:
Information Communication
Technologies
Architecture/Infrastructure
(Q2 & Q10)

Emerging Themes From Focus Group Discussions

Recommendations from
the three focus group
discussions
(Q4, Q6, Q9, Q11 & Q12)

Success Factors

4
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Focus group discussion with the Public Sector

Responses to how soon EHR is expected to be implemented (Q3)

Participants agreed with the themes that emerged from the previous focus group discussions and
stressed on the following issues:

Implementation expectations
45
.
4

• Having a national patient identifier

35
.

• Imposing minimum standards to be adopted by the software companies to ensure interoperability

3

• The ministry of public health should issue a resolution with the requirement for EHR at the national level to be adopted by
all hospitals and healthcare institutions.

25
.
2

• Learning from the experience of other countries and not reinventing the wheel

15
.
1

• Planning and implementing this project on the long term since the technology field is evolving rapidly and falling behind is

05
.

not an option

0
2 -4 y e ar s

5 -9 y e ar s
IT
P a ye rs

1 0- 14 ye a rs
P riv ate h o sp ita sl

1 5 y e ar s an d m or e

• Ensuring the security of data

Preliminary findings from the online survey
70 stakeholder filled the online survey. Distribution of respondents is as follow:

Participants characteristics
43.70%
36.60%

19.70%

Hos pitals raff

Information Technology Staff Third Par ty Gover nment or
Private Payers

5
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Dr. Youssef Bassim
Electronic Medical
Record Adoption
In Hospitals
The Lebanese
Experience

Consultant to University of Balamand President for Healthcare and Hospital Affairs, Lebanon
Email: yrbassim@hotmail.com
Dr. Bassim is an orthopedic surgeon and HIT consultant with 20 years of experience in clinical
practice and medical administration and lately was CMO in one of the prom- inent hospitals
in Kuwait. He is a fellow of the American College of Surgeons and is a Certified Consultant
Orthopedic Surgeon by the Saudi Commission for Health Special- ties. He chaired the
Management of Information (MOI) chapters for the JCI and CBAHI accreditation systems in
his previous work place and became Chief Data and Informa- tion Officer for one of the
biggest university hospitals in Lebanon. He was awarded by Dr. Gro Harlem Bruntland, WHO
Director General, the Tobacco Free World Award for Outstanding Contributions to Public
Health. He was appointed as Project Manager by HIMSS (Healthcare Information
Management & Systems Society) on Electronic Medical Records Adoption Model (EMRAM)
project in Lebanese hospitals and currently, as healthcare consultant, he is supervising the
construction of two big healthcare facilities and is an HIT consultant for one of the largest
pharmaceutical industries in the region. Apart from his educational activities, he is teaching
Business Intelligence in Healthcare for graduate students. Previously, he was part of the HIT
team at the Lebanese Ministry of Public Health and was involved in coordinating with all
healthcare stakeholders in Lebanon to create the blueprints and roadmap for the e-health
project on a national level. Along the same lines, he put a plan to transform the MOH from a
semi manual organization all the way to a real e-facility

Youssef Bassim, MD, FACS, MSc Ortho, MHS
June 15, 2019

Healthcare globally is shifting towards value-based delivery models with
a strong focus on enhancing the role of technology:

EHR is not an IT EHR is a clinical
solution /
application
project

End-users
Physicians

TO INCREASE THE
QUALITY OF CARE

TO OPTIMIZE THE USE OF
DATA TO MANAGE
POPULATION HEALTH

What do we expect from EHR?

TO DECREASE OVERALL
HEALTH CARE
EXPENDITURES

Nurses
Patients
Paramedical
team
IT team(s)

BENEFITS OF EHR (US top decision makers)
In his 2004 State of the Union address, President George W. Bush stated, “By
computerizing health records, we can avoid dangerous medical mistakes, reduce
costs, and improve care.”
Hillary Clinton, announced a proposal to introduce legislation to encourage
development of a national health information infrastructure, including the adoption
of EHRs.
In February 2009, President Obama stated in his speech to Congress : “Our recovery
plan will invest in electronic health records and new technology that will reduce
errors, bring down costs, ensure privacy, and save lives,”

6
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Benefits to Patients
An increase in patient
safety through a reduction
in medical and clinical
adverse events

Improved communications
between the patient and
the caregiver

Reduction in length of stay
due to improved
operational efficiency

Rapid intervention during
critical periods of care
facilitated by real time
alerts and reminders

Improved medications
management

More Access to electronic
media & social
information

Benefits to Healthcare Professionals
A work
environment
attractive to care
providers

Reduction in
transcription,
legibility and
omission errors

Enhanced ability for
clinicians to
coordinate care
because of
simultaneous
access to the
electronic record

Reduced time
locating/collectin
g patient
information

Reduction in
administrative
tasks, clinicians will
have more time to
communicate with
patients about their
care and needs

Decreased
number of
avoidable clinical
incidents

EHR Vs. EMR
Scheduling & billing integration

✔

✔

ePrescribing

✔

✔

Lab ordering and review

✔

✔

Data collection

✔

✔

Internal reporting and tracking

✔

✔

Patient Documentation Participation

✔

Patient Access

✔

Data can be electronically shared outside practice

✔

Digital patient communication

✔

External tracking and reporting

✔

Secure data access off premises

✔

Health information exchange compatibility

✔

MYTH:

ly
If we could on
ct’
find the ‘perfeing
EMR, everyth
o
would fall int
place

• EMR is a ’mission crimcal’ applicamon
required every 10 min in primary care,
unlike billing which has a higher
tolerance for failure
• Training is essenmal / diﬃculty in ﬁnding
training places
• Hardware conﬁguramon and installamon
• Sopware and Hardware support
• Implementamon planning --Pracmce
Management consulmng and change
management

EMRs are
s
complex system
requiring
s
ce
rvi
se
le
mulmp
to go right:

REALITY:

• A computer lab needed to test new
sopware and hardware --before using it
in a producmon seqng in a busy clinic
• EMR is like Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) sopware
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Workﬂow Change

Physicians’ Perspecmve

MD Time on Task Per Day
(Before/After)

# Patients
Seen Per
Day

Lab
Reports &
Review
(min)

Consult
Process
(min)

Pre
6 months
18 months

Prescription
writing and
renewals
(min)

Quite diﬀerent from IT or
administrator approach

We expect that technology will:
• Improve our producmvity and
streamline our workﬂow
• Support us in good clinical decisionmaking (I.e., have medical ‘common
sense’)
• Make informamon more accessible
• Save us money

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Writing in
Chart - MD
(min)

We judge the EMR by its interface and
by its features

Physician expectaeons are much, much
greater than the technology can deliver today

Percent
paper use
(%)

The physician approach to EMR selection is a
telling clue to our approach to EMRs

Task

The lack of EHR implementamon unml recent years
may have been due to:

BARRIERS

Financial Barriers

Lack of standards
Unknown costs and return on investment
Diﬃculmes operamng EHR systems
Signiﬁcant changes in clinical/clerical
processes
• Lack of trust and safety
•
•
•
•

Organizadonal Change Barriers

Cost

Business case

Fear of slower
Workﬂow and lower
producevity

Migraeon from paper

High inieal
physician
eme, costs

Lack of
inceneves

Problems in
Customizing and
reorganizing templates
& workﬂow

Staff training

8
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Technological Barriers

Lack of standards

Other Barriers

Informaeon
infrastructure

Inadequate data
exchange

Fragmentaeon

Commercial
products

Oﬃce & providers
aktudes and
culture

Technical
competency

Inadequate
technical support

Consumer Barriers

Social Barriers

• Consumer acceptance
• Privacy

• Data Security and privacy
• Legal
• Health care sekngs
• Stakeholder support

Lack of Leadership

Financial Facilitators

Facilitators for
EHR
Implementadon

•
•
•
•
•

Provide
documentaeon on
return on
investment

Financial
Technical
Psychological
Social
Change Management

Show proﬁtable
examples from
other EMR
implementaeons

Provide ﬁnancial
compensaeon

Technical Facilitators

Educate physicians and
support ongoing
training.

Adapt the system to
exiseng praceces

Implement EMR on a
module-by-module
basis

Link EMR with exiseng
systems

Promote and
communicate
reliability and
availability of the
system

Acquire third party for
support during
implementaeon

Timeline
Provide support during
implementation phase
to convert records and
assist

Provide training
sessions to familiarize
users

Implement a user
friendly help funceon
and help desk

Redesign workﬂow to
achieve a eme gain

9
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Psychological Facilitators

Discuss usefulness
of the EMR

Include trial
period

Adapt system to
current medical
pracece

Demonstrate ease
of use

Start with
voluntary use

Let fellow
physicians
demonstrate the
system

Social Facilitators

Discuss advantages
and disadvantages
for doctors and
paeents

Legal Facilitators

Develop
requirements on
safety & security in
cooperaeon with
physicians & paeents

Return on
Investment
(ROI)

Ensure EMR system
meets these
requirements before
implementaeon.

Informaeon and
support from
physicians who are
already users.

Ensure support,
leadership, and
communication
from management

Change management

Communicate on
safety and security of
issues

• Full cost of an EHR
• Measurable Financial ROI
• ROI Calculator

Select a project
champion; preferably
an experienced
physician

Let physicians (or
representaeves)
parecipate during the
implementaeon
process

Communicate the
advantages for
physicians and use
incentives

Ensure support,
leadership, and
communicaeon from
management

The full cost of an EHR includes:
• the sopware purchase price
• addimonal computer hardware
• implementamon including the training of
staﬀ
• customizamon of the system
• ongoing technical support
• system maintenance

Measurable ﬁnancial ROI includes:
• increase in income from more accurate
coding
• greater mme eﬃciency as a result of rapid
chart documentamon
• expanded pament load because of this
eﬃciency
• reduced oﬃce supply costs such as paper
and prinmng supplies.

• future program upgrades.

10
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EMR ROI / EHR ROI Calculator
When health-care providers complete their documentamon on an EHR, the need for a
transcripmonist is open eliminated. This eﬃciency has generated an esmmated savings of
$300 to $1,000 or more per month per physician.

• The following Calculator can help you esmmate how much cost you
can expect to save by implemenmng an EMR or an EHR system
hup://www.4medapproved.com/research_tool_ROIcalc.php

Open, undercoding occurs by medical providers. However, with an EHR, more accurate levelof-care coding is based on documentamon from the review of systems and examinamon
within the oﬃce visit assessment.

EHRs help recover lost revenue for the practice. Malpractice insurance carriers are
considering or currently giving discounts to their insured when an EHR is utilized.

Return on Investment (ROI)

Costs are quite high --$800-1200/month/physician

Financing EMR systems is a major challenge to sustainability

New evidence shows great beneﬁt for insurers and payors --$86,000 per physician over 3 years
Other jurisdicmons (Australia, UK, Europe) have had great success with EMR when payors subsidize
the costs
High rates of EMR failures increases the perceived cost –failures are as high as 75-80%

EMR Adopdon
Model HIMSS
History

Healthcare Information Management Systems
Society (HIMSS)
An organization exclusively focused on providing
global leadership for the optimal use of
healthcare information technology (IT) and
management systems for the betterment of
healthcare.

Issue: Cost-Value-Price

HIMSS Analydcs

EMR Adopdon Model HIMSS Analydcs

"The Electronic Medical Record Adopmon Model EMRAM
and A-EMRAM(Ambulatory EMRAM) benchmarks ensure
hospitals are eﬀecmvely umlizing strategic informamon
technology investments according to a proven prescripmve
approach.
The EMRAM model helps hospitals and clinical /
ambulatory pracmces track and benchmark their EMR
adopmon and umlizamon".

• HIMSS Analymcs created the EMR Adopmon
Model™
–Hospital based
–Stages 0 - 7
• Developed a methodology and algorithms to
score hospitals surveyed relamve to their ITstatus
• Provides peer comparisons reports

11
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Method

• Two standard quesmonnaires: Hospital readiness
and barriers facing hospital for EMR
implementamon
• EMRAM scoring model adopted by HIMSS
All sent to the IT director of each hospital in order to
ﬁll in which stage the hospital is operamonal.

56 barriers

The survey strategy depends on the objecdves which are guided by the
following research quesdons

01

02

03

1) What are the diﬀerent
interests and expectamons
of the managers and the
health staﬀ, and how they
should be aligned in order
to adopt EMR system?

2) What are the challenges
of the managers and
problems faced by the endusers while transitioning
their practice from paper
to PC?

3) What are the strategies
adopted by managers to
overcome barriers faced by
while implemenmng the
EMR?

52 items

13
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Weak understanding of EMR
adopmon in hospitals with lack of
knowledge about its beneﬁts.
Out of those 50 hospitals that
were contacted, only 23 hospitals
responded.

the stages status of the surveyed hospitals was linked to their bed capacity,
accreditamon category and academic status.

Bed size capacity had no relamon with stage level whereas there was a
trend that academic hospitals or those who had higher accreditamon
category had higher HIMSS stage.
Most of the hospitals faced similar adopmon barriers known internamonally
and most IT directors expressed their well posimon for their readiness for
EMR implementamon process.

HIMSS
STAGES

HIMSS
STAGES

HIMSS
STAGES

HIMSS
STAGES

14
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Lebanon v/s North America

Lebanon v/s Europe

EHR Adopdon Barrier Analysis

EHR Overall Readiness

30

Limitations of the survey

2019
Parmcipants
Hospital staﬀ (Physicians, Nursing,
characterismcs
Administraeon...)

Selecmon of the 50 hospitals out
of 117 private and 8 public
hospitals based on their high
acmvimes

Out of the 50 preselected
hospitals, the more interested
and more ready hospital for
EMR adopmon responded

The detailed spread sheet used
by HIMSS analymcs was not used
because of the high resistance of
IT directors to comply

The managing and medical
directors were not included in
this survey

14

Informaeon Technology staﬀ (IT staﬀ, IT
Leadership...)

31

Private Payers (Insurance, Social organizations...)

26

Total

71

18.80
%
Hospital staﬀ

44.90
%
IT staﬀ

36.20
%
Private Payers

15
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EHR Current Status

2019

Does your organizadon have an
Electronic Health Record (EHR)?

Ye s

69%

5.60%

5.60%

11.10%

2019
No

Unce rtai n

11.10%

11.10%

22.20%

16.70%
22.20%

YES

16.70%

94.40%

88.90%

77.80%

Ye s

No

11.60%

11.60%

33.30%

27.50%

Unce rtai n

60.90%

55.10%

Ye s

14.50%

17.40%

14.50%

42%

34.80%

36.20%

47.80%

43.50%

20.30%

23.20%

No

11.60%

40.60%

44.90%

ST
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…
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AT
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EL

ST

T
EC

EM

RO

NI

C

PH

AC
M
AR

42.00%

36.20%

34.80%

CPT CODES
AF
ST

2019

DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE THAT THE BELOW FACTORS ARE OBSTACLES TO
EXCHANGING MEDICAL INFORMATION ELECTRONICALLY IN LEBANON?

2.90%

2.90%
7.20%

No ta p pl i cab l e

14.50%

1.40%
13%

89.90%

85.50%

79.70%

75.40%

F

LA

CK

2.90%

…
OF

NT

R

L
OL

IN

G

PR

IV

Y
AC

85.50%
63.30%

S
CO

60.90%

T

LE

56.50%

55.10%

39.10%

40.60%

76.80%

55.10%
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2019

Does your organization have any
plans to implement an EHR or
other e-health projects?

33.30%

97.10%

31.90%

18.80%
ICD CODES

Obstacles to e-Exchange of Medical Information

Di sag ree

FACTORS ARE OBSTACLES TO EHR
IM PLEM EN TA TIO N A T TH E LEVEL O F H EA LTH
CA RE O RG A N IZA TIO N S?
2.90%
4.30%
4.30%
5.80%
Agre e
Di sag ree
No ta p pl i cab l e
14.50%
20.30%

13%

33.30%

56.50%

24.60%

CERTIFIED SYSTEM

D O YO U A G REE O R D ISA G REE TH A T TH E BELO W

37.70%

CO

Agre e

SYSTEM USED TO
PRINT
PRESCRIPTIONS

81.20%

53.60%

ELECTRONIC ELECTRONIC DICTATION
NURSING MEDICATION SYSTEM
SCHEDULING DISPENSING
SYSTEM
SYSTEM

SYSTEM USED IN
OUTPATIENT
DOCTOR CLINICS

36.20%

53.60%

Y…

5.80%

24.60%

21.70%

75.40%
…

SYSTEM HL7
COMPATIBLE

2019

1.40%

2.90%

26.10%
34.80%

49.30%

ACCEPT DOCTOR
NOTES

DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE THAT THE
BELOW FACTORS ARE OBSTACLES TO EHR
IMPLEMENTATION
AT THE LEVEL OF
Agre e
HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATIONS?

Unce rtai n

21.70%

ACCEPT NURSES
NOTES

BARRIERS

2019

EHR modules

DS

61.10%
44.40%

ALLOW
LABORATORY AND
RADIOLOGY ORDERS

OR

77.80%

66.70%

31%
NO

C
RE

38.90%

27.80%

Does the senior management
view EHR as key to meeting
future organizational goals?

64.10%

89.10%

No

Y es

35.90%

10.90%
ABSENCE OF UNIQUE
PATIENT IDENTIFIER

ABSENCE OF COMMON
BILLING CODES

ABSENCE OF COMMON
DIAGNOSIS CODES

ABSENCE OF APPROVED
ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE

DIFFERENT LANGUAGES IN
DOCUMENTATION

Y es

No
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READINESS

2019

In what ways do you think an
EHR improves your work?
86.95%

82.60%

In what ways do you think an
EHR would improve pament
service?

92.75%
79.71%

75.36%

71%

s
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2019

Do physicians at your
organizamon understand the
beneﬁts of an EHR?

92.75%

43.47%

s
or
err

READINESS

84.05%

on
ssi
mi
ad

60.90%
27.50%

27.50%

27.50%

Adva nce d

Avera ge

Nee ds
ed uc atio n &
work

50.72%
29%

11.60%
5.80%

Fa ster view o fres ults

Active pa rtic p
i ation n
i Pa tient ca n sha re his fil e
ca re
with oth er pro vid ers

READINESS

2019

Did your organization
identify ways in which EHR
can improve current
58%
workflow and processes

How do you rate the overall
level of awareness and
knowledge about e-health at
your organizamon?

Are the top level execueves
prepared to upgrade hardware (if
required) to ensure reliability of
EHR system performance?
66.70%

10.10%
Ye s

No

Very Adva nce d
Not ap pl ci abl e

Not at al l

More on the Value of EMRAM
How are hospitals & clinics scored ?
The HIMSS Analymcs EMRAM incorporates methodology and algorithms to
automamcally score hospitals around the world relamve to their EMR
capabilimes.
The process is fully conﬁdeneal, which defuses all concerns any hospital
might have on which stage the assessment places them in.

23.20%

29%

18.80%
4.30%
Y es

No

No t ap plica ble

Ye s

No

Unce rtai n

How do hospitals and clinics benefit from EMRAM?

EMRAM Assessment
provides guidance to
hospitals in a swiply
changing ecosystem.
The report provides
insights on hospital
clinical services quality,
patient safety, and
operations efficiency.

The assessment
produces solid data and
meaningful staesecs
that is well structured
and presented with
deﬁned correlamons to
In
to
theaddimon
EMR adopmon
highlighmng
areas of
maturity model.
improvements, beneﬁts
realizamon, and ROI
indicators play a major
role guiding healthcare
organizamons' strategies
and driving technology
investments.

Relations between
EMRAM stage on Quality
and value-based
purchasing

17
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EMR Adoption Model

EMR Adopdon Model

• All lower stages must have been achieved before a higher
level is considered as achieved

• This assessment collects detailed HIT data and tracks the
implementation and adoption of EMR applications through each stage
of the EMR Adoption Model.

• A hospital can achieve Stages 3-6 if it has met all of the
applicamon requirements for a single pament care service
(e.g., single nursing ﬂoor, cardiology service)

• It's important to note that initial assessments for all stages (except 6 &
7) can be conducted remotely through the EMRAM annual study,
whereas stage 6 & 7 surveys are conducted through on-site
visits conducted by HIMSS-lead teams.

• It's important to note that inimal assessments for all
stages (except 6 & 7) can be conducted remotely through
the EMRAM annual study, whereas stage 6 & 7 surveys
are conducted through on-site visits conducted by HIMSSlead teams.

• Three outcomes expected from the participation in the EM R
evaluations:
• Hospital's EMRAM Score
• Gap Assessment Reports
• Benchmarking Reports

Electronic Medical Record Adopeon Model, Healthcare Informaeon Management Systems Society (HIMSS), www.himss.org

Hospital management and IT directors level

EMRAM History & breakdown: Gulf region
• As of today, hundreds of hospitals and thousands of ambulatory
clinics have received the Stage 7 EMRAM and A-EMRAM awards
across the USA.
• In the Gulf region, 23 sites in total have achieved stage 6 & 7
EMRAM as shown below:

Hospitals should
allocate more
funding for HIT
projects.
The hospital should
create an IT
environment

The IT director
should be part of
the decision
making body of the
hospital.
Hospitals should
parecipate in
regional
informaeon
networks and with
vendors

Provide conenuous
training for all IT
staﬀ
Collaborate with
other healthcare
organizations to
control costs

Hospitals should conduct
researches on economic issues
for the development and
maintenance of the EMR system.

Health Authorides level (Ministry of Public, Third party
payers and Syndicate of hospitals):
The EHR standards should
be put as an integral part of
any accreditation process.

Awareness about the high
demand of HIT careers and
the coordinamon with
universimes to create both
undergraduate and post
graduate programs in HIT

coordinamon with
internamonal organizamons
and sociemes such as HIMSS

Provide grant funding and
Provide payment incentives

Facilitate development of
namonal standards and code
sets

legal definition of EHR/EMR
and regulations should be
defined to regulate the
content, structure,
ownership & preservation
of medical records.

In Conclusion
• Champions Idenmﬁcamon
• Right Leadership
• Shared Vision
• Right Culture
• Governance / decision making
• key stakeholders are engaged early
and accountable to lead the
clinical transformamon
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Mr. Karim Hatem
Building an E-Health
Roadmap : Key
Learnings from France,
Denmark and other
European countries

Senior Partner at Ylios Executive consulting, France
Email: khatem@ylios.com
Mr. Hatem is the Senior Associate Director and one of the founders of Ylios Executive Advisory.
During his 30 years as a consultant, he developed a wide range of competencies and skills including:
• Strategic planning, both at the level of the economic sectors where he has an expertise
(Healthcare, Energy, Telecom, Engineering, Infrastructure and Construction, Banking and
Insurance), as well as at the level of companies and public operators
• Designing new strategic models, resulting from innovative approaches, and the establishment of
new organizations and businesses, in addition to contributing to their performance improvement
• Supporting the implementation of these new models across these sectors and at company level,
with a focus on digital transformation
• Consulting to Executive Teams in the Private and Public Sectors in the steering of large and
complex transformations.

Karim Hatem
June 15, 2019

Over the past 15 years, he has worked with various stakeholders in the healthcare sector including:
healthcare operators, pharma and medtech companies, equipment manufacturers, regulatory
authorities, “New Entrants” such as La Poste with its “Silver Economy” development program.

0 Context on E-Health
Healthcare and life sciences sector
Presentation of Ylios – E-Health is a core issue
Our sectors of intervention

Our domains of excellence

Strategy, Foresight,
Reguladon & Economics

Building an E-Health
Roadmap : Key Learnings
from France, Denmark and
other European countries
Beirut, Saturday June 15th

Organisation Governance &
Performance Management
Leadership, Management &
Transformadon
Innovation & Digital
Transformation
Economic Intelligence
and Inﬂuence

0 Context on E-Health – The starting point for Lebanon’s roadmap
Deﬁnidon of the e-health : A comprehensive vision with a large scope, beyond EHR

Health,
life
sciences

Energy

& Public
Insdtudons

Utilities

&

Infrastructure
and
networks

Transportadon
Engineering and
construcdon

Telecoms
and
digital
players

Innovaeon and digital
transformaeon

0 Context on E-Health – The starting point for Lebanon’s roadmap
A preliminary roadmap has already been established

The term e-health refers to areas serving health, as defined by the World Health Organization in 1945: « Health is
a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity ».
The first use of the term "e-health" probably dates back to 1999 . In a presentation at the 7th International
Congress of Telemedicine - or distance medicine - John Mitchell, an Australian consultant in the field of health,
defines it as:

The combined use of the Internet and informa2on technology for
clinical, educa2onal and administra2ve purposes, both locally
and remotely.

According to WHO...

§

E-health is defined as " digital services for the well-being of the person ". It is also defined as "the use of tools
for producing, transmitting, managing and sharing digitized information for the benefit of both medical and
medico-social practices".

§

More generally, e-health now encompasses the innovations in the use of information and communication
technologies for all activities related to health.

§

E-health helps to provide answers that will preserve the fundamentals of the health care system while
increasing its added value for both professionals and patients:

1.

3.

Prevendon

2.

Wellbeing

5.

Care

4.

Information

Accompaniment
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0 Context on E-Health – The stardng point for Lebanon’s roadmap
The components and perimeter of E-Health

EHR / EMR
is only a
part of the
scope
E-health
IS in health,
digital medical
records, IS
vigilance and
guidance....

Data / IA

Connecte
M-Health
(Mobile Health) d devices,
sensors,
smart
textiles,...

Telehealth
Online health services,
informadon, training, social
networks,....

Robodcs/
decision
support

0 Context on E-Health – The stardng point for Lebanon’s roadmap
The six prospecdve dimensions

FINANCING AND
REGULATION
Bundled payment, Pay for
Quality / Performance, ..

THERAPEUTIC, DIAGNOSTIC,
TECHNOLOGICAL & DIGITAL
INNOVATIONS

PROFESSIONS AND SKILLS

VALUE CHAIN, PATIENT
PATHWAYS, INTEGRATED
CARE, HOME CARE,...

FUTURE OF RESEARCH AND
TEACHING
Data / AI Research, …

Telemedicine
Remote monitoring,
home automadon,
connected homes,
technologies related to
home maintenance

A very large perimeter, driving the way to 4P medicine : Predicdve, Prevendve,
Pardcipadve, Personalized,

0

PATIENTS NEEDS AND
EXPECTATIONS
n Chronical Illnesses,
Ageing

My purpose today

§ What I will (try to) do
– Give a comprehensive vision, objecmve, documented and
– Leverage lernings from internamonal experiences
– Provide pracmcal and applicable learnings and insights
– Highlight key messages based on evidence and real feedback (based on 12 focused
interviews with key execumves)

• Doctor/nurse of the futur
• Case manager, …

6 dimensions to build a systemic and integrated vision of what
Healthcare will be in medium, long and very long term

2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
Professionals / experts who have been helping us

Many thanks to …

§ What I will not do
– Read the slides in detail : we would
– Give a technological oriented speech
§ What I hope you will not do
–

Read the slides in detail (you have the possibility to download the presentamon)

§ What I hope you will do
– Ask quesmons
– Challenge my presentamon and generate
discussion and debate
117

Summary
0.

The expert

His current and/or former position

Yannick LE GUEN

VP Strategy at ARS Île-de-France (Ile de France region Health Authority)
Former Director of Performance and IT programs at DGOS

Mikael AZOULAY

Director of Digital Transformation and IS/IT at Gustave Roussy (Cancer
Center) and former ASIP Exec (EHR /E-Health Standard setting agency)

Elie LOBEL

CEO of Orange Healthcare and Enovacom (Interoperability Hub)
Former e-health project department Director – ASIP Santé

Hervé RIVIERE

France medical director – INTERSYSTEMS software editor
Previously at ARS Midi-Pyrénées

Hervé BARGE

Directeur Général Agence Nationale ESanté in Luxembourg

Frederic GENTA

Chief Digital Officer of the Principauté de Monaco

François CREMIEUX

Deputy CEO of AP-HP

Pierre-Etienne HAAS

Organisation and digital Transformation Steering Director AP HP

Madis TIIK

CEO of the Estonian E-Health Foundation

Pierre BOIRON

CEO of GCS Sesan

Laetitia Messner

Strategic Partnerships Director chez Quantum Surgical SAS – Former
Program Manager of the « Hôpital Numerique » Program
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1 A selecdon of countries for key learnings on E-Health Roadmaps
Benchmark étranger: pioneer countries and regions in e-health strategy
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS

Context on E-Health – The stardng point for
Lebanon’s roadmap

14,0 00,0 00

12,210,000

12,0 00,0 00
10,0 00,0 00

I.

8,00 0,00 0

Examples of E-Health Roadmap : France,

6,00 0,00 0

Estonia, Luxemburg, Monaco, Denmark

2,00 0,00 0

II.

-

Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy :
perspecdves, sourcing, interoperability, key
success factors,
Themadc focus

IV.

Annexes

38,700
Mo na co

Monaco

5,750,000

1,316,000

602,000
Lu xem bou rg

Esto ni a

Luxembourg

Le ban on

Estonia

Den mark

Île -de-F ranc e

Lebanon

Denmark

Ile de France
(Paris region)

Population (in millions)

III.

5,000,000

4,00 0,00 0

Area (Km²)

0,39

0,6

1,3

5

5,7

12,2

2

2 586

45 227

10 400

43 094

12 012

162 000

104 100

19 700

8 500

59 831

54 800

Healthcare expenditure as a
share of GDP

4,3%

6%

6,5%

6,4%

10,3%

11,5%

Healthcare expenditure per
capita ($US)

7 302

6 812

1 668

987

4 782

4 500

GDP per capita ($US)
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1 Monaco – An comprehensive E-Health roadmap built through a collaborative process
A global view of pre-requisites, acdon plans and soludons to implement
Solutions to be implemented
1. Making appointments online
2. Teleconsultation
Online
3. Tele-expertise
appointments 4. Automated hospital admittance
scheduling is
5. Documentary base
the N°1
6. PACS
service
7. Secure messaging
8. IoT for Home Care (Hospital at Home)
9. IoT for prevention

Prerequisite
s

2018

2019

S2

S1

2020
S2

2021

S1

1
2

B. Legal – status of medical data

3

Télé exper:se

4

Dom otique

5

Base

C. Data format and
interoperability

D. Agreements with foreign
partners

E. RGPD respect - security

1 Estonia and Luxembourg – Two Leaders in E—Health Strategy implementation
Key learnings from internadonal benchmark
Two examples of e-Health disruptive and oustanding strategy implementations in
terms of content, organization and governance
§ Number of inhabitants : 602 000 inhabitants (with 52% of
Luxembourgers)
§ Populadon: with a 50%-cross-border populadon
§ Number of incumbent doctors for 1000 inhabitants : 2,9 (3,4 OCDE)
§ % of the populadon with health insurance: 95,2% (97,2% OCDE)

Solu:ons à

Téléconsultation

7

S1

S2

Several services
are operational
after 18 months

(arbitrage à avoir sur le calendrier)

6

docum entaire

déployer

S2

IOT, Big data, M achine Learning, Robotique

Prise de rendez-vous en ligne

A. Professional directory

2022

S1

S2

Cloud Souverain*

10. Dematerialization of care sheets (current/non-exhaustive covered perimeter)
F. Unique ID number
EHR is left to
11. Tele management
hospitals (3
12. National Identity Card
acute
13. Connected Personal Health Record
hospitals in
14. Monaco Télégestion
Monaco)
Other solutions : Sovereign cloud, Big data, Robotics, Artificial intelligence

Luxembourg

1 Monaco – An comprehensive E-Health roadmap built through a collaboradve process
A global view of pre-requisites, acdon plans and soludons to implement

PACS

M essagerie Sécurisée

8

IoT pour HAD

9

IoT pour prévention

Prerequisites are
planned over
several years

10

Dém atérialisation feuille de

soins (sur périmètre exhaustif)
11 Téléges:on
12

13

CNI

14

DM P
Connecté
M onaco
Télégestion

Accompagnement des Monégasques dans leur acculturation aux nouvelles solutions numériques

Pré-requis

A
F

Annuaire professionnels

E

Respect RGPD - Sécurité

Numéro Identifiant Unique

A

Légende

B

Pré-requis

Format des données
- Interopérabilité

1

* Volet données de santé pour S2 2019

Solu:on Tous
Public

2

Juridique – Statut des données médicales

D

C

Accord avec partenaires étrangers

Solution Résidents
M onégasques

1 Estonia – An early adopter nation
Key learnings from international benchmark
ESTONIA

Portail

3

Solution périphérique

E-Health part of a global
« E-Estonia » Inieaeve,
started in the 90s

The Digital Health system is part of online public services « e-Estonia ». It also manages a large array of functionalities:
tax declaration, business records, online elections or cyber schools.
EHealth Foundation has been created in 2007 to develop e-Health services in Estonia. In fact, its mission is to manage
and develop the information system of health and to ensure the coordination between different medical services.

This mission is based on three axes:
Management and development of health informadon system

Mission includes
the development
of Health System
organization

Standardization of documents and electronic data, delivered by various health players

Development of health system organizadon. It includes partnerships with Estonian private
actors and cooperadon with other European countries (ex: Finland)

§ Number of inhabitants : 1 315 635 inhabitants
§ Number of incumbent doctors for 1000 inhabitants : 3,4 (3,4
OCDE)

Estoni
a

§ % of the population with health insurance: : 94% (97,2% OCDE)

The use of cyber health was the subject of a legislation :
The law on health informadon system (2007)
Government reguladon reladve to informadon exchanges on health (2008)

1 Estonia – An early adopter nadon
Implementadon has started back in the 90s with a condnuous implementadon of new services

1 Estonia – An early adopter nation
Implementation has started back in the 90s with a continuous implementation of new services

ESTONIA

ESTONIE
The electronic medical record

The evolution
of e-health
services in
Estonia since
1995

§ Launch of its electronic medical record system in 2008 : 1er pays au monde à meure en œuvre un tel système à
l’échelle nadonale.
§ Records cover an individual's medical history from birth to death.
§ In 2009, the country uploaded all medical documents into the system : health informadon of 1,350,000 people (98%
of the populadon) are now listed in the system.

A very large array of services,
from Health Insurance to ePrescription and e-Ambulance

The digital prescriptions

« Electronic eHealth Record » (launched in 2005) : a nadonal system
That allows the online access to the whole medical data of the padent
Today in Estonia:

95% of Estonian patients

§ Online prescriptions system : allows physicians to send their prescriptions to a national database accessible to
pharmacies, other physicians and the health insurance fund. Patients can pick up their medications at any
pharmacy on presentation of their ID card.
§ Renewals can be done by email or phone. Therefore patients go less often to their doctor who can focus on the
really necessary visits. Doctors can also follow their patients remotely, and check that they have removed the
prescription.
§

A portal for patients

§ Enables each citizen to get involved in his or her own health journey by easily accessing health data.

have a digital medical records

99% of the medical
prescriptions are digitalised

A portal for paeents, for each
ciezen to get involved

Other services

Digital imaging archives, on-line lab modules

§ Digital imaging archives and online lab modules and online emergencies.
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1 Luxembourg – An E-Health Agency to accelerate and secure governance
A comprehensive plan and a “agile” and efficient execution

1 Luxembourg – An E-Health Agency to accelerate and secure governance
A comprehensive plan and a “agile” and efficient execution

LUXEMBOURG

LUXEMBOURG

The Mission of the e-health agency is legislated by the social security code. It ensures beuer use of informadon in the health sector
and the medico-social sector in order to allow beuer coordinated padent care. It promotes condnuity of care and good transmission
of a padent's medical informadon, contribudng to interoperability.

This mission revolves around two elements :

A dedicated E-Health
Agency has been set-up

A very large array of services beyond EHR
The DSP

§ The DSP (shared care folder) is the electronic file for exchanging and sharing health data . It is a
collaborative tool between healthcare professionals and at the disposal of the patient who aims to
facilitate communication between the different health players and to ensure continuity in the care
management.

Secure
messaging

§ Allows easy, safe, conﬁdendal communicadon between two health professionals well-known by the
eSanté pla|orm. The forwarded message is encrypted and can only be read by the sender and the
recipient. In addidon, an authendcadon mechanism ensures the origin of the messages.

Gecamed

§ Medical practice management software that helps to ensure the care of a patient with computerized
support by collecting medical and administrative documents from many other sources. Gecamed also
supports all the billing part applicable in Luxembourg.

A platform for sharing and exchanging data (in health) including the shared care dossier

Data exchange platform

A blueprint for health informadon systems (SDSI) that deﬁnes a nadonal health SI interoperability strategy, which
enables diﬀerent health systems to interact eﬀecdvely.

Blueprint for Health Information systems

The two components essential to the operation of the eHealth platform

L’Annuaire des professionnels de santé (Healthcare Provider Directory - HPD)
Contains information on all health professionals entitled to practice in Luxembourg, as well as on health
institutions and structures. It helps to ensure the identity of healthcare professionals who wish to consult a
patient's DSP or use the services of the platform.

HCP and Patient Directories
as 2 building blocks

L’Annuaire des patients (Master Patient Index - MPI)
The patient directory allows health players to have a unique and shared view of a patient identity.
The master patient index (MPI) manages the prevention and management of risks and errors related to patient
identification (concept of identito-vigilance).

The referral
doctor tool

§ Service made available to physicians who have signed (together with a patient in possession of an
activated DSP) a "referral doctor statement“ which allows the referring physicians to supervise and
Exchange health information on the care pathway of a patient with an ALD (long-term condition) in
order to coordinate care and ensure optimal medical follow-up.

6

1

Luxembourg – An E-Health Agency to accelerate and secure governance

A comprehensive plan and a “agile” and efficient execution
LUXEMBOURG

Hosted platform for small and unequipped hospitals
IdéoMed

1

Luxembourg – An E-Health Agency to accelerate and secure governance

A comprehensive plan and a “agile” and efficient execution

§ Oudl de gesdon électronique des dossiers de padents pris en charge dans un établissement, mis à
la disposidon des établissements luxembourgeois ne disposant pas de plateau technique . Le
dossier padent informadsé (DPI) IdeoMed dispose des mêmes niveaux de sécurité de la
Plateforme eSanté (conservadon des données médicales, accès aux données aux personnes
autorisées).

L’espace
collaboratif

§ Espace de travail virtuel partagé, destiné aux professionnels, leur permettant de communiquer,
d’échanger, de partager des ressources, de gérer des projets (planning, participants, budget…)
autour d’une pratique, d’un thème, d’un réseau de santé…

L’annuaire des
professionnels
de santé

§ L'annuaire disponible sur le portail permet de retrouver aisément un professionnel de santé, un
établissement hospitalier, un centre de soin ou une autre structure au moyen de mots clé, d'un
nom...

La base
documentaire

§ Ensemble de documents classés par thèmes disponibles en téléchargement pour les padents, les
professionnels et autres acteurs du monde de la santé . Certains thèmes sont privés et réservés
uniquement aux professionnels de santé.

Key success factor : Agile, timeconstrained implementation (to
limit endless debates on risks)

•
•
•
•
•

Tiers de conﬁance
Cryptage des échanges

Semandc
repositories

Idendty
reconciliadon
server

Traceability
services

Secured directory of healthcare
professionals
Identity reconciliation Server
Authentication and SSO services
Secure messaging
…

Large hospitals are
autonomous in EHR /
EMR systems choise but
have to comply to
framework

1 Denmark – An very comprehensive strategy and implementation
Denmark is very comparable to Lebanon – 5,5 million people

The power of the
“platform” model is
key : Uber only lives
thanks to Google
Maps APIs

LUXEMBOURG
Scheme-platform eHealth in the healthcare
ecosystem in Luxembourg

Schéma – E-Health pla|orm in
the
health
ecosystem
in
Luxembourg
The implementation of an Ehealth
strategy
involves
implementing a pre-requisite
base :

Acteurs aides et soins

1 Key learnings from other countries experiences
Foreign Benchmark: Luxembourg

LUXEMBOURG

A comprehensive and coordinated strategy,

Directory services

eHealth Platform
My DSP

Authendcadon
services

Pseudo &
anonymous service

Messaging and
Exchange services
Cloud Lux.
Applications

Empowerment
services

Identified
Use Cases are
Targeted
Telemedecine
, Rehab,
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1 Denmark – An very comprehensive strategy and implementadon
Denmark : Services fir Citizens are central in E-Health policy

1 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
“Hôpital Numérique” (digital hospital)
EHR / EMR

is one of 5
programs, with a broad
funceonal coverage

Secured messaging is a
key component
In Denmark too,
services to citizens
are central to EHealth Strategy
133
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1 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
“Hôpital Numérique” (digital hospital)

1 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
“Hôpital Numérique” (digital hospital)

One major program :
« Hôpital
Numerique »

EHR / EMR
is only a
part of the
scope

135
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1 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
Terri-santé TSN (Territoires de Soins Nuériques), now E-Parcours

: The French way to IHE (Informaeon Health
Exchange) and paeent pathways digital management
The « French
Touch » : KISS
is not an
opeon*

The « Ile de
France » region
implementation
of E-Parcours

1 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
The next stage : the Health Data Hub to develop Data-based and AI applications
The health data hub: a secure one-stop shop, organized in network with local
hubs. It must become the State's instrument for pung health data "at the
service of the greatest number".

Things are moving fast (even in France)
Launch of the first call for
Presentation of the
Launch of the health
projects
Villani report on AI
data hub preﬁguradon
February 2019
mission
March 2018
The health data hub call for projects
: projects that meet a public interest goal
June 2018
THEMATIC

§
§
§
§

* KISS : KEEP IT SIMPLE AND STUPID, ALBERT EINSTEIN’S DESIGN PRINCIPLE
137

Research
Information for the patient
Support for healthcare professionals
Improving the healthcare system

" These will not be experimental projects, the Heath
data hub must allow them to pass a stage and gain
maturity but these start-ups will not start a project.
The ideal would be that they could present us with
ﬁrst results within 6 months." - Stéphanie Combe

"If the GAFAM want to present projects and
meet the criteria of the call, then why not? « Timeline
Stéphanie Combe
§ Applications expected for 9 March
§ A one-year support from the health data hub 138
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3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
IT IS ONLY IN 2019 THAT FRANCE BUILT A COMPREHENSIVE VISION OF ITS E-HEALTH STRATEGY
Health Data Hub
to extract value
from the huge
amounts of data
and develop AI

SERVICES FOR
CITIZENS
SERVICES FOR
HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONNALS
CORE SERVICES :
Secured HCP
messaging, « Blue
Button », Eprescription, …

Pre-requisites and
foundaeons

Summary
0.

Context on E-Health – The starting point for
Lebanon’s roadmap

I.

Examples of E-Health Roadmap : France,
Estonia, Luxemburg, Monaco, Denmark

II.

Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy :
perspectives, sourcing, interoperability, key
success factors,

III.

Thematic focus

IV.

Annexes
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2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
It’s all moving around giving a broad range of possible ambition levels
Yesterday

Tomorrow

Scope

•

Intra-hospitals

•
•
•
•

Hospitals
Patients
Liberal homecare professionals
Homecare

Direct
stakeholders
involved

•
•
•

Doctors,
Nurses,
Hospital managers

•
•
•
•

The same : Doctor, nurses, hospital managers
Liberal homecare professionals
Patient
Home caregivers

Concepts

•
•

EMR/EHR within one hospital
Administrative management of
patient
Specialized medico-technical
functions : imaging, biology

•

Integrated hospital and GP/outpatient clinical
path management
Patient portal at territory level : reference
hospitals, local hospitals, and liberal HCP
« blue button » functionalities

Access to EMR/EHR within one
hospital
Exchange of data for billing
purpose with social security and
private payers

•
•

PC,
Servers
Data connections

•

•

Services

•
•

Technology

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Mobile access through Smartphones with
ultra-high penetration rates
Broadband Connectivity
Cloud
Big Data and AI
Internet of things

Health
authorities
HIE Health
Informaeon
Exchange

Interconnect
platform
Hospital EMR /
EHR

Third party
service
providers
(Doctolib)

We discussed the issue of optimisation of doctor time, and the acceptance of a new organisational
system with the CEO of GCS Sesan

§

For the example of blood gas test : 3 possible scenario
– Scenario 1: the doctor tells the nurse to do a blood gas test
Ø It takes five second to the doctor to prescribe the blood gas test
Ø There is no record of this prescription, and therefore no follow up. It can be prescribed
again by another doctor and the loss of time is huge.
– Scenario 2 : the doctor writes a note for the nurse to do the blood gas test
Ø It takes 15 seconds to the doctor to write the note on the patient file (doctor writing style)
Ø It will take a lot of time to another doctor to know what have been done/prescribed, as he
will have to look for the record and the note. The loss of time is significant.
– Reason 3 : the doctor uses the informatic system to prescribe the blood gas test
Ø It takes a few minutes for the doctor to login to the system, find the right patient file,
prescribe the blood gas test, and then for the nurse to validate the test.
Ø Any doctor can see what has been prescribed/done, and the gain of efficiency is huge.

§

It will be a radical transformation of the practices and processes of healthcare professionals, and
therefore a time of adaptation and some time investment will be necessary at first. But once it’s
done, the benefits in time saving and efficiency gain will be huge : when finding the records of a
patient within a few minutes, not prescribing twice the same test, etc.
142

2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
Three reasons to mutualize some functions for a platform

Home
care

Paeent portal
(naeonal,
regional,
territorial)

§

Telemedicine
Tele-expertise between HCP : liberal to
hospitals, hospital to hospital
Continuous monitoring of chronic/long term
condition patient

2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
What is the scope?

Mutualized
platforms :
PACS

2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
E-Health and HER : a strategic and change management issue more than a technical one

Core
functions :
ePrescription

§

We discussed the issue of what was the value in having some functions mutualizes in a digital
platform with the CEO of GCS Sesan

§

For the example of the PACS function : 3 major reasons
– Reason 1: the unavailability of expertise within hospitals
Ø PACS is a very complex function to specify, procure, implement and maintain
Ø Even in large academic hospitals
Ø It ended up that it was the Radiology Department that handled de procurement process

Blue
Button
(national)

The case for mutualized
platforms

–

Reason 2 : the necessity to continuously invest in infrastructure to cope with evolutions
Ø With the increase of usage and performance expectations, the PACS needs continuous
investments that generate organizational complexity if it is hosted and managed on the
hospital preises
Ø Outsourcing to mutualized platform allows for a smooth increase in infrastructure capacity
in “cloud mode”

–

Reason 3 : the complexity of reversibility if you want to change the supplier

Doctor
EMR

Integrated care
providers
(HMO
American style)
§

Ø Changing the PACS software supplier is a very complex process, that can hardly be handled
by one hospital Information Systems team
Ø Mutualization allows to share the process, the expertise, the human resources
Can also apply to biology, drug prescription, telemedicine
platform, …
144
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2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
Specific Key Success Factors : Implement Digital Business Models and approach
§

Succeeding in developing E-Health solutions and adoption necessitates to implement :

§

Digital Business Models
§
Platform mutualization
§
API : Application Programming Interface architecture to facilitate data and lower level
applications sharing and mutualization and reducing “barriers to entry” and costs
§ Example : Uber uses Google Maps as “building block” for its ride-hailing service
§
Value is in the usage, not in the technology
§

§

PC, Tablet and more and more mobile access

Digital approach to value creation
– Customer / User centricity
– Fluid and attractive user interface (UX – User Experience oriented design)
– Creating a unique experience
– Generate immediately perceived value : unique combination of information, helping take the
most appropriate decision, unprecedented reduction of administrative hassle, saving precious
time, avoiding unnecessary physical moves / appointments, …

2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
Proposed methodology
1
2

2

Capabilities
and skills build
up

Ambition and
strategy

Scenario design
and assessment
Financing and
budgeeng

Maturity
issues /change
management

2

Every step is
critical

Roadmap

Monitoring
and
incentivization

Program
management

2
2

Scope :
solutions,
users

2
2 Governance

2

and
organization

2
2 Regulatory

and legal
framework

2 Funceonal and
technical
prequisites

145
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2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
Illustradon of possible ambidon and strategy formuladon

2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
Lebanon has a significant digital penetration rate

The ambition pursued has to be defined :
Global positioning of
Lebanon

Public Health
outcomes

Efficiency of the
healthcare system

Regional positioning
in Healthcare

• Develop a leadership
• Develop
• Divide by 2 the
• Design and
position in E-Health in
coordinated care
number of people
implement an
between hospitals the MENA region
E_Health ambition whose Diabetes is
•
Make E-Health
and outpament
out of control
that is
become a source of
Health Care
comparable to the • Prepare the
economic
Professionnals
Top Tier OECD
Healthcare system
development for
countries
• Reduce Average
to cope with
Lebanon : IT
Length of Stay
growth of elderly
providers,
• Develop Home
poly-pathologic
exportation pf
population
Care with distant
services, Start Ups,…
monitoring
• Measure quality
•
Leverage Lebanese
of outcomes
medical expertise to
provide Telehealth
Once ambition is defined (and assuming you can afford it),
services in N.E. / M.E.
then strategy can be defined on all other aspects
147

2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
A significant usage of social networks

Lebanese are world class champions in
the usage of social networks
Make them use their Smartphone for
their health and not only Facebook,
Whatsapp and Insta !
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3 Focus 5 - Scenario for procurement strategies
Sourcing scenario – level of centralizadon
el of
g lev
on
easin
Incr tralizam
cen

Centralized platform

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 3
Scenario 2

Scenario 1

Interoperability
standards
+ Blue Button

Definition of
interoperability
standards
Each hospital selects
its EHR system

Doctors (but also consultants) are usually not
change makers. So use patients and citizens to
enforce change!
149

Interoperability
standards
+ Labelisamon of
EHR / Hub
Solumons
+ Mutualizamon
plaÜorms
+ Blue Buuon
(opmonal)

Centralized
RFP with 2 / 4
EHR / HIE
solutions
Or Selection
of 2 to 4 EHR
/HIE
+
Mutualisation
platform

Fully
centralized
platform :
Extended
EHR is
centrally
hosted

Common standards

150
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3 Focus 5 - Scenario for procurement strategies
Oportunity – Feasability matrix – Preliminary approach

!! A very
preliminar
approach

Accessibility
Feasability

Summary
0.

Context on E-Health – The starting point for
Lebanon’s roadmap

I.

Examples of E-Health Roadmap : France,
Estonia, Luxemburg, Monaco, Denmark

II.

Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy :

Few prerequisites

Scenario 1
Scenario 4

Scenario 2
Scenario 3

Which ideal
scenario for
Lebanon’s EHealth
Roadmap ?

perspectives, sourcing, interoperability, key
success factors,
Scenario 5

III.

Thematic focus

IV.

Annexes

Many prerequisites

Fast impact / large Opportunity
funcmonal coverage

Delayed impact
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3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
National Strategy e-health 2020 – the France approach

3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
Ma santé 2022 – the France approach

Les technologies du numérique sont porteuses de changements majeurs dans l’organisation de notre système
de santé, il s’agit donc pour les Etats de structurer une stratégie autour de la e-santé.
La Stratégie nationale e-santé 2020 en France

AXE 3

AXE 1

Simplify the framework for economic players
(suppliers, start ups)

Posieon ciezens at the center of E-Health
§ Renforcer et sim pliﬁer l’accès aux soins
§ Développer les services aux paments pour favoriser leur autonom ie

§ Établir une gouvernance plus lisible et ouverte de l’e-santé

§ Oumller la dém ocrame sanitaire

§ Favoriser le partage de priorités entre acteurs publics et
économ iques en m atière de systèm es d’inform ation
§ Clarifier les voies d’accès au m arché des solutions e-santé
§ Déployer un cadre d’interopérabilité facilitant l’intégration des
innovations

AXE 2

AXE 4

Sustain digital innovaeon by Healthcare
Professionnals

Modernize regulation tools of our
Healthcare System

§ Développer des cursus de form amon des professionnels de santé

la sécurité des systèm es d’inform ation

autour du num érique

§ Accélérer le développem ent de m éthodes d’évaluation adaptées aux

§ Soutenir les professionnels de santé qui s’engagent en faveur de
l’innovamon num érique

solutions m ulti-technologiques
§ Le num érique au service de la veille et de la surveillance sanitaire

§ Accom pagner le développem ent des systèm es d’aide à la décision
m édicale

§ Lever les freins au développem ent du big data au service de la santé,
dans des conditions définies avec les citoyens

§ Soutenir la « co-innovamon » avec les paments et les industriels

Les travaux sur les mesures
prioritaires ont été engagés
immédiatement
Les 10 chantiers Ma Santé 2022 retenus ont été
présentés lors de la réunion du 19 novembre 2018 :
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3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
Ma santé 2022 – the 3 main thematic
I_ Décloisonner les parcours de
formaeon et les carrières des
professionnels de sante

Projet de loi

1. Structuration territoriale du réseau de proximité
2. Adaptation des formations aux enjeux du système
de santé
3. Gradation des soins et GHT
4. Renforcement du management hospitalier et de
la reconnaissance de l’engagement professionnel
5. Régulation et soins non programmés
6. Diversification des modes d’exercice et des
parcours professionnels
7. Qualité et pertinence
8. Numérique
9. Financement et tarification
10. Élaboration du projet de loi

Agnès Buzyn
rendu public
le 13 février
2019
Le projet de loi de
financement de la sécurité
sociale, adopté par
l’Assemblée Nationale le 3
décembre 2018, prévoit de
nombreux changements
pour 2019
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3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
Ma Santé 2022 – 3 examples of reforms
1. Réform er les études en santé et renforcer la form ation tout au long de la
vie
2. Faciliter les débuts de carrière et répondre aux enjeux des territoires
3. Fluidifier les carrières entre la ville et l’hôpital pour davantage
d’attractivité

• Le déploiement des communautés professionnelles territoriales de santé est encouragé par le projet de loi,
l’objecdf étant ﬁxé à 1 000 CPTS d’ici 2022.
• Les CPTS ont pour rôle de coordonner les professionnels d’un même territoire qui souhaitent s’organiser – à
leur inidadve – autour d’un projet de santé pour répondre à des problémadques communes.

1. Prom ouvoir les projets de santé de territoire

II_ Créer un collectif de soins au service
des patients et mieux structurer l’offre
de soins dans les territoires

2. Développer une offre hospitalière de proxim ité, ouverte sur la ville et le
secteur m édico-social, et renforcer la gradation des soins
3. Renforcer la stratégie et la gouvernance m édicales au niveau du
groupem ent hospitalier de territoire et accom pagner les établissem ents
volontaires pour davantage d’intégration
1. Innover en valorisant les données cliniques

III_ Développer l’ambition numérique
en sante

2. Doter chaque usager d’un espace num érique de santé
3. Déployer pleinem ent la télém édecine et les télésoins
1. Disposidons de sim pliﬁcadon

IV_ Mesures diverses
V_ Raeﬁcaeons et modiﬁcaeons
d'ordonnances

2. M esures de sécurisadon

-
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Organisation des soins
non programmés

Coordination ville-hôpital

Auracdvité médicale du

territoire

Coopération entre médecins et
infirmiers pour le maintien à
domicile

La Loi souhaite mettre en place les conditions
nécessaires au déploiement de 4 000 assistants
médicaux pour seconder les praticiens libéraux, et
redonner du temps aux médecins, pour le consacrer
à des tâches à « valeur médicale ajoutée ».

La loi propose un modèle organisationnel dédié aux
hôpitaux de proximité autour des missions qu’ils
exerceront et proposer une adaptation de leur modèle
de financement. Les hôpitaux de proximité seront
recentrés sur ce qu'on appelle les "soins de proximité" :
Les soins courants de médecine
générale

Pré-consultadon

La gériatrie

Accueil

Les soins de suite et de réadaptadon

Secrétariat

(installer, peser, mesurer, …)
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3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
Ma Santé 2022 – L’Espace numérique de santé (Digital pla|orm for padent care)

3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
Ma Santé 2022 – The digital basis

Contexte et objectifs de l’article

Le projet de loi prévoit que chaque
usager du système de santé se verra
offrir dès la naissance un espace
numérique de santé sécurisé et
personnalisé. Il sera lancé à une date
fixée par décret, antérieure au 1er
janvier 2022.

trois
objectifs
sur le
long
terme

Faire de l’usager, malade ou non, un acteur de son parcours de santé,
en lui permettant de gérer ses données de santé et services
Accroître la confiance dans les services numériques de santé, et
stimuler l’innovation et l’intérêt des acteurs privés

Garandr la possibilité pour chaque Français d’avoir un médecin traitant
et l’accès à un médecin en proximité dans la journée en cas de
nécessité.

Exemples de foncdonnalités d’un

Cas d’usage

espace numérique de santé

§

Disposer d’informations sur la qualité des
prises en charge autour de lui ou prendre
rendez-vous en ligne avec tous les
professionnels de santé (ville et hôpital)

§

Disposer de l’ensemble de ses
prescriptions dématérialisées et échanger
de façon sécurisée avec son équipe de
soins

§

Trouver des informations et conseils
personnalisés pour sa santé

Jules, 23 ans, pourra choisir, suite à son déménagement un nouveau
médecin et celui-ci aura accès à tout son historique médical grâce à
l’espace numérique. Ce médecin gagne du temps et de l’assurance par
rapport au diagnos:c
Maria, 50 ans, peut préparer son dossier administratif et recevoir toutes
les consignes pour se préparer à son séjour à l’hôpital. Suite à ce séjour,
elle et son médecin traitant auront accès à son compte rendu
d’hospitalisation.
Noémie, 17 ans, a accès, sur son espace privatif, à des informations qui la
concernent directement comme (sommeil, sexualité,, sport, dangers liés à
l’alcool ou au tabagisme,…).
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3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
The Danish Healthcare system
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The Danish Healthcare system
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3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
The Danish Healthcare system

3 Focus 1 - Strategy and scope
The Danish Healthcare system
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3 Focus 2 - Functional and technical architecture
The Danish Systematic eHealth platform
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3 Focus 2 - Functional and technical architecture
The Danish Systematic eHealth platform
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3 Focus 2 - Functional and technical architecture
The Danish Systematic eHealth platform
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3 Focus 2 - Functional and technical architecture
The Danish Systematic eHealth platform
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3 Focus 3 - Steering, KPI and incendve policy
The French policy of incentive funding
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3 Focus 3 - Steering, KPI and incentive policy
The French policy of incentive funding
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3 Focus 3 - Steering, KPI and incentive policy
The French policy of incendve funding
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3 Focus 3 - Steering, KPI and incentive policy
The French policy of incentive funding
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3 Focus 3 - Steering, KPI and incentive policy
The French policy of incentive funding
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3 Focus 3 - Steering, KPI and incentive policy
The French policy of incendve funding
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3 Focus 4 - Change management and capabilities/skills build up
Maturity issues, Change Management and capabilities build up examples for Lebanon

§

Providing Change management to help adapt doctors and other HCPs practice

§

Developing the Information Systems and IT Skills

§

Example (following slides) : The Hopital Numerique program

3 Focus 4 - Change management and capabilities/skills build up
The French illustration for change management
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3 Focus 4 - Change management and capabilities/skills build up
The French illustration for capabilities/skills build up
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3 Focus 5 - Scenario for procurement strategies
Basing the offer on the demand
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3 Focus 5 - Scenario for procurement strategies
Basing the scenario on the offer
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3 Focus 5 - Scenario for procurement strategies
The specificities of the regions is to be considered in the scenario choice
Governo
rate

Arabic
name

Capital
City

ISO code

Area
(km2)

Populati
on

Akkar

ﻋﻛﺎر

Halba

LB-AK

788

389,899

BaalbekHermel

- ﺑﻌﻠﺑك
اﻟﮭرﻣل

Baalbek

LB-BH

3,009

416,427

Beirut

ﺑﯾروت

Beirut

LB-BA

19

432,645

Beqaa

اﻟﺑﻘﺎع

Zahleh

LB-BI

4,429

536,768

Mount
Lebanon

 ﺟﺑل ﻟﺑﻧﺎنBaabda

LB-JL

1,968

1,831,53
3

Nabatieh اﻟﻧﺑطﯾﺔ

Nabatiye

LB-NA

1,098

368,077

North

اﻟﺷﻣﺎل

Tripoli

LB-AS

1,236

782,436

South

اﻟﺟﻧوب

Sidon

LB-JA

930

578,195

Lebanon is divided into eight governorates (muhafazah). Each governorate is headed by a governor (muhafiz):
All of the governorates except for Beirut and Akkar are divided into districts, and then subdivided into municipalities.
Implementation of the two newest governorates, Akkar and Baalbek-Hermel, remains ongoing since their establishment in 2014.[1]
In August 2017, the Lebanese parliament decided to make a new governorate comprising the districts of Jbeil and Keserwan. At the time, the
governorate was awaiting presidential approval and actual implementation.[2]
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3 Focus 6 - Governance
Organisation of governance in France
•

3 Focus 6 - Governance
Organisation of governance in France

ORGANISATION OF GOUVERNANCE

Organisation of gouvernance in application to the Digital Hospital Plan

Main National agencies

La DGOS (Direction Générale de l’Offre de Soins) du ministère des solidarités et de la santé est responsable de l’élaboration et de
la mise en œuvre de l’ensemble du programme Hôpital Numérique (axes stratégiques et chantiers transverses).

High autority for health

General direction for
the offer of care

The French Agency for
Digital Health

Delegation to the Health
Information Systems Strategy

National Agency for
Performance Support

Main Regional agencies

Main healthcare actors
Hospital group of a
territory

Regional health
agency

La HAS (Haute Autorité de Santé) a participé à l’atteinte des objectifs du programme en intégrant la problématique de la
maturité des SIH dans la certification des établissements de santé.
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3 ANNEX
Presentation of Ylios

Summary
0.

Context on E-Health – The starting point for
Lebanon’s roadmap

I.

Examples of E-Health Roadmap : France,
Estonia, Luxemburg, Monaco, Denmark

Nos interventions combinent généralement des savoir-faire analytiques et
rationnels (le « hard ») et des compétences centrées sur l’humain et l’intelligence
collective (le « soft »).
Notre différenciation s’appuie sur trois piliers :
v

Le positionnem ent sur les « Terra incognita », l’anticipation du futur et la capacité à adresser des sujets qui interpellent nos
clients dans un cham p très large

v

Le développem ent pérenne et l’excellence professionnelle à travers l’innovation m éthodologique et l’intégration de
com pétences pluridisciplinaires internes et externes

v

La logique de coopération et de solidarité entre associés et avec les consultants, qui s’inscrit dans un projet à forte dim ension
hum aine

Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy :
perspectives, sourcing, interoperability, key
success factors,

III.

Thematic focus

IV.

Annexes

L’ANAP (Agence nationale d'appui à la
performance des établissements de santé et
médico-sociaux) a contribué aux travaux relatifs
aux compétences SI (Axe 2) et à la mutualisation
et à l’externalisation des SI (Axe 3).
Par ailleurs, elle a mis en place un dispositif
d’accompagnement des établissements à
l’atteinte des cibles d’usages sur les domaines
fonctionnels prioritaires (chantier transverse 4).

L’ASIP Santé (Agence des systèmes
d’information partagés en santé) a
contribué aux travaux d’élaboration
de la démarche d’homologation des
solutions logicielles ainsi qu’à ceux
relatifs à la mutualisation et à
l’externalisation des SI.
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II.

Les établissements de santé sont les
bénéficiaires du programme et les principaux
acteurs de son succès sur le terrain.
Par leur implication dans la mise en œuvre du
plan d’actions Hôpital Numérique, ils ont
contribué au développement et à la
modernisation des systèmes d’information
hospitaliers au service des professionnels de
santé.

Les ARS (Agences régionales de
santé), interlocutrices privilégiées
des établissements de santé dans
leurs démarches, ont été au cœur
du dispositif opérationnel et ont
décliné le programme Hôpital
Numérique en région.

L’équilibre entre les différentes pratiques de conseil, entre stratégie et transformation, entre approches
“hard” et “soft”, doublé de la qualité de nos équipes et de leur sens du client, nous permettent de
répondre aux problématiques complexes que nos clients rencontrent
Ylios s’appuie sur un capital humain de qualité composé de :

3 ANNEX
Presentation of Ylios

Nationales : Ministère de la Santé & services liés /
AssuranceMaladie/ Caisse Nationale Solidarité
Autonomie
Régionales:ARS, collectivités territoriales
Agences d’Etat : interventions sur le champ
économique(CEPS), sécurité, veille/surveillance
(ANSM), expertise/normalisation (ANSM,
HAS),
INVS….

Complémentaires / UNOCAM

10 profils très seniors (Associés, Principals) avec près de 20 ans d’expérience dans le conseil et plus de vingt cinq consultants

v

Des partenariats stratégiques qui apportent des com pétences d’expertise et des capacités d’intervention à grande échelle ainsi
qu’à l’international

v

Un réseau d’experts et d’universitaires indépendants

3 ANNEX
La prospective en santé peut être abordée à travers 6 thématiques

Une connaissance fine de l’écosystème et un principe de transversalité dans nos
approches et interventions

Assurance Maladie / UNCAM

v

Présentation des différentes thématiques prospectives

Professionnels de santé
Institutions
&
Agences
sanitaires

Acteurs
du système
de santé,
dont
médico-social

Professions paramédicales
Etablissements de santé,
Etablissements médico-sociaux, HAD
Patients,
associations
d’usagers,
médias
et sites
spécialisés

Financeurs/
Payeurs
/
Consommateurs

Patients
Associations usagers
Médias
Sites spécialisés

Patients
SI, DMP, …

OTC : VPC Internet,Grande distribution
Pharmaciens
Grossistes / répartiteurs

Distributeurs

Industries:
Laboratoires
pharmaceutiques,
dispositifs
médicaux,
équipementiers

Prestataires
spécialisés

Télémédecine
Prestataires de service
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3 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
Timeline

3

Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR

Politiques publiques et e-santé en France : les leviers favorisant le développement de l’e-santé

Ces dix dernières années, le système de santé a connu de profondes mutations qui sont venues impacter en
dispose
profondeur l’organisation et Vous
le financement
des soins en France.

Un benchmark de l’avancement de 11 pays – très hétérogènes – dans le domaine de la e-santé a été mené dans le cadre de l’étude
prospective e-santé commanditée par le PIPAME.
Les conclusions de l’étude mettent en avant que leur capacité à combiner de façon cohérente les 9 leviers présentés ci-dessous est
déterminante dans le développement de l’e-santé au bénéfice de sa population et de ses professionnels de santé

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Loi vieillissem ent

O rientations
stratégiques

Loi HPST

Loi de

Nationale de
santé

m odernisation
Stratégie Nationale
de santé

Plan Triennal

offre de soins

Virage Am bulatoire
Pacte Territoire
Santé

2019

2020 et au delà

Esanté 2020

Stratégie

O rganisation et

Politiques ciblées

2018

M a Santé 2022

GHT

Nouvelle APHP

PTA
Plan

Plan Cancer

Circulaire

Hôpitaux de
proxim ité,
CPTS

M aladies
rares Financem ent

HAD

au parcours
ROSP m édecine

Financem ent

Hôpitaux de

de ville

Parcours

proxim ité

PRADO

PAERPA

T2A SSR

IFAQ, PLFFS

Tarification à

et Article 51

l’activité PSY

Développem ent de

Health Data Hub

la RAAC
Transform ation

Hôpital Num érique

num érique

Expérim entations

Avenant 6 de

Télém édecine

convention
m édicale
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Entrée en vigueur du
Source : Etude PIPAME (pôle Interministériel de prospective et d’anticipation des mutations économiques) e-santé, Février 2016

rem boursem ent de la
Téléexpertise et de la
téléconsultation

3 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
Focus on the French program Hôpital Numérique (digital hospital) - Overview
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3 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
Focus on the French program Hôpital Numérique (digital hospital) - Summary

The digital Hospital program, a strategic plan for the development and modernization of SIH on the period 2012-2017.
It has been piloted by the Directorate General of the supply of health (DGOS) in order to prepare the steps for the
development of HSO for better patient care.

PREREQUISITES

1

Trois caractéristiques du programme…

§

Un programme bien structuré qui doit être poursuivi pour permettre l’atteinte d’un socle numérique
commun
Un programme national incluant l’ensemble des acteurs, qui doit renforcer la cohérence des actions

§

Un programme innovant et transparent qui doit fiabiliser ses outils et communiquer davantage

§

Poursuivant trois ambitions :
• Coordonner l’ensemble des acteurs (établissements de santé, ARS, administration centrale, industriels)
autour d’une feuille de route commune pour les SIH ;
• Soutenir les projets innovants ;
• Amener le système d’information de l’ensemble des établissements de santé au palier de maturité
Hôpital Numérique, caractérisé par :
• Des prérequis indispensables pour assurer une prise en charge du patient en toute sécurité ;
• Cinq domaines fonctionnels prioritaires pour lesquels le programme définit des exigences d’usage
du SI.

STRUCTURATION
OF THE
PROGRAM

3

4
5

ACTIONS CARRIED
OUT AND RESULTS

3

Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR

Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR

Focus on the French program Hôpital Numérique (digital hospital) – Priority functional areas

D1. Résultats d’imagerie,
de biologie et d’anatomopathologie

3 pré-requis

P1. Identités /
mouvements

P2. Fiabilité /
disponibilité

P3. Confidentialité

191

6
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Focus on the French program Hôpital Numérique (digital hospital) – Prerequisites

5 domaines d’action
prioritaires

ROADMAP

KEY LEARNINGS

189

3

PRIORITY FUNCTIONAL
AREAS

2

Developed on next slide

S’assurer de la bonne identification du
patient et de sa localisation au sein de
l’établissement de santé.
Prendre en compte le caractère critique des
applications et assurer leur disponibilité.

Garantir la confidentialité des données
médicales et mettre en place une politique
de sécurité des systèmes d’information.

D2. DPII et communication
extérieure

D3. Prescription
électronique

D4. Programmation des
ressources et agenda du
patient

D5. Pilotage médicoéconomique

§

Disposer de comptes-rendus (imagerie, anapath, biologie) et d’images
illustratives d’examens (scanner, IRM) accessibles directement dans les
services de soins et médico-techniques

§

S’assurer que le dossier patient est capable de partager l’information via le
DMP, contient un socle de données minimum et qu’une démarche de
communication des documents vers l’extérieur est mise en œuvre

§

S’assurer de l’usage des prescriptions électroniques de médicaments,
d’examens de biologie, d’examens complémentaires et d’actes infirmiers, et
de l’alimentation du plan de soins

§

Disposer d’un planning du patient consolidé intégrant les consultations
externes, les examens des plateaux techniques et les actes chirurgicaux et
paramédicaux

§

Démontrer que l’établissement produit un tableau de bord par pôle ou entité
corrélant des indicateurs sur l’activité, la performance financière, les
ressources humaines et la qualité et attester de son utilisation effective.
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Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR

Focus on the French program Hôpital Numérique (digital hospital) – Structuration of the program

2 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
Prerequisites for eHealth and EHR success
§

§

PROPOSITION DE STRUCTURE 1

The program is structured in 4 axes, and 4 transversale projects

§

Axe 1 : Gouvernance

Axe 2 : Compétences

Axe 3 : Offre

Axe 4 : Financement

Combler les manques de
gouvernance SI et
favoriser l’implication
dans les SI des

Renforcer les
compétences relatives
aux SIH

Stimuler et structurer
l’offre de solutions

Financer un socle de
priorités subordonné à
l’atteinte de cibles
d’usage

professionnels de santé
et cadre dirigeants

Technology :
Infrastructure (haut débit disponible) à peut
fonctionner dans certains établissements bien équipés
Homogénéité sur la manière de fonctionner
Problématiques de volumétrie de données et de leur
gestion
-

P1. Identités /
mouvements

§
§
§
§

Pilotage du programme
Évaluation de la création de valeur par l’usage des SI de production de soins en termes de qualité /
sécurité des soins et d’amélioration des prises en charge
Accompagnement des établissements de santé à l’atteinte des indicateurs Hôpitaux Numérique (prérequis et cibles d’usage sur les domaines fonctionnels prioritaires
Communication autour du programme

-

Prise en compte de la vision patient

-

Volonté des hôpitaux de s’impliquer (donc
financement incitatif)

-

Mise en concurrence des acteurs pour ne pas avoir les
poings liés par la suite

-

Budget nécessaire et suffisant

-

Procédure progressive

P3.
Confidentialité

Prendre en compte le caractère
critique des applications et assurer
leur disponibilité.

Garantir la confidentialité des
données médicales et mettre en
place une politique de sécurité des
systèmes d’information.
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Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR

Focus on the program Hôpital Numérique (digital hospital) – Actions carried out and results
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3 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
Focus on the program Hôpital Numérique (digital hospital) – Key Learnings

P2. Fiabilité /
disponibilité

Planification :

193

3 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
Focus on the program Hôpital Numérique (digital hospital) – Roadmap

S’assurer de la bonne identification
du patient et de sa localisation au
sein de l’établissement de santé.

Outils d’interopérabilité adéquats

Acceptance of the project :

Chantiers transverses :

PROPOSITION DE STRUCTURE 2
(basée sur celles du TSN)

196

3 ANNEXE
Example of HIE (health information exchange)

Il est à noter que l’analyse démontre que les prérequis ont bien joué un rôle de levier
dans la maturité du socle numérique des établissements sans toutefois constituer de
barrières à l’entrée du programme, la grande majorité des établissements soulignant
que ces cibles étaient déjà atteintes avant leur candidature mais pas toujours
formalisées.

§
§

Ce qui a fonctionné : mécanisme incitatif et autres leviers
Ce qui a moins bien fonctionné : le regard des acteurs

https://orionhealth.com/us/solutions/healthca
re-providers/
https://orionhealth.com/us/products/coordina
te/care-pathways/
https://hub.orionhealth.com/us-knowledgehub/the-changing-priorities-of-hies
https://hub.orionhealth.com/us-knowledgehub/the-changing-priorities-of-hies
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3 Focus on the French approach to E-Health and EHR
Focus on the TSN (Numerical Care Territory)

3 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
Why an Health Information Exchange ? Learnings from an American study

Objectif du territoire de soins numériques : améliorer le parcours de soin du
patient en améliorant la coordination des professionnels de santé d’un territoire.

il est encore à l’état de projet pilote en 5
territoires : Landes (offre médico-sociale
personnes âgées), Réunion (diabète) , Essonne
(partage de données entre professionnels),
région Rhone-Alpes avec le projet Pascaline
(Parcours de soins Coordonné et d’Accés à
L’Innovation NumériquE).

§

Source : 5ème forum des pratiques professionnelles en MPR organisé par la FEDMER et l’EMPR
199

200

3 Issues for Lebanon EHR strategy
The 4 scenario considered

201
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Mr. Ghassan Lahham
Jordan Healthcare
Digital
Transformation…
How we did it?
Ghassan Lahham
June 15, 2019

Founder and CEO of Electronic Health Solutions International (EHSI), Jordan
Email: ghassan@ehs-int.com
Mr. Al-Lahham is a well-known expert in the use of automation in the public
education and healthcare sectors. He has been recognized for his
entrepreneurial accomplishments in achieving significant milestones in his
career. His main asset is combining the experience of a private sector
entrepreneur, with his leadership of automation in world-class education and
healthcare. He presents balanced and pragmatic perspectives from both the
private and public sectors. Ghassan has been directly managing a number of
projects that have rapid and long-term impact on the development of
healthcare and education sectors in Jordan and the local region. In addition,
he managed Jordan’s biggest and most strategic IT project “Hakeem”, which is
responsible for the automation of the healthcare sector covering all public,
military, and cancer centers countrywide

Jordan Healthcare Digital Transformation…
How we did it?

Challenges Facing the Health Sector

The dream
• Electronic medical record for each citizen
• Physician flexibility to help patients from any location
• Digital data to enhance public health
• Analytics based on big data
• High quality affordable diagnosis and treatments
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Laying the foundation ….

Dream Realization

• Political buy-in
• Standardization of coding

Success record in 190 sites.

• Solid infrastructure
• Choosing the best fit solution
• Execute...Execute...Execute…

Above 6,5 Million Registered
Patients

Electronic Health Solutions International (EHSI)

Our Initiatives
2009

EHSI is a health care IT company that focuses on the Middle East healthcare market.
Headquartered in Amman and dedicated to helping healthcare organizations improve
the quality of healthcare; through the use of highly effective technologies.

2009

Aims to automate the public healthcare sector
in Jordan by implanting electronic health
record (EHR), offering a single record per
patient nationwide that can be accessed
through patient’s ID number.

Aims to support researchers and decision
makers in Jordan by extracting integrated and
comprehensive data using business
intelligence tools and solutions as well as
analytical expertise.
2019

2013

2013

The Electronic library of medicine provides
healthcare professionals in Jordan with the
latest evidence-based medical resources for
free.

Build local capacity and aims to develop
healthcare professionals, university students, and
EHS employees in the fields of health
informatics and information technology.
2015

Hakeem Program
Why EHSI?
• Open source technology

• A blend of local and international
experts combining the international
standards and local awareness

Launched in 2009, under the patronage
of His Majesty King Abdullah II.

Hakeem program represents the first
initiative
of
the
company
for
computerizing the Kingdom’s health
sector.
Hakeem program aims to deploy

EHR in Jordan's health sector civil and
military hospitals and clinics.
• A specialized team of over 450
experts

• A 24/7 service center for the
region.
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Hakeem Program in four easy steps

Business continuity and support

Change
Manageme
nt
Qualified medical and technical staff

Client relationship management

Enhance the system adoption by the staff
Periodic field visits to measure and evaluate

Operation
s
Managem
ent

Provide on site support

Service
Desk
Remote technical support
Constant follow up on cases
24/7 operational support

Benefits of Hakeem program

USTDA study

A study was conducted by U.S. Trade and Development Agency’s study for medical expenditures to assess the impact
of implementing Hakeem in the pilot sites in Jordan after 6 months of the implementation (Y2011- Y2012) :

• Medication savings: 24 %
• Radiology Films :
ü The Value of Saving in CT Scan films : 86 %
ü The Value of Saving in x-ray films : 98 %
ü The Value of Saving in MRI films : 91 %

2011

2012

2016 study Included 2865 patients and 2250 end users in 20 sites

End User sample survey
Hakeem program for health institutions
67%
in general

80 %

About VistA

Ease of retrieving radiology images
78% 84%
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Patients sample survey
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Medication expenditure accuracy
69%
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• VistA serves nearly 9 million
Veterans as part of the largest
healthcare system in the United
States.
• VistA serves more than 1,800
hospitals and other healthcare
providers around the world.

50 %

31%
1%
Unsa tisfa ctio n

10 0%

• VistA has benefited from more
than 30 years of continuous,
clinician-driven improvement.

Sa tisfa ctio n

0%

Unsa tisfa ctio n
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About VistA

Why VistA is the choice?

• A comprehensive system for managing
both large and small healthcare
facilities, providing functions ranging
from prescription refills to employee
timekeeping.
• The New York State Office of Mental
Health has chosen VistA
system
throughout its 24-hospital- 310-clinic
healthcare system that provides mental
health services to 700,000 people a
year.
• West Virginia (WV) Department of
Health & Human Resources (DHHR) has
chosen VistA system throughout its 7
healthcare facilities through the Bureau
for Behavior Health & Health Facilities
(BHHF).

Why VistA is the choice?

• VistA is compliant with international
standards including: HIPAA, CCHIT and
Meaningful use.

USA

Kurdistan

• A 2011 survey conducted by the American
Academy of Family Physicians ranked VistA’s
primary user interface in the top 10 for user
satisfaction, and first in several other
categories.

Kuwait

• Medscape EHR reports from both 2014 and
2016 rank the VA’s computerized record
system number one with physicians and in its
usefulness as a clinical tool.
Ref
http://www.medscape.com/features/slideshow/public/ehr2016#page=1
https://www.osehra.org/content/osehra-vista

Expected Challenges
• Funding
• Change resistance
• Standardization
• Choosing the right solution
• Lack of domain expertize

Impact of EHSI on the Jordanian Economy
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Mr. Ali Romani
Email: a_roumani@yahoo.com
IT Project Manager at the Ministry of Public Health.
Led several IT projects including: systems interoperability and unique
ID, electronic health record, Primary health care network information
system PHENICS…and many others.

Interoperability
MOPH Plan
Ali Romani, MSc
June 15, 2019

What is interoperability

Interoperability
MOPH Plan

• Interoperability is the ability of different
information systems, devices or applications to
connect, in a coordinated manner, within and
across organizational boundaries to access,
exchange and cooperatively use data amongst
stakeholders, with the goal of optimizing the
health of individuals and populations.

Ali Roumani
June 2019

Levels Of Interoperability
The Healthcare Information and Management System
Society (HIMSS) has come up with four levels to
define what qualifies as interoperability:
• “Foundational” interoperability develops the building
blocks of information exchange between disparate
systems by establishing the inter-connectivity
requirements needed for one system or application to
share data with and receive data from another. It
does not outline the ability for the receiving
information technology system to interpret the data
without interventions from the end user or other
technologies.

Levels Of Interoperability
• “Structural” interoperability defines the structure
or format of data exchange (i.e., the message
format standards) where there is uniform
movement of healthcare data from one system to
another such that the clinical or operational
purpose and meaning of the data is preserved and
unaltered. Structural interoperability defines the
syntax of the data exchange. It ensures that data
exchanges between information technology
systems can be interpreted at the data field level.
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Levels Of Interoperability
• “Semantic” interoperability is the ability of two or more
systems to exchange information and to interpret and use
that information. Semantic interoperability takes advantage
of both the structuring of the data exchange and the
codification of the data, including standard, publicly
available vocabulary, so that the receiving information
management systems can interpret the data. Semantic
interoperability supports the electronic exchange of patient
data and information among authorized parties via
potentially disparate health information and technology
systems and products to improve quality, costs, safety,
efficiency, experience and efficacy of healthcare delivery.

Levels Of Interoperability
• “Organizational” interoperability encompasses the technical
components as well as clear policy, social and organizational
components. These components facilitate the secure, seamless
and timely communication and use of data within and
between organizations and individuals. Inclusion of these nontechnical considerations enables interoperability that is
integrated into end-user processes and workflows in a manner
that supports efficiencies, relationships and overall health and
wellness through cooperative use of shared data both across
and within organizational boundaries.

What Is A Health Information
Exchange (HIE)?
•A Health Information Exchange (HIE)
is a technology solution that enables
Healthcare providers and
organizations to share patient
information electronically between
systems according to nationally
recognized standards.

Ministries, Public funds,
Syndicates, Universities,
INGOs, NGOs..

Data exchange between MOPH
and hospitals (example)

Physicians

Schools

Nurseries

Dispensaries

Hospitals

Labs, Pharmacies, other health care providers

Interoperability in MOPH

Primary Health
care centers

• Billing system (flat files upload)
• Death registry (Data entry and flat files upload)
• Births registry (Data entry and flat files upload)
• Maternal mortality (Data entry)
• Implantable devices tracking system (Data entry)
• Communicable diseases reporting “DHIS2” (Data
entry)
• Other systems and reports (Dialysis report, PHENICS
referrals, …)
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Challenges
• Lack of a unique patient identifier
• Different coding systems
• Different data structure
• Different data exchange structure and technologies
• Readiness of the systems to use modern standards
and technologies to exchange data
• Trust
• Security and data confidentiality

Interoperability solution
Adapt and implement standards to exchange data
between systems:
• HL7
• FHIR
• HIPAA
•…

Interoperability solution
Build a centralized system to store, maintain and publish
all parameters used in the information systems which
include but not limited to:
• Health care providers: Hospitals, dispensaries,
physicians, nurses, pharmacies, laboratories, ..
• Locations: Mohafaza, qada, villages
• Patient demographic and personal data: sex, marital
status, profession, education, …
• Medical data: drugs, vaccines, diagnosis, lab tests,
Radiology, allergies, medical acts and procedures, …
• …..

Interoperability solution
Pilots in MOPH
• EPI registry interoperability

• Adaptation of HL7 standard (VXU^04)
• Implementation of data exchange tool
(Mirth Connect)
• Pilot data exchange with EPIC
• PHENICS interoperability

Interoperability solution
Next Step
• Adapt HIE standards for all systems
• Implement HIE systems and tools.
• Share the standards and technologies with all
stockholders.
• Replace the current data exchange tools with the new
HIE tools

Thank you
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Appendix 7: Lebanon Health IT Stakeholders who participated in this activity
(Plain names are listed alphabetically without title or rank & abbreviations used to indicate organizations)

Group

Information
Technology
Meeting

Third Party
Payer
Meeting

Name
Abbas Bassam
Abd Al Ilah Shamseddine
Ali Abdallah
Ali Roumani
Ali Skaine
Bassam Tabchouri
Bilal Kalash
Captain Hamza Damaj
Charles Achkar
Christine Salem
Diana Bou Ghanim
Fadi Harb
Fadi Moheiddine
Fouad Kechli
Georges Mchantaf
Hanady Sebaaly
Hilda Harb
Housam Chamaa
Jenny Roumanos
Jocelyne ZIadeh
Joe Hage
Lina Abo Mourad
Maher Itani
Manal Naim
Mazen Al Shabab
Mira Balian
Mounir Hajjar
Nadine Moacdieh
Nicolas Akkary
Randa Kobeissi
Rania Hajjar
Rula Antoun
Said Al Kaakour
Tania Zaroubi
Youssef Bassim
Ziad Abdallah
Chawki Mitri
Cyril Azar
Elie Hanna
Farah Mazloum
Hilda Harb
Issam Bishara
Jihad Makouk
Mathilda Jabbour
Michella Mallat
Mohammad Abboud
Nada Awada
Pamela Bou Abdallah
Rabih Kharma

Organization
RHUH
NBGUH
COOP
MoPH
ISF
AUB
MOSA
SSF
ITB
ACT
MOT
GSF
ACT
NSSF
BMC
GSF
MoPH
WHO
MoPH
HDF
OMSAR
MoPH
ITB
MOSA
MOD
ISF
BMC
AUB
ARH
MOSA
COOP
AUB
NSSF
OMSAR
ITG
CAS
SSF
Insurance Brokers Syndicate
Insurance Brokers Syndicate
UNICEF
MoPH
YMCA
MoPH
MoPH
GlobMed
ISF
IMC
GSF
GlobMed
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Email
abbas.bassam@bguh.gov.lb
abed.shamseddine@gmail.com
aabdallah@mfe.gov.lb
a_roumani@yahoo.com
ali.skaine@hotmail.com
tbassam@aub.edu.lb
bilalkalash@gmail.com
admin@state-security.gov.lb
c.achkar@itg.com.lb
christine.Menassa@act.com.lb
diana.nbg@gmail.com
fadi.harb@general-security.gov.lb
fadi.mohieddine@act.com.lb
f.kichli@cnss.gov.lb
georges.mchantaf@bmc.com.lb
hilda_harb@yahoo.com
chammaah@who.int
bjrom@dm.net.lb
Jocelyne.ziadeh@hdf.usj.edu.lb
jhage@omsar.gov.lb
laboumrad@moph.gov.lb
m.itani@itb-me.com
mnaim@socialaffairs.gov.lb
mazenchabab@gmail.com
mirabalian@hotmail.com
mounir.hajjar@bmc.com.lb
nm102@aub.edu.lb
n_akkary@hotmail.com
randa.kobeissi@hotmail.com
rhajjar06@yahoo.com
ra177@aub.edu.lb
skaakour@cnss.gov.lb
tzaroubi@omsar.gov.lb
yrbassim@hotmail.com
zi_abd@yahoo.com
ch_mitri@hotmail.com
libs@libslb.com
libs@libslb.com
fmazloum@unicef.org
hilda_harb@yahoo.com
Issamb@ymca-leb.org.lb
drmakouk@yahoo.fr
jabbour.mathilda@gmail.com
mmallat@globemedgroup.com
m1.abboud@hotmail.com
nawada@internationalmedicalcorps.org
pamelabouabdallah@hotmail.com
rkharma@globmedgroup.com

Private
Sector
Meeting

Public
Sector
Meeting

Local
Health IT
Vendor
Meeting

General
Meeting

Rania Hajjar
Rouwaida Nasr
Tahir Manzoor
Walid Shartouni
Abir Alameh
Aya Khairallah
Bahij El Baassiri
Corine Aad
Hossein Kheireddine
Rania Otayek
Roula Zahar
Ali El Sayed
Ali Roumani
Carine El Sokhn
Georges Youssef
Ghassan El Amine
Hamza Damaj
Ismail Diab
Jenny Roumanos
Jihad Makkouk
Mathilda Jabbour
Michel Maalouf
Myrna Doumit
Randa Hamadeh
Raymond El Sayegh
Sleiman Haroun
Yahya Khamis
Ali Roumani
Ayat Wahab
Bassily Gerges
Charles Achkar
Christophe Khalaf
Diana Haddad
Elie Asmar
Fadi Moheiddine
Hrair Karaboyanjian
Maher Itani
Marc Khadij
Mohamad Cheaito
Nour Al Radi
Rabeeh Abla
Rawad Jaafoury
Sleiman Haroun
Stephanie Papadopoulos
Abbas Bassam
Abdelilah Shamseddine
Abir K. Alame
Ali Chaito
Ali Skaine
Amal Rihane
Anne-Marie Farhat
Ayat Wahab
Bahij El Baassiri

COOP
COOP
UNICEF
MOD
Order of Nurses
Institut de Pathologie
Hammoud
St. Georges
RAH
NDS
MLH
GSF
MoPH
MoPH
MOD
Order of Pharmacists
SSF

rhajjar06@yahoo.com
rouwaidans@hotmail.com
tmanzoor@unicef.org
audit.mhc@army.gov.lb
akalame@sahelhospital.com.lb
aya.s.khairallah@gmail.com
bbaassiri@hammoudhospital.org
csaad@stgeorgehospital.org
hkdeen@yahoo.com
rania.otayek@chu-nds.org
roula.zahar@mlh.com.lb
ali.amine.elsayed@gmail.com
a_roumani@yahoo.com
carine-elshokhn@hotmail.com
georges.youssef.10@gmail.com
opl@opl.org.lb
admin@state-security.gov.lb

MoPH
MoPH
MoPH

bjrom@dm.net.lb
drmakouk@yahoo.fr
Jabbour.mathilda@gmail.com

Order of Nurses
MoPH PHCs
Order of Physicians
Syndicate of Priv Hospitals
COOP
MoPH
Logic Systems
IMHOTEP
ITG
IMHOTEP
SAP
C.T. Serv
ACT
Cyberhealth
ITG
IMHOTEP
Bahman Hosp
Logic Systems
CSP Health
CT serve
Syndicate of Private Hospitals
Cyberhealth
RHUH
Nabatieh Hosp
Order of Nurses

president@orderofnurses.org.lb
randa_ham@hotmail.com

ISF
Lebanese Red Cross
Tuberculosis Program
Logic Systems
Hammoud Hosp

ali.skaine@hotmail.com
amal.rihane@redcross.org.lb
annemarie.efarhat@gmail.com
ayat.wahab@logicsystems.com.lb
bbaassiri@hammoudhospital.org
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sleimanharoun@hopitalharoun.com.lb
khamisyahya@gmail.com
a_roumani@yahoo.com
ayatwahab@logicsystems.com.lb
bassily.Gerges@exquitech.com
c.achkar@itg.com.lb
christophe@exquitech.com
diana.haddad@sap.com
elie.f.asmar@gmail.com
fadi.mohieddine@act.com.lb
hrair@cyberhealth365.com
m.itani@itb-me.com
mark.khadij@exquitech.com
cheaito@yahoo.fr
nour.alradi@logicsystems.com.lb
rabeeh.abla@cspsolutions.com
rawadj@ctserv.net
sleimanharoun@hopitalharoun.com.lb
stephanie@cyberhealth365.com
abbas.bassam@bguh.gov.lb
abed.shamseddine@gmail.com
akalame@sahelhospital.com.lb

Bassily Gerges
Baydaa Al agha
Bilal Kalash
Carine Al Sokhn
Charles Achkar
Charlie Mouawad
Christiane El Khoury
Colette Mekanna
Corinne Aad Naba'
Dani Drakebly
Diana Haddad
Elias Ayoub
Elie Hage
Fadi Mohieddine
Fadi Zgheib
Farah Asfahani
Ghada El Zein
Ghassan Al Amine
Hamza Damaj
Hilal Kabalan
Hisham Bawadi
Hossein Kheireddine
Houda Deknach
Houssam Chammaa
Hussein Ayad
Iman Shankiti
Jenny Romanos
Jocelyne Ziadeh
Joseph Otayek
Joyce Abi Kharma
Khaldoun Hamade
Loulou Moustafa Yaghi
Manal Naim
Marc Khadij
Marwan Haroun
Mathilda Jabbour
Mazen Al Shabab
Michel Murr
Milaideh Rady
Mira Balian
Mohamad Ahmad Abboud
Mohamad Shaayto
Mohamed El Zein
Mouin Shehadeh
Myrna Doumit
Nabil Kronfol
Nada Ghosn
Nadine Moacdieh
Najib A. Korban
Nayef Hamzeh
Nemer Zamel
Nicolas Akkary

Imhotep
Dannieh Hosp
GSF
MoPH
ITG (Holding)

bassily.gerges@exquitech.com
denniehgovhosp@hotmail.com
bilalkalash@gmail.com
carine-elsokhn@hotmail.com
c.achkar@itg.com.lb

AUBMC
Dahr Bashek Hosp
Saint George
Insurance Brokers Syndicat
SAP
State Security Forces
Order of Physicians
ACT
Baalbeck Hosp
Agence Française de Devpt

ck32@aub.edu.lb

Order of Pharmacists
State Secturity
Mays Jabal Hosp
AUBMC
RAH
Menyeh Hosp
World Health Organization
MTS
WHO
MoPH
HDF
APIS HEALTH
AUBMC
AUBMC
Dannieh Hosp
MOSA
Imhotep
Haroun Hosp
MoPH
Lebanese Army
HYDRAMED
Karantina Hosp
ISF
ISF
BH
IDEMIA
ISF
Order of Nurses

opl@opl.org.lb;
admin@state-security.gov.lb

MoPH
AUBMC
OMSAR
CMC
Marjayoun Hosp
Akkar- Rahal Hosp
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csaad@stgeorgehospital.org

eliehage55@gmail.com
fadi.mohieddine@act.com.lb
fadizgheib@hotmail.com
asfahanif@afd.fr

hb26@aub.edu.lb
hkdeen@yahoo.com
deknach.houda@gmail.com
chammaah@who.int

bjrom@dm.net.lb
Jocelyne.ziadeh@hdf.usj.edu.lb
joseph.otayek@apis-health.com
kh43@aub.edu.lb

mark.khadij@exquitech.com
marwanharoun@hopitalharoun.com.lb
jabbour.mathilda@gmail.com
mazenchabab@gmail.com
michel.murr@hotmail.com
milaideh_r@hotmail.com
mirabalian@hotmail.com
cheaito@yahoo.fr
mohamed.elzein@idemia.com
president@orderofnurses.org.lb

nm102@aub.edu.lb
nkorban@omsar.gov.lb
nayef.hamzeh@cmc.com.lb
marjayoun-gh@hotmail.com
n_akkary@hotmail.com

Nour Mohamad Al Radi
Pascal Karam
Rabeeh Abla
Rabih Kattar
Rabiha Sakhat
Rabiha Samir Allam
Randa Rustom
Rania El Hajjar
Rim Atoui
Rita Khoury
Roland Salameh
Roufat Abani
Roula Gharios Zahar
Rouwaida Raeef Nasr
Rula Antoun
Safaa Assi
Said Ali El Kaakour
Salah Abou Nasreldin
Saleh Dbeibo
Samer Bassila
Sami Slim
Samira Madi
Sizar Akoum
Sleiman Haroun
Soha Hourani
Souraya Haroun
Tania Zaroubi
Vincent Barouki
Walid Al Habari
Walid Shartouny
Yaser Ammar
Yousif Asfour
Ziad Abdallah

Logic Systems
CTServ
CSP Health
Saint George Hosp
Hrawi Hosp
Dannieh Hosp
APIS HEALTH
COOP
World Bank
Saint George Hosp
Everteam
RAH
Mount Lebanon Hosp
COOP
AUBMC
Marjayoun Hosp
NSSF
EyeWeb

nour.alradi@logicsystems.com.lb
c.t.serv@cyberia.net.lb

Caretek
MoPH
Lebanese University
MoPH
Syndicate of Priv Hospitals
MoPH
Haroun Hosp
OMSR
FATTAL GROUP
ICT
Lebanese Army
Rashia Hosp
AUBMC
CAS

samer_bassila@hotmail.com
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rhkattar@stgeorgehospital.org

randa.rustom@apis-health.com
rhajjar06@yahoo.com
ratoui@worldbank.org
rdkhoury@stgeorgehospital.org
r.salameh@everteam-gs.com
roula.zahar@mlh.com.lb
rouwaidans@hotmail.com
ra177@aub.edu.lb
safoassy@gmail.com
s.kaakour@cnss.gov.lb
salah@eyemails.com

samiramady@outlook.com
sizarak@gmail.com
sleimanharoun@hopitalharoun.com.lb
sohahourani92@gmail.com
tzaroubi@omsar.gov.lb
vincent.barouki@med-science.com
whabari@gmail.com

yasfour@aub.edu.lb
zi_abd@yahoo.com
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